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Preface

T he rapid technological progress in information processing technology
is changing every aspect of our lives. The financial markets cannot es-
cape this technological impact. Investing and trading has shifted from

the old paradigm of watching quote screens, calling a broker to place an or-
der, and then waiting for a call with the order fill, to a new paradigm, based
on real-time chart displays, electronic screen trading, and direct market
access with fast executions.

Equally rapid are the advancements in the quantity and quality of infor-
mation available to investors and traders as well as in the software applica-
tions for processing and analyzing it. Despite all the advancements made,
traders and investors are still faced with the same old dilemma: buy, sell,

or hold?

One could also assert that the numerous technological advancements,
the abundance of information, and improved means of processing have
increased the complexity and the difficulty of trading for a profit rather
than making the life of traders easier. This assertion is partly due to the
fact that markets have become more efficient while opportunities are
becoming scarce and increasingly difficult to identify. More and more,
traders report failures of trading systems developed not too long ago,
which had produced in the past excellent back testing and actual trad-
ing records. There are a few possible causes for these failures: One
cause can be found in the widespread use or popularization (if I may
call it that) of technical analysis—that is, a method of evaluating mar-
ket action that relies primarily on the analysis of price and volume. Some
believe that traders using technical methods no longer have a competitive
advantage. Others believe that the failures are due to the ability of some
market participants to affect price direction and thus generate false tech-
nical signals followed by sudden price reversals. I will not attempt to dis-
cuss or investigate such claims here, but there may be some truth hidden
in them.

My view is that most trading systems failures are due to a wrong ap-
plication of system development and risk management principles. Traders

xi
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know that the most important function of a trading system is the timing
of entry and exit signals. But that is exactly where most technical analy-
sis methods have deficiencies. This deficiency arises because of the time
lag between price action and the reaction of technical analysis methods.
Specifically, the majority of technical analysis indicators lag price move-
ment because they consider only past prices in their calculations, and this
allows fast traders to capitalize on this deficiency, position themselves in
the market early, and then profit by satisfying the demand created by tech-
nical traders whose systems respond too late. Thus, use of appropriate
models and their careful analysis is of paramount importance to the suc-
cess of a technical trader trying to survive in a highly competitive trading
game. This success depends on the development and application of mod-
els that offer a competitive advantage, combined with the use of risk and
money management methods that minimize the risk of ruin while maximiz-
ing returns. This is the name of the game in a nutshell, and this book will
explore this game in depth.

RATIONALE AND STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

This book is divided into three sections. Part I, “Foundations,” provides
the essential knowledge a trader must posses before attempting to develop
winning trading methodologies. At the same time, this part attempts to con-
front some popular misconceptions about the markets. Chapter 1 presents
an account of the market based on the notion of the term market partici-

pants, which is more appropriate for technical traders. Chapter 2 discusses
the relationship between trading and the zero-sum game; while Chapter 3
investigates the different time frames and methods of analysis used
by traders.

Part II, “Profitability and Risk,” offers a quantitative assessment of
profitability and risk and money management. In my opinion, a mastery
of these concepts is required before a trader can proceed with the develop-
ment of trading systems. Specifically, an understanding of the limitations
imposed by profitability requirements on trading system design, and of the
restrictions that prudent risk and money management place on capital re-
quirements, are of fundamental importance for success. In Chapter 4, the
profitability rule and its implications in the development of trading systems
are discussed. Chapter 5 focuses on risk and money management, In par-
ticular, it focuses on determining the minimum starting capital required for
trading a system and calculating position sizing.

Part III, “Systematic Trading,” focuses on the process of trading system
development. Going through this process is essential for every systematic
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trader and success depends greatly on the trader’s understanding of the
intricate details involved and the hidden traps. In Chapter 6, I discuss the
analysis of trading systems and expose some pitfalls of back testing. In
Chapter 7, I offer an introduction to the process of the synthesis of trading
systems and present some specific examples that illustrate this powerful
methodology of trading system development.

While reading these chapters, you may be surprised by the lack of
charts and figures in this trading book. I am not in favor of trading method-
ologies that rely on visual chart analysis. Charts can impose illusions on
the human mind, most often by reflecting what one wishes to see in them.
Therefore, I tried to limit the number of chart examples in the book to those
absolutely necessary to illustrate the points made. On the other hand, there
is no need for someone to buy a book just to look at chart examples! A good
book must contain valuable information for the reader in exchange for the
price paid for it. By overwhelming the reader with charts and indicators
plotted on them and by offering just another subjective interpretation of
price behavior, there is no valuable contribution made. Fancy charts are
easily accessible nowadays by anyone with a personal computer and on-
line access. In order to stay profitable, one must go beyond subjective in-
terpretations of price behavior and visual chart analysis. Traders who are
determined to be successful need to apply a more rigorous and in-depth ap-
proach leading to systematic trading. This is what the material in the book
aims to accomplish by setting the foundations for the achievement of this
difficult task.

WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK

The feedback I have received from traders all over the world who have
read my first two books has motivated me to write this one. There is no
point in writing a book unless it offers value to the reader. This is exactly
the purpose of this book. In Profitability and Systematic Trading, I ex-
pose the reader to a few very important concepts I have worked on during
my 20 years of research and development on the subject. For example,
the concept of synthesis of trading systems is one that I consider a novel
approach that may hold the key to the future of trading system develop-
ment. I strongly recommend that the reader go through the material start-
ing from Part I, where I rebut some misconceptions people have about the
markets. Common misconceptions have a negative impact on any efforts
to profit from trading or investing, yet they are so widespread that they
have become “market folklore.” I also strongly recommend following the
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derivation of the profitability rule in Part II and reading the chapter on risk
and money management carefully. My experience is that even in the case
that one is not planning to develop advanced trading systems using analy-
sis or the most advanced and novel method of synthesis given in Part III,
the information in parts I and II can serve as a guide to understanding the
realities of trading and investing.
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Disclaimer

H ypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent
limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results
do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not been

executed, the results may be under- or overcompensated for the impact, if
any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading
programs in general are subject to the fact that they are designed with the
benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will
or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.

The trading methods, systems, and patterns included in this book are
for educational purposes only and none is recommended. Past results are
not necessarily indicative of future results and, therefore, it should not be
assumed that the use of any of the methods or techniques presented would
result in trading profits. This is not a solicitation of any order to buy or
sell. Trading stocks, futures, options on stocks or futures, or forex involves
substantial financial risks and may result in total loss of capital.
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P A R T I

Foundations

Every trader who desires to be profitable must have a clear under-
standing of the operational structure of the market and in a way that
is compatible with trading objectives and requirements. Becoming

successful in dealing with the realities of technical trading and investing
requires approaching markets from the right perspective. Adopting the ap-
propriate account of the market described in detail in Chapter 1 is of fun-
damental importance to success.

Trading is mostly a zero-sum game; this is the subject of Chapter 2.
Traders often fail to realize this fact because they align themselves with
wrong perceptions of what markets really are and how they operate. It is
very important that traders understand what are the implications of the
zero-sum game nature of the markets for their efforts to make a profit.

The different methodologies used in trading and the different time
frames involved are probably the most fundamental knowledge that traders
must have before risking any money. In Chapter 3, the differences between
technical and fundamental analysis are discussed, as well as, the different
time frames used in trading.

Understanding what markets are all about, facing the reality of the
zero-sum game, and knowing the trading methods and time frames in-
volved, all from the perspective of systematic trading and investing, is of
fundamental importance and serves as a foundation for the development
of profitable trading methodologies.

1
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C H A P T E R 1

The Market

Some of the problems that traders face are due to the misleading
concept that they have about what the word market means. Novice
traders often risk their life savings without understanding the market

structure and market dynamics. Many traders do not spend enough time
educating themselves before they get involved in such a dynamic endeavor.

In this chapter, I provide the most relevant and realistic account of
markets from the perspective of systematic traders and investors. I be-
lieve it is necessary for traders to understand this philosophy so that
they can better understand how to operate within the market. I also dis-
cuss the characteristics of the different trading markets. A proper market
account can also make a difference in the selection of a specific market
to concentrate in. Although the final selection depends on many factors, at
the end of this chapter I attempt to clarify some aspects of the markets that
often influence the selection process.

A TRADER’S PERSPECTIVE

News reporters, traders, investors, and even laymen are constantly using
the word market. Some phrases that are often heard or read as part of re-
ports in electronic and print media are “the market fell today,” “the market
bounced off its recent lows,” and “the market was hit by waves of selling.”
Moreover, some typical statements made by traders are “the market went
against me,” “the market took my stops,” or “the market was volatile.” The

3
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Information Price

Volume

MARKET
(TRADERS)

FIGURE 1.1 Fundamental account of the market.

phrases just quoted and a host of others containing the word market all
have something in common: They are potentially misleading or even false
statements because the market is not some real entity, which acts or is
acted upon. Instead, the market is made up of all those who participate in
it, called the market participants. Any attempt to assign a special or abso-
lute quality to the word market, other than the fact that it is the collection
of its participants, is a distortion of reality and may eventually lead to false
trading or investing decisions.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the fundamental account of the market as a col-
lection of traders and investors participating in all sorts of transactions.
The input to the market is information, which drives the decision processes
of its participants. The output of the market is the price of the financial in-
struments traded and volume. Price and volume, current and historical, are
also part of the information that causes participants to act, especially tech-
nical traders. As a matter of fact, a good part of technical trading is based
solely on the analysis of price and volume historical data series.

The account of the market just presented is valid at every time period,
whether it is a day, a week, a month, five minutes, or even at every price
tick. It is the most fundamental account from a systems input–output per-
spective and one that is especially useful to technical traders and investors.

Whether the market can be defined only in terms of its participants or
as an entity with an absolute existence above and beyond its participants
is a much more complicated issue than it first seems. However, what mat-
ters most from the point of view of trading and investing is the operational
structure of the market from a practical perspective rather than its onto-
logical status.

The proper account of the market provided here is based on the fact
that markets cannot exist at all unless traders and investors participate.
Therefore, defining a market in terms of its participants is well founded.
Anything else above and beyond this empirical account is an irrelevant or
even dangerous perspective for a trader or investor to have. This is be-
cause, even if it is the case and markets are something more than their
participants, there is no way to empirically determine the resulting prop-
erties of such an entity and use the knowledge in trading methodologies
with quantifiable content. On the contrary, any abstract views, or even
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postulations, can alienate one from the reality of markets and eventually
lead to an emotive approach to trading and investing with disastrous con-
sequences.

The collective actions of the participating traders and investors in a
market determine the direction of prices, depending on the liquidity added
or subtracted in association with the given price level. More importantly,
the operational structure of markets is such that for every buyer there must
be a seller. When buyers concede to higher sell offers, prices rise. On the
other hand, when sellers concede to lower buy offers, prices drop. The
reasons for this pattern of price behavior are not important for the purpose
of this analysis; however, it is important to be aware of this relationship.
Even if there are some other causal connections, real or ethereal, affecting
price behavior and direction, prices move because of the actions of market
participants. In other words, there are no magical transactions occurring in
the market and every transaction involves a real buyer and a real seller. It
is eventually just the participants’ actions that determine price and volume.

Based on this well-defined operational structure of the market, a
prospective trader or investor must recognize that the market is just a
collection of active traders and investors, the people who participate in
it, people just like him. With this understanding of the meaning of the
word market, a better choice in place of the phrase “the market fell to-
day” is “sellers conceded to lower buy offers today.” Likewise, “the market
bounced off its recent lows” should be interpreted as “buy offers bounced
to higher levels from their recent lows”; and “the market was hit by waves
of selling” may be better put as “sellers conceded to waves of lower
buy offers.”

Assigning to the word market its proper meaning while rejecting emo-
tive, metaphysical, and absurd notions that view the market as an entity
that exists above and beyond its own participants, are very important first
steps to take for every trader and investor who desires to be a winner.
Then, “the market went against me” means “other traders took an oppo-
site view to the one I took and were right.” Similarly, “the market took my
stops” means that “other traders took my buy/sell offer” and “the market
was volatile” simply means, “prices were volatile.” Thus, whenever a trader
hears the word market, he must try to visualize other traders just like him,
from an office or a home or in a trading pit, all attempting to forecast what
the future price direction will be with the objective to profit from it. Those
who can either influence the actions of other traders using their financial
power or forecast future price direction with a high rate of success using
their wisdom are the ones who ultimately win. Thinking in terms of “me
against the market” is a loser’s attitude. Every trader or investor is just a
participant in the market, and his or her actions are part of the collective
activity the set defines.
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There are two basic qualities that contribute most to trading profitabil-
ity: power and wisdom. If a trader is powerful enough he can profit by po-
sitioning in the market at attractive price levels and then enticing other
traders to act while satisfying their demand or absorbing their supply,
depending on the direction of prices. If a trader is wise enough she can
achieve high profitability from forecasting the future direction of prices,
influenced by the collective actions of other participants, and accomplish
that by analyzing information in ingenious ways, ultimately predicting how
others will act based on that information. Unless there is power or wisdom
involved, there is no hope for anyone to succeed and any such participant
lacking both of these prerequisites will eventually end up transferring his
or her wealth to other more qualified traders.

The remaining part of this chapter deals primarily with a comparison
of futures, equity, and forex trading. Any reference to the word market is
simply a reference to the collection of its participants—retail and profes-
sional traders, specialists, market makers, institutional traders, and so on.
The same holds true for the remaining part of the book.

FUTURES, EQUITY, AND FOREX MARKETS

The majority of technical traders are participants in the equity, futures,
or foreign exchange (forex) markets. There are several other very liquid
markets—such as fixed income securities, interest rate swaps, and collat-
eral mortgage obligations—that are mostly at the institutional level and
are not suitable to retail traders because participation requires establish-
ing credit lines with financial institutions.

Retail traders and small-to-medium-sized funds participate in these
three most popular markets and use brokers to place their orders. Prior
to the early 1990s, the bulk of retail trading volume was done in the com-
modity futures markets. The bull stock market of the late 1990s was the
main reason for the dramatic increase in the number of equity traders. This
coincided in time with an explosive growth in the field of information tech-
nology and use of the World Wide Web. The new technology contributed
to the emergence of online equity brokers, but similar applications in fu-
tures and forex retail trading lagged behind mainly due to technical and
regulatory issues.

During the 1990s, most of the commodity futures exchanges were
still operating based on open-outcry pit trading, while forex trading was
an unregulated institutional market dominated by large banks. After the
rapid market decline, which followed the bull stock market of the late
1990s, there was a resumption of interest in retail futures trading. The
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introduction of 24-hour electronic screen trading in several futures mar-
kets and the addition of popular products like the S&P 500 and Dow Jones
Industrials mini-sized futures contracts contributed to a steady influx of
new retail traders. That further led to an increasing number of futures bro-
kerages offering online order placement. At the same time, forex market
makers offering online order placement and execution to individual re-
tail traders started to emerge. As the liquidity and momentum of the eq-
uity markets subsided, those introduced to trading and technical analysis
through the equity markets started to switch to futures and forex mar-
kets in search of opportunities to apply their skills and hopefully profit
from them.

Traders who plan to develop systematic trading methodologies must
understand the characteristics of each popular market they intend to work
within. Market-specific characteristics often impose constraints on the de-
velopment of a trading methodology. For example, intraday and short-term
traders must be especially aware of any daily limits imposed on price
moves. And forex and futures traders must understand how the margin
works and its effects on trading system designs and risk and money man-
agement. In the following section, important characteristics of the most
popular trading markets are presented in more detail.

Futures Markets

Futures markets are organized financial exchanges where participants can
trade standardized futures contracts. Futures markets offer moderate to
high liquidity at moderate to low commission costs. These markets are un-
der strict regulation and supervision, and there is a time and sales report
available to all participants. Such a report is extremely valuable because
traders can always verify broker fills using the exchange records. Futures
markets are structured to guarantee smooth execution of orders and the
elimination of counterparty credit risk by imposing sufficient margin re-
quirements. Thus, traders can safely ignore operational and counterparty
risk–related issues and focus on their methodology and analysis, whether
fundamental or technical.

A few important characteristics of futures markets that play an impor-
tant role in the development of systematic trading methodologies are:

Leverage: The most attractive feature of futures markets, one that
highly appeals to retail traders and fund managers, is the high lever-
age. The low margin requirements per contract allow leveraging of po-
sitions, but this can work favorably if the forecast of the future price
direction turns out to be right or against the trader if it turns out to be
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wrong. Futures contracts never default or become worthless, but high
leverage can have an equivalent effect on a trader’s account.

Due to the high leverage, as discussed in Chapter 5, prudent risk
and money management must be an integral part of every systematic
futures trading system; otherwise the risk of ruin becomes very high.

Daily price limits: Most futures contracts have daily price limits. A
daily limit is the maximum price advance from the previous day’s set-
tlement price permitted during the trading session. In some futures
contracts, the daily limit may change during the trading session based
on a predefined time schedule set by the exchange. Similar rules apply
to stock indexes but, in comparison, forex markets never lock limit up
or down because they are not regulated by any exchange. This is the
reason currency futures do not have daily limits. The same is true with
most interest rate, metals, and index futures contracts, because their
spot commodities do not have any daily limits imposed on them. Grain
and Oilseed and Livestock futures all have daily limits imposed.

Although stock index price limits were put in place to protect mar-
kets from excessive daily drops, like the stock market crash of 1987,
for example, limits in general can work either for or against a trader.

If an exchange does not close trading, then a general rule is that
only selling is allowed when the price of a futures contract locks limit
up, and only buying is allowed when the price locks limit down. If a
trader is caught short in a locked limit up market, she cannot buy con-
tracts to offset her open position. The same holds for long position
holders in a locked limit down market, where no selling is allowed.
In the event that prices open locked, limit up or down, in consecu-
tive trading sessions, a trader can be faced with a financial disaster
that is beyond her control if there is no alternative way of hedging
her position.

Lumber futures, as an example, went through a series of locked
limit up trading sessions in early 1993, as shown in Figure 1.2. There
were at least 10 trading sessions that remained locked limit up from
the open of the trading session starting on January 25, 1993. The rally in
lumber prices continued to mid-March of the same year with scattered
locked limit up trading sessions.

Anyone caught net short Lumber futures on January 25, 1993,
could not buy contracts to close open positions until around Febru-
ary 8. Unable to do anything, they watched their trading account eq-
uity plummet and even go into the red. On the other hand, those who
were long made windfall profits. Some of the traders who were caught
short lumber futures during the specific streak of locked limit up ses-
sions ended up losing a fortune. The best way for technical traders to
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FIGURE 1.2 Limit up trading sessions in lumber futures.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

avoid such rare situations is either by staying away from markets that
have daily limits imposed and offer no alternative way out, or by taking
small and easily manageable risk in proportion to their trading capital.

Bear markets: Futures have bear markets but it is not clear how this
affects the profitability of systematic technical trading. Traders can go
long or short futures with the same ease and speed. It has been ob-
served, however, that during bear markets liquidity decreases. It ap-
pears, based on experience, that technical trading methods tend to be
more effective during bull markets than bear markets (and much less
effective during sideways-moving or fluctuating markets). This is a bit
paradoxical at first glance since the notion of rising or falling prices is
a matter of convention from the point of view of the analysis of price
charts. However, it seems that bear markets are less technically driven
than bull markets, and this is the fundamental reason for the decrease
in the effectiveness of systematic trading methodologies during falling
markets. Whereas greed and technical trading dominate a bull market,
fear and panic dominate a bear market. Equity trading also suffers from
the same effects but this is not the case with forex trading, because
with currencies there is no such thing as a bear market.
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Zero-sum game: Trading futures contracts is a zero-sum game, as will
be discussed in the next chapter in more detail. This means that at
any given time, even at every price tick, the sum of profits must be
equal to the sum of losses. At the end of each trading session, after all
participants’ accounts are marked-to-market using settlement prices,
the total credit posted to accounts with winning open positions always
equals the total debit posted to accounts with losing open positions.
This means that for a trader to profit in futures trading, some other
trader must lose. Since there are no speculators willing to lose money
in the futures markets, profitable trading requires a means of making
the right predictions about price direction. This means among other
things outsmarting or overpowering other traders by forecasting suc-
cessfully or affecting price direction for one’s own advantage. Those
who have no power to affect price direction can rely only on their wis-
dom to predict the actions of the other participants and benefit from
the resulting price moves.

Equity Markets

As in the case of futures markets, similar considerations also hold for eq-
uity markets regarding the regulated structure of exchanges, moderate to
high liquidity, low commissions, and transaction report availability. A few
important characteristics of the equity markets that often play an impor-
tant role in the development of systematic trading methodologies are:

Liquidity, leverage, and bear markets: Some equity markets, such
as the over the counter (OTC) market, may not provide enough liquid-
ity and are not suitable for technical systematic trading. Most compo-
nent stocks of the S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100 indexes are very liquid
and popular to trade. So are some of the recently developed exchange

traded funds, such as the QQQQ and SPY. However, position leverag-
ing via the use of margin is not as attractive a feature as it is in the
case of futures and forex trading. Margin requirements are high, short
positions can be taken only in selected issues that fulfill certain crite-
ria, and there is extra cost and increased risk involved. Equity markets
may exhibit protracted bear markets, where the inability to short some
issues virtually diminishes the potential to profit from such moves. But
more importantly, short-covering periods in bear markets are frequent
and dominated by violent price moves. This reality of equity markets
forces many traders to chase short-term upward price reversals that
occur in bear markets, which demands a timing accuracy that is very
difficult to get using technical analysis methods.
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FIGURE 1.3 Example of an opening gap in INTC stock.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

Equity trading can be halted: The actions of market makers and spe-
cialists can affect the direction of the price of a stock during periods of
low liquidity. Furthermore, trading of a stock can be halted at any time
and without prior warning, and when trading resumes the price may
gap up or down significantly, which is something that never occurs
in futures or forex markets. The same holds true when unexpected
earnings reports are released or other surprising news about a listed
company hits the wire. As an example, the stock of Intel Corp. (INTC)
plummeted more than $15 on the open of September 21, 2000 after a
disappointing earnings report was released the previous evening, as
shown in the chart in Figure 1.3. The risks from such random events
are high and can erase profits accumulated over extended periods of
trading activity. However, one must also realize that there are those
who benefit from such random events—in the specific example just
mentioned, short-sellers, call option writers, and put option holders,
to name a few—but a systematic approach to take advantage of such
random events is, of course, impossible to devise.

Not always a zero-sum game: In equity markets there are partici-
pants who may be willing to lose, such as companies repurchasing
their stock, giving an opportunity for traders to profit from a rise in
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their stock price. The reverse effect that works against traders is when
company insiders sell because they need for various reasons to reduce
their stake in a company. These insiders profit at the expense of traders
and investors. Also, equity trading is not always a zero-sum game dur-
ing certain periods due to creation or destruction of wealth. These is-
sues will be further discussed in the next chapter, which deals with
zero-sum games.

Forex Markets

Forex markets facilitate over-the-counter transactions of one currency for
another. Unlike futures and equity markets, these markets have no central
clearance. Retail forex trading offers very high leverage (up to 200:1), very
high liquidity, 24-hour trading, and a market that is difficult for participants
to manipulate, although that seems to be easy to do in the short-term for
politicians, central bank officials, and some special-interest groups. Trad-
ing currencies is by and large a zero-sum game, and there are no bear mar-
kets because quoted currency prices are exchange rates between pairs and
a rise in the value of a currency makes sense only in reference to the drop
in value of another currency. More than 75 percent of the daily volume
of forex markets is speculative. As such, there is a lot of competition and
effort made by its participants to redistribute wealth.

Some important aspects of forex trading that can greatly impact prof-
itability are:

No commission-free trading: There is a misconception, or maybe
misinformation, that commission-free forex trading is possible. On-
line forex brokers that advertise zero commission rates do this be-
cause they need to attract customers in order to pool enough accounts
together so they can efficiently and profitably act as market mak-
ers. Traders end up paying commissions in the form of wide bid–ask
spreads. In most cases, commissions are added to the order fill price,
and when a trader opens a new position it always starts with an open
loss. Forex market makers can do this because the market is self-
regulated and transactions are over-the-counter.

No times and sales report: Note that there is no time and sales report
available for the forex market as a whole. Price quotes that one trader
sees on his computer screen that is linked to one market maker data
feed can slightly vary from those another trader sees on her screen that
is linked to another market maker data feed. Thus, a limit order placed
at a specific price level maybe executed by one market maker but not
by another because the specific price level was never reached.
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Retail disadvantage: Individuals trading from home or office cannot
compete on a level playing field with professional forex traders based
at bank dealing rooms and large financial institutions and profit from
their losses in an intraday or even short-term time frame. Those pro-
fessional traders have timely access to information about order flow
and high-quality market analysis that enables them to always have a
competitive advantage over individual traders.

Currencies trend: Due to the fact that currency prices tend to form
protracted trends, a retail trader can accumulate profits using trend-
following techniques provided there is the necessary skill and disci-
pline in place, as will be further discussed in Chapter 3.

An example of two protracted price trends in the EUR/USD cur-
rency pair is shown in Figure 1.4. Prices trended down during 1999
and 2000 and then went in an uptrend in early 2002. Sideways markets
can last for years, as shown in the daily chart of the GBP/USD pair in
Figure 1.5. In this case, for a period of two years, from mid-2000 to
mid-2002, GBP/USD prices fluctuated in the narrow range of 1.4000 to
1.5000. Only highly skilled and experienced traders can profit during
extended periods of sideways-moving prices in a tight range, and this
is always done at the expense of unskilled and inexperienced ones. But
even during trending markets, high volatility can make the task of fol-
lowing a trend very difficult; this will be discussed in Chapter 3 in more
detail.

Mostly a zero-sum game: Although forex trading is a zero-sum game,
there are certain very rare occasions when some participants may be
willing to lose. This, however, does not change the zero-sum nature of
forex trading.

An example of such participants are central banks that either inter-
vene in the currency markets in order to stabilize currency exchange
rates or slow down the rapid evaluation or devaluation of a currency.
Although it is not very clear whether central banks are net losers or
winners over longer time periods (not that it really matters), over the
short term they may be willing to inject substantial sums into the forex
market in order to stabilize currency exchange rates within a target
band. Central bank intervention cannot change the longer-term trend
of currency exchange rates that is dictated by macroeconomic factors,
but any intervention on their part presents traders with an opportu-
nity to profit at their expense. Interventions always come, or are sup-
posed to come, as a “surprise,” but this is in regard to only the specific
price levels and the timing. Experienced forex traders can anticipate
interventions and can make fortunes if they are correct in timing them.
Central banks act like bluffers in a poker game during periods of
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FIGURE 1.4 Example of a trending currency pair.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.
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FIGURE 1.5 Example of a sideways market in a currency pair.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

pending intervention and often let prices rally in the opposite direc-
tion from the one they target in order to shake out speculators. An
experienced trader with a good “feel” of the market can profit from
such moves, but such activity has little connection to systematic tech-
nical trading and it is fundamentally a game of chance carrying very
high risk.
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WHICH MARKET SHOULD I TRADE IN?

The answer to the question regarding which of the three markets, fu-
tures, equity, or forex, is most suitable to systematic technical trading
can be given on a case-to-case basis, and only after considering which
market(s) a trader understands best and feels most comfortable with. All
three major trading markets offer opportunities, but also involve risk of
total loss of capital. The most important aspect of trading is not which
market one chooses to trade but the effectiveness of the methods used
in generating market entry and exit signals and applying risk and money
management.

One important factor in selecting a market to trade in is experience.
Novice traders often concentrate on a single market, but experienced
traders will trade anything that presents an opportunity to make a profit.
Trading forex is a 24-hour job, and anyone who has been involved with it
knows that one can easily lose a night’s sleep if open positions are kept
overnight. It’s hard for a trader with an open position to relax when he
knows that there is trading activity in a market, but intraday traders can
also get anxious if they feel they are missing opportunities while they are
asleep. Equity and futures markets are moving toward a 24-hour market
operation structure in order to get a piece of the forex action, especially as
trading becomes a global activity with traditionally socialist economies and
China adopting capitalism. Eventually, all markets will be based on screen
trading, and open outcry will be abolished.

A transition to 24-hour screen trading poses many challenges to traders
but also increased opportunity for profit. One factor that is slowing down
the conversion to a global, 24-hour, all-electronic trading market is the
time difference in the operation of local banks and clearing members.
Automation technology and the World Wide Web are rapidly changing
that as banks and clearing members are linking their databases and au-
tomating their back-office operations. Recently, there has been an emer-
gence of online brokerages that offer a single multicurrency account
for all three markets, futures, equities, and forex, with direct links to
many exchanges worldwide. This bold step breaks the traditional frag-
mentation of brokerage services and everyone is now scrambling to im-
plement the new technology to remain competitive. The globalization of
brokerage services is in line with the globalization of every other eco-
nomic activity in the world, and this provides more opportunity for profit
but also risk of loss.

Trading is in principle a zero-sum game, and this will not change ir-
respective of any technological breakthrough. That is, the fact that in or-
der for a trader to profit some other trader must lose in most cases will
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never change irrespective of any technological breakthrough in processing
information on a global scale. Therefore, having a competitive advantage
is much more important than any technological advance. Systematic trad-
ing combined with effective risk and money management can provide this
much-needed competitive advantage in the new technological environment
of fierce global competition.
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C H A P T E R 2

The Zero-Sum
Game of Trading

Power and wisdom clash daily in the markets in a battle whose out-
come determines how wealth is redistributed among market partic-
ipants. At the end of each trading day, losses must equal profits. In

other words, the sum of losses of all traders with losing positions, open
or closed, must be equal to the sum of profits of traders with winning po-
sitions, minus commissions paid to brokerage houses, exchange fees, and
any taxes paid to government.

The reader may have noticed that the losses were mentioned first and
then equated to profits, instead of the other way around. These words were
purposely so ordered that a skeptic could easily understand why trading is
a zero-sum game—whether it is in equities, futures, or forex markets.

Losses are always the gains of the winners who take the opposite
side of the trade. However, if one looks at the profits first, it is often dif-
ficult to understand why trading is a zero-sum-game, because part of the
profits are not always due to trading. For example, profits may be real-
ized from wealth-creating activities such as new technologies that open
new markets and from dividend payments. In this respect, not all profits
can be attributed to trading. However, all real losses from trading can be
considered as profits made by other traders. Thus, trading is a zero-sum
game by definition and cannot be considered otherwise because there is
no wealth creation or destruction caused directly by the actions of market
participants.

Moreover, trading does not create or destroy cash. Instead, the trading
activity contributes only to a redistribution of wealth among participants.
Investing any profits earned from trading in other sectors of the economy

17
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might eventually generate wealth. Although there is a constant influx of
new participants who join the trading game every day while others drop
out, the zero-sum game nature of trading is not affected, simply because,
as was already stated, this is the nature of trading by definition.

THE COUNTERARGUMENT

Some authors have challenged the notion that trading is a zero-sum game
by arguing that it is not such since the bankroll is not fixed in advance. But
such argument is naive. Even in a game of poker, where players may at any
time borrow money and increase their bet size, the bankroll is not known
in advance. What is known, though, with certainty is that one player will
win what is lost by the rest. In a similar way, for every trading transaction
that involves two traders, one of the traders will win and the other will lose
if they both offset their position at the same time.

As such, it is very important that every market participant reach a clear
understanding of what a zero-sum game involves and how it affects the
chances of accumulating wealth from the trading activity. Simply said, the
only way to make money by trading the markets is to have other traders
lose. This is, at the highest level, accomplished by putting either power or
wisdom, or both, to work and in such a way as to profit from the losses of
other traders or investors. There is no cash machine printing money in the
markets so that all participating traders can be winners. At the end of each
trading day, the net loss must equal the net profit.

THE WINNERS AND LOSERS

Professional traders clearly understand market realities such as the
zero-sum game. It is remarkable that many participants in the markets, es-
pecially small-account retail traders, do not realize that what they are es-
sentially doing is aiming at the pockets of other participants. It is true that
there are always some traders who are willing to lose because for them
trading is a recreational activity, or it is a form of addiction whose financial
outcome is of no importance so that they are doomed to lose. In Chapter 5,
it will be shown that it is quite difficult to exercise effective risk and money
management with a small account size and the probability of ruin is very
high. This is the main reason why 95 percent of retail traders lose money.

The bulk of profits of the winners in a zero-sum game of trading do
not come from the small account traders but from deep pockets, like
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overleveraged hedge funds that overestimate their capability to forecast
price direction and underestimate the determination of other participants
to grab their cash. Wall Street has a long history of speculative invest-
ment funds going belly up—no need to mention names here—because their
managers made the wrong trading decisions, failed to exercise proper risk
and money management, or overestimated their power or wisdom. It boils
down to this: As soon as a new trading account is opened, whether a retail
or corporate account, it becomes the potential target of millions of other
traders. Anyone planning to participate in a zero-sum game and desires to
profit from such activity must understand its mechanics and take all mea-
sures to assure that his or her funds are not redistributed to others. This
translates directly into taking manageable risk while at the same time hav-
ing a profitable systematic trading or investment strategy in place.

ZERO-SUM TRADING MARKETS

Commodity futures and forex trading are zero-sum games, by definition.
For every buyer of a futures or currency contract there must be a seller
and vice versa, because this is mandated by the operational structure of
such markets.

Let us say, for example, that trader A purchases one futures contract
of commodity XYZ, by posting $3,000 margin, from trader B, who sells the
contract by also posting $3,000 margin. Trader A is said to have opened a
long position and trader B a short position. Trader A expects prices to move
up and trader B expects them to fall. Both traders expect to profit from
their action, otherwise they would not have participated in the transaction.
This is very trivial, but also important to understand. The two traders, A
and B, have the exact opposite view about the direction of market prices
in their specific time frame—intraday, short term, medium term, or even
longer term. Both believe they are capable and smart individuals and can
forecast price direction with a sufficiently high rate of success. If prices
move straight up 3 points and both traders close their open positions at the
same time, trader A makes 3 points and trader B loses 3 points. In reality,
trader A makes less than 3 points and trader B loses more than 3 points,
because of commissions paid to brokers and fees to exchanges. This is a
simple case that illustrates the zero-sum game nature of trading.

It is possible that both A and B profit from the trade, but this cannot
change the fact that the overall activity is a zero-sum game. Such a pos-
sibility often reinforces common illusions in thinking that trading is not
a zero-sum game, but a misunderstanding of the mechanics involved is
the real reason for them. Profits or losses can be evaluated at any time,
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even in real-time just after every price tick. In reality, any credit or debit
posted to a trader’s accounts occurs after the market closes and any open
positions are marked-to-market using settlement prices. As an example,
it is possible that before trader A closes his open long position, trader B
closes his open short position by purchasing a contract offered by another
seller, trader C, while prices are 2 points below the price level at which he
and trader A opened their positions. In this case, trader B makes 2 points
while trader A has an open position loss. If prices reverse to the upside
after the decline, trader C may buy a contract sold by another trader, trader
D, for a loss of 2 points to cover his short position. Then, trader D may buy
a contract offered from trader A for a loss of 1 point. Now, trader A has a
flat position. It is easy to calculate that although traders A and B made a
total of 3 points, traders C and D lost 3 points and thus profits equal losses,
as was expected. It does not matter how many traders participate and how
many of them profit or lose. By definition, profits must equal losses and this
simply means that the losses of some traders become the profits of some
other traders.

In the case of forex trading and futures contracts, which are usually
priced based on some underlying commodity, financial index, or security,
it is fairly straightforward to see why trading is a zero-sum game. This is
because for every buyer there must be a seller and the number of open
long contracts always equals the number of open short contracts.

In the case of equity trading, things are a bit more complicated. One
difference is that stock prices move due to either trading activity or wealth
creation, or both. There is also short-selling activity allowed in certain se-
curities, meaning the ability to borrow securities and sell them with the
intention to buy them back later, return them to the borrower, and profit
from the price difference.

Short sellers and stock lenders are engaged in a zero-sum game as in
the case of futures contract trading. Losses are realized when a trader sells
a security short by borrowing it, and although the expectation is that it will
drop in price the opposite occurs and the trader is forced to purchase it
back at a higher price in the future. The reverse holds if the security drops
in price. In that case, the short-seller profits by covering the short position
at a lower price.

RARE EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE

Trading may not be a zero-sum game but a positive-sum game when there
is underlying wealth creation. This is illustrated in the case of the stock of
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT) and indicated as the “wealth creation
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FIGURE 2.1 Wealth creation, bubble market, and bubble burst phases.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

period” in Figure 2.1. During the period 1996–1998, the price of the stock
soared because the company was generating tremendous wealth by devel-
oping and introducing innovative new software technologies and rapidly
expanding its market share worldwide.

Excluding any short-selling activity, during upward-trending markets
powered mainly by wealth creation, investing, or even trading equities may
be a positive-sum game. In reality, some traders realize losses even under
such favorable conditions because price volatility forces them to take a
loss, although the stock is in a strong uptrend. However, in markets where
there is wealth creation, all traders can theoretically profit by sharing part
of that wealth. But this is an exception to the rule and a rare opportunity.
Periods of wealth creation are indeed rare; it is at the same time very dif-
ficult to identify using technical analysis alone whether there is actually
wealth created or the upward-trending price is due to a bubble market.

Often, bubble markets follow wealth creation periods and exhibit a
very steep rise in prices just before they burst. This is indicated in Figure
2.1 as the “bubble market period,” which lasted for a whole year during
1999. The dramatic decline in prices that followed, shown as “bubble burst
period,” was dominated by zero-sum game trading. The losses of those
who bought the stock during the bubble market rise became the profits
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of those who bought during the wealth creation period and held onto their
positions. This is because early traders always satisfy the demand of late
traders who scramble to get out when the bubble starts bursting. However,
the primary beneficiaries of bubble markets are usually the major stock-
holders of a public company. They have a high incentive to sell to panicked
traders and investors at high price levels and then repurchase their shares
at a later time at a much lower price and thus maintain their percentage of
ownership. If a stock is on an uptrend for reasons other than wealth cre-
ation, trading or investing is a zero-sum game. The losers are mostly indi-
vidual traders and speculative funds and the winners are company insiders
and longer-term investment funds.

DEALING WITH THE REALITIES
OF THE ZERO-SUM GAME

Some have argued that a trader who is rational should never elect to par-
ticipate in a zero-sum game where all participants have the same access
to information and have the same skills, tools, and analysis capability. In
such zero-sum games the longer-term expected profit is zero minus com-
missions. Instead, rational traders will look for markets where there is
underlying wealth creation, like the equity markets, or a high number of
unskilled participants, as in forex markets. The hope of underlying wealth
creation appears to be the main reason why there are many more traders
participating in equity markets than in futures or forex markets. However,
I argue that choosing a market to trade based solely on the criterion of
wealth creation is—due to a wrong assessment of the situation—a wrong
decision. Wherever there is wealth creation there are also those who con-
trol it or have access to it and will eventually use it to their advantage and
benefit. For instance, those who control wealth creation can affect the rate
of its creation by delaying business plans and thus causing a temporary
halt or decline in equity prices in order to shake out weak hands. Also,
company insiders can use their wealth to buy securities on margin and af-
fect the slope of the price rise and its momentum. It seems, on the contrary,
that a rational trader should better try outsmarting other rational traders,
especially novice ones, in futures or forex markets, rather than trying to
compete with company insiders, or even exchange specialists, in the eq-
uity markets. Insiders can sell shares at any time (provided they comply
with regulations) and for any legal reason—for instance, for the purpose of
buying a home, a yacht, or a diamond ring. There is no way of predicting
such activity or motives, especially in companies with a small float—that
is, with a good fraction of outstanding shares in the hands of the owners.
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Why should anyone then be willing to trade equities unless there is
wealth being created? Companies know that prospects of growth, a pos-
sible takeover, or mergers and so forth motivate traders and investors to
participate in equity markets. In order to attract the buyers they need to
absorb the supply created by insider selling and prevent prices from col-
lapsing, they often issue favorable news releases just before the sale is to
take place. Traders and investors just don’t realize that when a good story
about a company hits the wire and prices rally, someone is always sell-
ing to satisfy the created demand and that someone is hardly an irrational
trader—most often an insider or a specialist. Therefore, from this particu-
lar perspective, participating as a trader in equity markets has many more
disadvantages than in a pure zero-sum game like futures or forex markets.

The accumulated profits of rational and skilled traders in zero-sum
game markets depend on a constant influx of unskilled and recreational
traders who are destined to lose, and whose losses become the profits of
the winners. Few of the unskilled traders will eventually survive the zero-
sum game and turn profitable at the expense of other traders. Professional
and commercial traders always have an advantage over individual retail
traders, while a small fraction of technical traders—about 5 percent of
them—are consistently making a profit. The zero-sum trading game is a
very hard one to play, especially when there are players with better ac-
cess to order flow, like specialists, market makers, or brokers trading for
their own account. The only chances an individual trader or manager of a
small fund who base trading decisions on the analysis of price and volume
have depend on how innovative and disciplined they are in determining the
timing of entry and exit points and managing risk. Profitability combined
with risk and money management is the key to beating the odds of the
zero-sum game.

This key to success also goes by the name systematic trading and re-
quires, among other things, taking a quantitative approach to analyzing and
understanding the concepts of profitability and risk; these are the subjects
of Part II of the book, which includes Chapters 4 and 5. Only then one can
move ahead and develop a winning trading methodology according to the
principles described in the final part of this book.
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C H A P T E R 3

Trading Methods
and Time Frames

This chapter discusses the two methods that the majority of traders
employ in analyzing and forecasting price direction: fundamental and
technical analysis. These two popular trading methods are analyzed

from the perspective of a market as defined in Chapter 1. This chapter
also discusses trading time frames, intraday trading, short-term trading,
and longer-term trading. Finally, some popular trading methods are pre-
sented through a combination of trading time frames.

Although these subjects are already covered extensively in the trad-
ing literature, the analysis in this chapter provides some interesting insight
into the capabilities and limitations of the popular trading methods and
concentrates on the advantages and disadvantages of the different trading
time frames.

TRADING METHODS

There are two methods the majority of traders employ in the analysis of
markets and in forecasting price direction: Fundamental analysis (FA) is
based on macroeconomic and microeconomic factors and indicators de-
rived from them. Technical analysis (TA) is based on chart studies and
indicators using historical price and volume series. There are some other
methods used by traders that are based on esoteric concepts, for instance,
the use of astrology charts or analysis based on media effects or on crowd
behavioral patterns, but these are beyond the scope of this book.
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Proponents of FA argue that historical market prices alone cannot be
used in forecasting price moves with a high probability of success and thus
TA is an ineffective method. Proponents of TA respond that market prices,
current and historical, fully reflect all factors that determine current price
levels and thus FA is unnecessary. Each side argues against the effective-
ness of the other but arguments about the effectiveness of its own method
remain sketchy.

Users of both TA and FA have always tried to defend their method
against the efficient market hypothesis, which considers the flow of in-
formation to be random and hence argues that prices move randomly. Ac-
cording to this famous hypothesis, if prices move randomly, then any effort
to forecast their future direction is an exercise in futility. Despite these
academic arguments and the heated debates that take place quite often in
conferences or online forums dedicated to the subject, traders have many
reasons to believe that price moves are not random for extended periods of
time. Consequently, they concentrate on developing trading systems using
either FA or TA.

In the next section, the two methods of analysis and forecasting of
market prices are discussed from the perspective of a market as defined in
Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Fundamental Analysis

A trader who employs fundamental analysis to develop trading systems
is a participant of the market, as indicated by the small black square in
Figure 3.1. Information about macroeconomic and microeconomic factors
that drive the market is analyzed in the box labeled FA and the output is
the forecast based on which the trader plans his or her actions.

Essentially, FA attempts to identify a mathematical model that can
forecast price direction based on trends in fundamental parameters, which
are part of the input information. This method assumes that there is
a certain functional, or causal, relationship between information and
prices that can be estimated by suitable quantitative models. However, if

Information

Forecast
FA

Price

Volume
MARKET
(TRADERS)

FIGURE 3.1 Fundamental analysis method.
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during certain time periods the actions of the majority of market partic-
ipants are driven by inputs other than fundamental information, for ex-
ample, fear or greed, FA turns ineffective or even worthless. But if one
makes the assumption that over the longer-term fundamentals and prices
reach the state of a stable functional relationship, then FA can be effective
in that longer time frame.

It appears then that the effectiveness of FA increases as a function of
the trading time frame considered. Favorable news often results in intra-
day and short-term profit taking, and that is the reason “buy the rumor, sell
the fact” seems to be true. Thus, the effectiveness of FA in intraday trading
is limited by the participant’s dynamic anticipatory behavior and that is ex-
tremely hard to model. The effectiveness of FA increases slightly in short-
term trading, but it is not clear whether it can lead to high-profitability
systematic trading methods. Higher effectiveness can be achieved in
longer-term trading time frames and it appears that this is the appropriate
domain for the application of FA.

However, critics argue that FA is not a quantitative method and thus it
cannot be as systematic as TA. Perhaps that was true when fundamental in-
formation was both difficult to collect and expensive, something that only
privileged market players could afford. Nowadays, there are software pro-
grams available for a low monthly fee with databases of fundamental pa-
rameters that update online and can be used in FA models to make quanti-
tative predictions. Proper application of FA presupposes that traders have
an excellent understanding of finance, economics, and mathematics so that
they can develop such models. Therefore, FA is a task not suitable to the
average trader, who would resort exclusively to TA instead and shorter
trading time frames.

Technical Analysis

Traders using technical analysis to time price moves and act accordingly
are participants of the market, as indicated by the small black square in
Figure 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.2 Technical analysis method.
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Price and volume, current and historical, are used to develop trading
systems that attempt to determine the timing of market entry and exit
points with high enough probability of success so as to result in high
profitability. There are a variety of technical analysis methods. Some are
based on charting historical prices and identifying patterns, such as sup-
port/resistance levels, price retracement levels, or candlestick formations.
Other methods are based on devising mathematical indicators and formu-
las that are in turn used to develop trading systems. TA methods can be
implemented in programming languages and can be fully automated. This
does not mean, however, that through the process of automation the full
capability and effectiveness of those methods is realized, as this ultimately
depends mainly on the risk and money management methods incorporated.

Nowadays, there are software programs that can be used to implement
TA methods using high-level programming languages specifically designed
for that task. These programs have a database of historical prices that reg-
ularly updates (even in real-time) so that the developed TA models can
generate trading signals in the relevant time frames. Recent developments
in this area include integration of such software programs with online or-
der entry and direct execution platforms. This level of integration presents
a complete solution to system development based on TA (or even FA) that
incorporates automatic order placement and direct execution, as well as
portfolio updating in real time. This sounds great as far as an application
of software technology, but the key question is, how effective is it in reality
in increasing profitability?

As may be seen in Figure 3.2, TA is a closed-loop approach in the sense
that the output of the market is used as an input to the TA methodology
and then fed back to the trader. But it is not quite a closed-loop system in
the sense that the forecast does not become part of the input to the whole
market but just to a single trader, or group of traders, who otherwise ignore
the market input information. However, if many traders use the same TA
models, their output can be assumed to be part of the information that
drives the actions of a good portion of the market participants.

If a large number of participants use TA to affect trading decisions,
then the actions of those participants do not depend on fundamental in-
formation that usually drives the markets, but rather on TA. Then, under
these conditions, TA output becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. When the
actions of the majority of market participants are not based on fundamen-
tals but are essentially driven by TA, prices can become very volatile. Prices
and volatility return to equilibrium levels dictated by fundamental valua-
tions when participants who base decisions on fundamental factors start
dominating.

As evidenced by the discussion above, TA can be effective in all time
frames but the profitability of systematic trading methods based on it
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depends on several factors external to the method, such as human inter-
ference in executing trades and periods of ineffective operation due to
low liquidity. TA methods must be combined with effective risk and money
management to limit losses during the periods that such methods become
ineffective.

Combining Technical and Fundamental Analysis

FA and TA can be combined to form a hybrid trading methodology. There
are software programs in the marketplace that provide such capability. Hy-
brid methodologies are more effective in longer-term trading and of great
value to long-term investors and investment managers. Combining tech-
nical and fundamental analysis allows value investing combined with an
identification of technical price levels for active portfolio management.
For example:

� Investors and fund managers can use FA to screen a universe of secu-
rities and identify stocks with good fundamentals and earnings growth
potential. Then, they can use TA to determine the timing to purchase
shares, such as near oversold levels or after a retracement of prices of
a certain percentage from the peak of a rally.

� Company treasurers can use FA to forecast the longer-term trend of
currency prices and thus the earnings from their international opera-
tions in base currency, while TA can assist in deciding when to hedge
transactions or take a calculated risk.

� Interest rate and index futures traders can use FA to establish longer-
term trends and TA to determine the timing of market entry and exit.

� Index-tracking funds can use FA models to establish longer-term
trends of equity prices and interest rates and TA models in an effort
to outperform benchmark index returns.

TRADING TIME FRAMES

One of the most common classifications of traders is made according
to the trading time frame in which they operate. The three trading time
frames that traders operate in are intraday, short-term, or longer-term

time frames. Of course, nothing prevents a trader from operating in all
three trading time frames. As a matter of fact, many trade in all three ba-
sic time frames depending on market conditions among other things. It
is understood by such market participants that each different time frame
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demands different skills and, more importantly, different trading method-
ologies and hardware/software setups.

In this section I describe each trading time frame from the perspective
of these basic differences and then offer an example of how time frames
can be combined in a trading methodology.

Intraday Trading

Intraday traders attempt to profit from small price excursions during trad-
ing sessions. Open positions have an average duration of a few seconds
to a few hours, depending on the model used and also on how fast the
trader’s platform can route orders to the exchange and execute them. With
the advent of screen trading, online order placement, and direct execution,
buyers and sellers are matched in an efficient manner using sophisticated
order book handling algorithms and at the same time orders are executed
in split-seconds. The increasing demand for efficient intraday executions
has given rise to the development of ATSs (alternative trading systems)
based on algorithmic trading techniques and the emergence of dark liq-

uidity pools that operate independently of the main exchanges and match
buyers to sellers. There is more to come in this area, as there is growing
demand for more efficient executions and for attracting liquidity in order
for brokers to stay competitive. Intraday traders can take advantage of all
these new developments to increase their profitability.

Profiting from intraday price moves and volatility requires timely ac-
cess to the information provided by the various exchanges, ECNs (elec-
tronic communication networks), and other liquidity pools. Technical
intraday traders can monitor price, volume, and market depth in real time
and use trading systems to generate entry and exit signals and to automati-
cally place orders. By the end of the trading day, intraday traders are “flat”
and thus do not carry any open positions overnight. This is an advantage
over short-term or longer-term trading, but the main gain is probably psy-
chological.

There is no evidence that intraday trading can be more profitable than
trading based on the other time frames. On the contrary, some have ques-
tioned the longer-term profitability of intraday trading. The main disad-
vantage of intraday trading is that during slow or illiquid markets some
participants of markets that operate based on open outcry, also known as
locals, can “run” the stops of intraday traders. The same can happen in
markets based on screen trading, where market makers or other big play-
ers dominate. However, any intraday market fluctuations caused by such
activity do not affect the short-term trend of prices.

The issue of commissions is another reason why critics question
whether intraday trading is more profitable than trading based on other
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time frames. Commissions paid to brokers impact the profitability of in-
traday traders. Many intraday traders end up working very hard for their
brokers, who profit from the commissions they get, while the traders as-
sume all the risk. Commissions accumulate fast in intraday trading and
at the end of the year can sum up to a good percentage of any prof-
its made or may even exceed them. Therefore, one of the primary tasks
of intraday traders is finding the lowest commission rate available for
their market.

The ultimate beneficiaries of the intraday zero-sum trading game are
the brokerages that earn commissions with relatively low or no risk. The
longer-term effect of commissions paid is a reduction of total trading cap-
ital and thus the diminishing financial power of traders. The effect of com-
missions on profitability will be approached in Chapter 4 from a quantita-
tive perspective. Qualitatively, just a small fraction of retail traders who
trade intraday will end up accumulating wealth through such activity.

Intraday trading poses two important questions:

1. Can retail traders with a small or moderate account size eventually
profit from intraday trading?

2. What are the necessary skills for achieving profitability in intraday
trading?

There are no easy answers in theory, but experience provides some
general guidelines. The remainder of this section on intraday trading will
deal primarily with some answers to these questions.

The majority of intraday retail traders cannot stay profitable over ex-
tended periods of time because they do not have a competitive advantage
over market makers and other professionals who understand the mechan-
ics of markets and have better access to order flow and information. It is
true that the advent of screen trading and the availability of order book
depth information has closed the gap significantly between professionals
and retail traders. But access to information cannot make up for high pur-
chasing power, control of liquidity, and the ability to move prices in a pre-
ferred direction.

It is also true that the particular style of intraday trading adopted can
impact profitability. Intraday traders may be classified according to the
method they use and their objectives. Most small-account retail traders
with virtually no power to influence price direction attempt to forecast in-
traday price changes using real-time charting software and technical anal-
ysis. Others just use their experience in “reading the tape.” Some traders
with sufficiently large accounts attempt to scalp the order book using avail-
able depth information and profit from the bid–ask spreads.
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In the equity markets, scalpers take advantage of low commission rates
but need to trade bigger size in order to profit. If they are caught with an
open position while an unpredictable and sudden intraday change in prices
happens against them, they can lose many months’ accumulated profits in a
single trade. Since the direction of prices of most liquid stocks is positively
correlated with that of major stock indexes, any sudden intraday fluctua-
tions in stock prices may be caused by economic or political developments
rather than being the result of technical trading activity. Thus, trading large
size for the purpose of profiting from bid–ask spreads or minute price ex-
cursions or attempting to scalp the order book carries a high risk due
to random factors influencing price direction. As a result, most intraday
traders who get involved in such activity eventually face these disturbing
market realities and quit trading after losing substantial sums of money.

Regarding the profitability of intraday trading, it has been argued by
many that TA methods cannot effectively forecast intraday price direction
with a high rate of success. This is because intraday price changes are
mostly random and are caused by the collective actions of market partic-
ipants who have different objectives and motivations. Only under special
and rare circumstances is intraday price direction predictable. This hap-
pens when the actions of market participants are influenced by certain fac-
tors that dominate over all other factors that can affect trading decisions
and cause prices to move in specific directions. Examples of such factors
are unexpected economic news and other events having to do with signifi-
cant political developments on a regional or global scale.

However, it is important to realize that the success rate of technical
methods during periods dominated by random or unexpected events car-
ries low statistical significance. It does not reflect an inherent capability
of such methods to forecast price direction; the effect is due only to the
underlying momentum of market prices without any regard to its cause.

Next, before turning our attention to the question regarding the re-
quired skills and tools, we must note that the number of individuals who
trade intraday has increased dramatically over the last three decades. The
increase has been almost geometric, conforming, in principle, to the in-
crease in the growth of information technology. This phenomenal increase
in the number of intraday traders has been accompanied by an increase
in the number of online brokerages. Such brokerages offer real-time or-
der placement and direct executions, technical analysis applications, and
fundamental economic data, as well as news and research about every
available market sector and traded instrument. With such advanced tools
available at low cost or even free with the opening of an account, intraday
trading sounds like a perfect setup for those dreaming of becoming inde-
pendently wealthy while working from the comfort of their home. But this
is not the reality of the situation.
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Intraday trading is probably one of the most demanding jobs one could
do for a living and imposes serious mental and physical fatigue on a trader.
It is a job best suited for young and energetic people just out of college and
operating in a structured environment, like the dealing room of an invest-
ment firm, and under strict supervision in terms of the risk they can assume
and methodology followed, as set by senior management. This is not a job
for someone who is looking for comfort and lower stress.

Intraday trading is also a two-shift job. During the first shift, the mar-
ket trading hours, there is heavy activity demanding high concentration;
during the second shift, the trader must research new methods, develop
systems, and analyze performance. Both shifts are demanding, but there is
especially great physical and mental stress during the first shift. Of course,
there are always exceptions, those who are gifted with unique abilities,
strength, and endurance, but they are just that, exceptions to the rule.

There are numerous factors, some already discussed, that can ad-
versely affect the already-low chances of becoming wealthy by trading in-
traday that a person with average capabilities cannot deal with effectively.
Of course, this does not mean that one should not try to beat the intraday
zero-sum game odds. When market realities are understood and profit ex-
pectations are kept at reasonable levels, the chances of winning are greatly
improved.

Short-Term Trading

Although one can find several definitions of short-term trading, in principle
this type of trading time frame involves open positions that last more than a
day. Short-term traders are essentially position traders, meaning that they
attempt to profit by holding open positions overnight. Open positions can
be held for several days or even weeks depending on what notion of short-

term one adopts. Some short-term traders open positions without any re-
gard to the direction of the medium or longer-term trend; others pay close
attention to price direction and momentum.

Short-term trading has certain advantages, but also disadvantages
when compared with intraday trading. The major advantage of short-term
trading over intraday trading is that profit target and stop-loss levels can
be set sufficiently away from the entry price and thus are not subjected
to intraday price swings. Thus, a short-term trader does not have to worry
about volatility caused by intraday traders, unless prices move close to her
stops. If the short-term price direction forecast is correct, then the position
will generate a profit regardless of intraday volatility and market swings.

Wide equity swings caused by large drawdowns can be a major disad-
vantage of short-term trading. To remedy the situation, a short-term trader
must adjust position size accordingly. Reducing position size in proportion
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to trading capital results in reduced exposure and a lower impact of price
swings and gaps in equity performance. However, it also results in a re-
duction in realized profit. The right balance between position size and risk
ultimately determines the longer-term equity performance of short-term
trading, but it also imposes additional constraints on trading system de-
sign and account capitalization, as will be further discussed in Chapters
4 and 5.

The primary cause of losses in short-term trading time frames is due to
the wrong timing of market entry and exit signals. Opening a position a day
in advance or a day later can make the difference between realizing a profit
or a loss. As in the case of intraday prices, short-term prices move most of
the time in a random fashion. The difficult task of a short-term trader in-
volves the identification of periods during which randomness gives way to
a degree of certainty. This is an exceptionally difficult forecasting prob-
lem, because market conditions and therefore the actions of market partic-
ipants are constantly changing. But that is not the only difficulty present in
short-term trading system design.

The most important factor that affects the performance of short-term
traders, besides the profitability of the trading system used, is the psy-
chological burden imposed by leaving positions open overnight, especially
when the positions are losing money. But it is not only unrealized losses
that can affect the psychology of a short-term trader; it is also the unre-
alized profits. When an open position is profitable, short-term traders are
often tempted to close it and realize the profit, even if the profit target set in
advance has not be reached. Such emotive actions can lead to compulsive
trading decisions and adversely affect the profitability of a system because
of their direct effect on the average-win-to-average-loss ratio. Profitability
and the ratio of average win to average loss are related in a unique way, as
will be shown in Chapter 4, where the profitability rule is derived. Most
short-term traders tend to overshoot their preset loss levels and under-
shoot profit targets—something that adversely impacts the expected ratio
of average win to average loss and in turn results in lower profitability.

In order to limit the effects of compulsive actions, short-term traders
often place GTC (good till canceled) stop-loss orders and profit target limit
orders at the same time, as a bracket order, after a position is opened.
These types of orders can provide some psychological comfort and are
highly recommended for the reasons just discussed, provided of course
that the liquidity of the traded markets can effectively accommodate such
orders without a negative impact on profitability.

Short-term traders use a variety of technical analysis approaches for
the purpose of devising a profitable method of entering and exiting the
market. The majority of technical analysis indicators and formulas, such
as moving averages, MACD (moving average convergence/divergence), and
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DMI (directional moving index), to mention just a few, are not very effec-
tive in timing short-term price direction with an accuracy required for suf-
ficiently high profitability. Such indicators exhibit a lag in following prices
that is undesirable when dealing with short-term price fluctuations. The lag
is due to the averaging or summation of prices, an operation that smoothes
volatility. More importantly, use of indicators for opening and exiting po-
sitions often results in optimized systems, because there are variables in-
volved and their values can be set for optimum historical performance.
Timing lag and optimization form an explosive cocktail, but most beginner
short-term traders understand that only after a substantial loss is realized.

Analysis of chart formations is very popular among short-term
traders. Traditional chart pattern formations such as triangles, heads-and-
shoulders, and double bottoms first must be confirmed, and this also re-
sults in a significant time lag, often much larger than that of indicators.
In addition, the timing of exits requires some other method to be used.
The end result is that short-term trading system development based on in-
dicators and chart patterns is fraught with difficulties. Price patterns have
proven much more effective in dealing with timing and optimization issues.
Price patterns are chart formations, similar to traditional chart patterns,
that can be used with a profit target and stop-loss to develop trading sys-
tems for short-term trading. Price patterns cannot be optimized as far as
generating the entry signals. However, robust price patterns are difficult
to identify visually and a systematic process must be employed for that
purpose. Some examples of a systematic approach to price pattern identifi-
cation and trading system development are provided in Chapter 7 and code
is included in the appendix.

Commissions charged in short-term trading do not have as detrimen-
tal an effect on equity performance as on intraday trading. Furthermore,
some short-term trading methods do not require monitoring prices intra-
day, and any stop-loss and profit target orders can be placed when a posi-
tion is opened. This allows more time for trading system development or
even activities not related to trading.

Longer-Term Trading

The objective of a longer-term trader is to follow a trend for as long as there
is a profit to be made. This type of trading is also called trend trading or
trend following. The trend duration may be several months or even years,
depending on objectives. Longer-term traders use a variety of fundamental
and technical methods in order to determine possible points of trend initi-
ation and reversal, or trend entry and exit. Capturing a trend in prices and
successfully following it is probably the dream of every serious trader or
investor.
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Longer-term trading has the highest profit potential when compared
with intraday and short-term trading because the trader can slowly ac-
cumulate positions along the direction of the trend. Many longer-term
traders do not perceive their activity to be a full-time job and have other
occupations—a luxury an intraday trader does not have and a short-term
trader may or may not have depending on the particular methodology em-
ployed.

Then, why do most traders prefer intraday or short-term trading? As
will be discussed at length in the following, trends are hard to identify and
follow. In addition, it is even harder to determine when a trend reversal is
pending and it is time to close open positions. Furthermore, it is quite hard
to execute profitable systematic trading methodologies for trend following
due to the emotional burden caused by holding open positions for an ex-
tended period of time Thus, there are several reasons why traders decide
not to attempt to follow price trends. The three most important are:

1. Trends can be defined with certainty only in hindsight.

2. There are no robust trend-trading indicators or systems.

3. The psychological burden on a longer-term trader is too high.

A trend in prices can be identified with certainty only after a signifi-
cant portion of it has already been formed. People refer to the tendency
to assign high probability, or even certainty, to events after they happen as
hindsight. More importantly, every price level along a trend can become
the starting point of a reversal, so there is no guarantee that an already-
identified trend will stay in place. There are no technical analysis methods
that can determine with high certainty whether prices will continue rising
or falling so that a trend will be sustained. This is because a trend can be
established only by analyzing historical market prices.

Buyers match sellers exactly at all price levels on a trend and the only
factor that affects direction is price concession. When buyers concede to
higher sell offers, prices trend up, and the opposite happens when sellers
concede to lower buy offers, but that can change at any time due to market
participants changing their short-term outlook about fundamental valua-
tions. Trends develop in all markets and their presence, although it can be
established with certainty only in hindsight, is an empirical fact. But experi-
ence about any particular market conditions refers only to the past, which
is an irreversible process. Time direction cannot be reversed and experi-
ence can be useful only as far as making decisions regarding future market
conditions.

Besides being very difficult to identify, trends are also time-subjective.
Figure 3.3 shows a weekly chart of Dow Jones Industrials from 1988 to
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FIGURE 3.3 Trendlines depend on the time horizon.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

mid-2003. Two trendlines are drawn on the chart and indicated as T1 and
T2. Trendline T1 indicates a trend in prices that started in 1988. Trendline
T2 indicates a different trend, with a steeper slope, that started in late 1994
and ended in mid-2001, when the prices crossed the line to the downside.
Letters A through G shown on the chart are used in the following in refer-
ence to price action taking place at the time period they correspond to.

From the presence of the two trendlines, T1 and T2, on the same
weekly chart, it is evident that any reference to a trend must be accompa-
nied by another reference to a relevant time horizon. Unfortunately, this
leads to excessive subjectivity. A longer-term trader who follows trendline
T1 would assert that the index is still on an uptrend as of the last day on
the chart, as shown in Figure 3.3, regardless of the increase in volatility
after year 1999 and the subsequent decline in prices. Another trader, who
follows trendline T2, could argue that prices have ended their uptrend and
are now in a downtrend. The interesting part of this example is that both
views are consistent within the technical analysis framework; at the same
time they are valid only in hindsight.

Note that from price action alone one could not determine with cer-
tainty at the time of their occurrence whether points A through D could
mark the end of the trend, and any decisions to stay invested should be
based on other factors, such as fundamental analysis. The same holds true
in the case of the decline that followed the peak in prices at point E. Tech-
nical analysis of price and volume alone could not provide any certainty
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that a trend reversal to the upside at points F or G could not have oc-
curred. Only fundamental factors can provide some indication about the
longer-term direction of prices.

Technical traders who understand how sudden price corrections in
trending markets can affect the performance of technical indicators, es-
pecially those used to develop trend-following systems, know that the ef-
fectiveness of such methods is very limited. Sudden trend reversals can
result in devastating reductions of unrealized open position profits or can
turn a profitable trade into a loss. Such events usually have a negative im-
pact on the psychology of a longer-term trader besides affecting profitabil-
ity. Even experienced traders feel the emotional burden caused by holding
open positions for extended periods of time and thus being subject to the
possibility of adverse gap openings or sudden trend reversals. It is only
natural, then, that many longer-term traders are constantly tempted to pull
the trigger and pocket profits after a favorable short-term price rally. But
patience is a virtue in longer-term trading, and the proper psychology plays
as important a role as any good trading methodology and analysis.

Whoever can effectively deal with these problems, even partially, has
a ticket to becoming extremely wealthy.

Trading in Multiple Time Frames

Some popular trading methods are based on a combination of trading
time frames. These methods usually specify a primary trading time frame
based on which market entry points are determined and use other trad-
ing time frames to identify the exit points, as well as to manage open po-
sition size and risk. The two trading methods that we will examine are
intraday/short-term trading and short-term/longer-term trading.

Intraday/Short-Term Trading In this popular trading time frame
combination, intraday price bars are used to establish market entry and
exit points. When the intraday time frame is used as primary, entry signals
may be determined on any intraday bar period, such as 30-minute or hourly
bars. There are two steps involved:

1. Longer time periods are used to establish the short-term trend and thus
whether to open a long or a short position.

2. Shorter time periods are used for position management and position
exiting.

Step 1 is also used to filter out entry signals that go against the trend
and can be subject to an immediate reversal or correction in prices. Step 2
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FIGURE 3.4 Using a moving average of hourly bars to establish the short-term
trend.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

is used in addition to increase profitability by taking advantage of intra-
day price volatility. This is usually achieved by selling peaks and buy-
ing the bottoms of intraday price reversals. Step 2 is much more diffi-
cult to implement because it requires a model for timing intraday price
reversals.

This method is illustrated in Figure 3.4, which shows an hourly bar
chart of the stock of Intel Corp. with a simple moving average plotted on it.
The moving average slope is used as an indication of the short-term trend.
Long positions are established based on a signal by an inside day pattern
formed on the daily chart shown in Figure 3.5. Half of the long position is
sold when prices reach for a second time the upper trendline of a rising
channel of 15-minute bars, as shown in Figure 3.6. When the lower trend-
line of the channel is violated to the downside, the remaining half position
is sold. In this method of combining time frames, position entry is estab-
lished based on daily and intraday prices and position exiting is determined
based on intraday prices. The main advantage in combining trading time
frames this way is the possibility of a higher average selling price.

Short-Term/Longer-Term Trading In this combination of trading
time frames, short-term trading based on daily price bars is used to ef-
fectively achieve trend following. The basic idea behind this method is to
break longer-term trends into shorter-term trends that can be identified
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FIGURE 3.5 Inside day pattern in daily data used as entry signals.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.
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FIGURE 3.6 Rising channel in 15-minute bars used to determine exit points.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.
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based on technical methods and thus avoid having to develop a trend-
following trading system. This method requires a short-term trading strat-
egy that can generate enough signals along the direction of a trend to
capture a significant portion of a move in prices. Therefore, the longer-
term performance from following the trend comes as an added benefit of
a systematic short-term trading methodology. The entry-signal generation
of such systems can be based on a multitude of criteria and cover a wide
range of conditions that may occur along the trend. For example, a simple
5–30 daily bar moving average crossover can be used for that purpose, as
shown in Figure 3.7.

A simple trend-following method based on elementary smoothing indi-
cators, such as moving averages, can be very effective in determining entry
points, but establishing the exit point is very hard. For instance, after open-
ing a long position at the simple moving average crossover point B shown
in Figure 3.7, the intraday price reversals at points E1 and E2 can force
closing the position with a small profit. It is quite hard, given the volatility
in prices, to keep the open position and exit at point E, where the moving
average crossover occurs to the downside, and thus capture a good portion
of the trend.

For the majority of traders who do not have the experience and psy-
chology to follow trends, the philosophy of an alternative method is illus-
trated in Figure 3.8. The price trend of Figure 3.7 is now broken down
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FIGURE 3.7 Using a simple moving average crossover as the entry signal.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.
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FIGURE 3.8 Breaking up a trend into three shorter-term trends.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

into three intermediate shorter-term trends using high-profitability price
patterns to generate entry and exit signals. The technique is based on a
short-term trading time frame, but the added benefit is that it can be re-
peated over a longer-term time frame. The three consecutive market en-
try points labeled B1, B2, and B3 are exited at the corresponding points
E1, E2, and E3 using a predetermined profit target. A trend-following tech-
nique is not used in this method, but the approach can theoretically match
or even exceed the performance of classical longer-term trading meth-
ods. However, designing trading systems based on short-term trading time
frames to capture trends is not a trivial task; more on this subject will be
mentioned in Chapter 7, where trading system synthesis is discussed.

When the two methods of analysis and forecasting price direction,
namely fundamental and technical analysis, are viewed from the perspec-
tive of the market defined in Chapters 1, as was done in this chapter,
then advantages and limitations become clearer. If such analysis is com-
bined with a realistic account of the different trading time frames, as was
done, a better understanding of the trading game can be developed. When
such understanding is further combined with quantitative approaches to
profitability and risk and money management, which are the subjects of
Chapters 4 and 5, then the foundations are set for developing systematic
trading methodologies that are both realistic and potentially profitable.
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P A R T I I

Profitability
and Risk

Systematic trading methodologies offer great potential for consistent
and robust performance if all the parameters that affect profitabil-
ity are well understood and rigorously quantified. An equation that

involves some of these parameters, the profitability rule, is discussed in
Chapter 4. This equation provides, among other things, valuable insight into
some of the constraints imposed on profitability by the realities of markets
and trading system operation.

Risk and money management must be an integral part of every suc-
cessful trading methodology. In Chapter 5, the fundamental law of risk

and money management is presented. This is a simple rule every trader
should understand and apply constantly; however, in reality many pay lit-
tle attention to its straightforward results. Any advanced risk and money
management techniques used in trading system development can be suc-
cessful provided that the basic requirements set by this simple law are met
and it is effectively used to calculate risk and position size.

An understanding of the meaning and implications of the profitability
rule and the fundamental law of risk and money management is essential
for the success of systematic trading methodologies.

43
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C H A P T E R 4

The Profitability
Rule

The profitability rule is a simple yet extremely important equation that
relates the profitability of a trading system—also referred to as the
success rate—to its profit factor and average winning to average los-

ing trade. In this chapter, I present a derivation of the profitability rule and
then discuss some of the tradeoffs and limitations it imposes on trading sys-
tem design and performance. I also discuss the impact of the profitability
rule on the various trading time frames and derive a more general equation
that takes into account commissions and slippage.

QUALITATIVE VERSUS QUANTITATIVE

Those who decide to adopt a systematic approach to trading end up allocat-
ing significant time and resources toward the development of mechanical
systems. When developing such systems, one can easily get lost in a maze
of technical analysis indicators that are known to perform poorly, not only
based on historical testing but also in actual trading. The poor performance
of most technical trading systems, often developed using platforms avail-
able to retail traders, is mainly due to the limited ability of most techni-
cal analysis methods to time price direction in an accurate and consistent
manner.

Another factor contributing to poor performance is the lack of an
understanding of the fundamental tradeoffs imposed on trading system
design by the relation of profitability, profit factor, and ratio of average

45
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winning to average losing trade. The result of this lack of understanding of
the basic relationships that govern the behavior of trading systems is the
imposition of unnecessary constraints during the development process.

There are several references in the trading literature to the fact that
the ratio of average winning to average losing trade, the profit factor,
and the profitability of a trading system are related quantitatively. One
can find such references in articles and books dealing mainly with posi-
tion sizing, because some of the formulas presented there involve some
of the abovementioned parameters. An example is the well-known Kelly

formula.

At the same time, one might have difficulty finding an explanation as
to why these parameters are related and how to derive an equation that
can be used by trading system developers. Even worse, qualitative refer-
ences to such a mathematical relationship lacking any quantitative content
seem more to generate confusion than to illuminate the problems inher-
ent in trading system development. Statements like “It’s good to have an
average win/loss ratio of 2:1 or greater,” or “Let your profits run and cut
your losses short,” provide no explanation about the underlying deduction
process used to arrive at them.

Furthermore, vague guidelines of this sort may impose unnecessary
limitations on the development of trading methodologies and often turn
out to be false or bad advice. It is known that the literature in the trad-
ing system development field, other than a few exceptions, is plagued with
vague and unjustifiable statements that are not backed by any mathemati-
cal derivation. However, readers should know that any proposed rule that
is not backed by a quantitative derivation is potentially false and advice
based on it is ultimately damaging or, at best, unnecessarily limiting. This
will become evident from the discussion on the derivation of the profitabil-
ity rule.

DERIVATION OF THE PROFITABILITY RULE

A trading system is profitable over a period of time T, if the amount of
winning trades is greater than the amount of losing trades over that period.
If we denote the amount of winning trades by the sum of winning trades
and the amount of losing trades by the sum of losing trades, the following
must hold for all profitable systems:

∑

T

W −
∑

T

L > 0 (4.1)
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The average winning trade is defined as the sum of winning trades di-
vided by their number:

W =
∑
T

W

NW
(4.2)

where NW is the number of winning trades. Similarly, the average losing
trade is defined as:

L =
∑
T

L

NL
(4.3)

where NL is the number of losing trades. By combining equations 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3, we obtain

WNW − LNL > 0 (4.4)

The number of winning plus the number of losing trades equals the
total number of trades N, by definition. Therefore:

NL = N − NW (4.5)

By combining equations 4.4 and 4.5 and after dividing through by N > 0 we
obtain:

W
NW

N
− L

N − NW

N
> 0 (4.6)

Next, we define the profitability P, also referred to as the success rate,
as the ratio of the number of wining trades NW to the total number of trades
N. As a result, P is a fraction that ranges from 0 to 1 (or from 0 to 100% when
expressed as a percentage):

P = NW

N
(4.7)

After introducing equation 4.7 into equation 4.6, we obtain:

WP − L(1 − P) > 0 (4.8)

If the profitability P is assumed to be equal to the probability of win,
then equation 4.8 tells us that the expected gain of a profitable system when
a signal is generated is always greater than zero. Specifically, the probabil-
ity of win times the average win minus the probability of loss times the
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average loss is the expected gain E(g) of a trading system:

E(g) = WP − L(1 − P) (4.9)

The expected gain E(g) of a profitable trading system is always greater
than zero. It is easy to see from equation 4.9 that when tossing a fair coin,
in which case P = 0.5, with an average win equal to the average loss, the
expected gain E(g) is zero. For a positive expected gain, it is the relation
of profitability to the ratio of average win to average loss that matters, not
their specific values. As a matter of fact, high profitability does not suffice
to have a winning trading system, as is evident from equation 4.9. Thus, we
can proceed to derive a more general expression that reveals the unique
relationship of the parameters involved.

The average losing trade, as given by equation 4.3, cannot be zero un-
less the trading strategy is 100 percent profitable. Since in practice we are
always dealing with trading systems with P < 100, we are allowed to divide
equation 4.8 by the average losing trade:

W

L
P − (1 − P) > 0 (4.10)

Next, we define the ratio of average winning to average losing trade,
RWL, as follows:

RWL = W

L
(4.11)

By combining equations 4.10 and 4.11 and after solving for P we obtain the
result:

P >
1

1 + RWL
(4.12)

I call equation 4.12 the profitability rule.
Equation 4.12 relates the minimum profitability required to generate a

net profit, over a period of time T, to the ratio of average winning to average
losing trade calculated over the same period. If, instead of the greater-than
sign in 4.12, the equality sign is used, that denotes the profitability, or suc-
cess rate, of break-even performance, assuming commissions and other
fees are included in the calculation of the average win and average loss.
Thus, the minimum profitability of a trading system so that it breaks even
over a period of time T is given by

P = 1
1 + RWL

(4.13)
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TABLE 4.1

Minimum Profitability
as a Function of the
Ratio of Average Win
to Average Loss

RWL Minimum P (×100)

10 9.09%
5 16.67%
2 33.33%
1 50.00%
0.5 66.67%
0.25 80.00%
0.125 88.88%

Table 4.1 shows the minimum profitability for various values of RWL

computed using equation 4.13. It is clear that there is an inverse relation
between the profitability P and the ratio RWL. As RWL increases, the mini-
mum profitability of a trading system required for break-even performance
decreases. Thus, in regard to the value of the RWL parameter, the following
two observations can be made:

1. Trading systems with low RWL values must have high profitability,
which implies a much larger number of winning trades than losing
trades.

2. Trading systems with high RWL values can sustain lower profitability;
thus they can generate fewer winning trades than losing trades and still
be profitable.

Equation 4.13 can be solved for the minimum RWL value required in
order for a trading system to maintain the minimum profitability P:

RWL = 1 − P
P

(4.14)

Equation 4.14 can be used to estimate the minim risk/reward ratio re-
quired given the minimum (break-even) profitability P.

Table 4.2 shows some examples of the minimum required value of the
parameter RWL for various values of profitability P, computed using equa-
tion 4.14. It is clear from the table that the profitability increases as the
value of the parameter RWL decreases.
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TABLE 4.2
Minimum Required Ratio of
Average Win to Average Loss
as a Function of Profitability

Minimum P (×1100) Required RWL

20 4
30 2.33
50 1
67 0.49
70 0.42
75 0.33
90 0.11

THE FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF
TRADING STRATEGIES

Equation 4.12, the profitability rule, is an expression of the minimum prof-
itability required in order for a trading system’s equity performance to
break even over a time period T, as a function of the ratio of average win-
ning to average losing trade RWL calculated over the same period. This
equation is useful in terms of obtaining a lower bound on profitability
P, but it does not tell us anything about obtaining a desired profit fac-
tor Pf. The profit factor is defined as the ratio of the amount of winning
trades divided by the amount of losing trades. This parameter is probably
the most important to consider when designing and evaluating a trading
system.

Experienced trading system designers know that it is the profit factor
that ultimately tells us whether a trading system performs, regardless of
the values of profitability and average win to average loss ratio. In other
words, the profit factor is a measure of the potential of a trading system to
generate profit besides just being profitable. Traders prefer systems with a
profit factor at least equal to 2, meaning that the amount of winners is twice
as large as the amount of losers over a period of time. Intraday trading sys-
tems tend to have lower profit factors and trend-following systems usually
have much higher values. Short-term, position, and swing trading systems
fall somewhere in between regarding the values of the profit factor that can
be achieved in that time frame. In general, the higher the profit factor, the
better the system performance.

Traders often get the impression that the profit factor is an ad-hoc mea-
sure, again by virtue of the vague and often confusing way these topics have
been covered in the trading literature by and large. On the contrary, this
important parameter is hidden in equation 4.1 and it is revealed when we
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divide through the equation by the second term, the sum of losing trades
(always a positive quantity in reality), and then rearrange to yield:

Pf =
∑
T

W
∑
T

L
> 1 (4.15)

Equation 4.15 is the definition of the profit factor Pf, and this parameter
must be greater than one in order for a trading system to be profitable. By
using equations 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, and 4.11, equation 4.15 becomes

Pf = NW

N − NW
RWL (4.16)

Now, we can divide both the numerator and denominator of equation
4.16 by N > 0 and use the definition of profitability P of equation 4.7 to get:

Pf = P
1 − P

RWL (4.17)

Equation 4.17 is an expression for the profit factor as a function of the
profitability and ratio of average winning to average losing trade. This equa-
tion tells us that the three parameters involved are connected by a unique
functional relationship. This implies that given any two of the parameters,
the third is uniquely determined. Solving equation 4.17 for profitability P
yields the final result:

P = Pf

Pf + RWL
(4.18)

Equation 4.18 is more general than equation 4.12, because it is an ex-
pression of the profitability P as a function of the profit factor Pf and ratio
of average winning to average losing trade RWL. I call equation 4.18 the fun-

damental law of trading strategies. Given the expected profit factor and
the expected ratio of average winning to average losing trade, this funda-
mental law determines the profitability of the system. Alternatively, for a
desired profit factor and an expected ratio of average winning to average
losing trade, the minimum profitability P of a trading system must satisfy
the following:

P ≥ Pf

Pf + RWL
(4.19)

Table 4.3 shows values of the minimum profitability, calculated using
equation 4.18, for various values of the ratio of average winning to aver-
age losing trade and profit factor. When comparing the values of P in this
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TABLE 4.3
Minimum Profitability as a Function of
the Ratio of Average Winning to Average
Losing Trade and Profit Factor

RWL Profit Factor Pf Minimum P (×100)

10 1 9.09%
5 1 16.67%
2 1.5 42.85%
1 2 66.67%
0.5 2 80.00%
0.25 2 88.90%
0.125 1 88.88%

table with those displayed in Table 4.1, we can immediately notice that
increased values of the profit factor demand increased profitability. For
instance, for a profit factor of 1 and a ratio of average winning to aver-
age losing trade equal to 1, the required minimum profitability shown in
Table 4.1 is 50 percent. If the profit factor is doubled to 2, the minimum
profitability is increased to 66.67 percent, as shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.4 illustrates the influence of the profit factor on trading system
profitability by considering a constant ratio of average win to average loss,
RWL, equal to 1. It may be seen that a 100 percent increase in the profit
factor from 1.50 to 3.00 increases the minimum profitability value from 60
to 75 percent, which is a 25 percent increase and very hard to obtain in
practice. Another interesting observation is that when either the ratio of
average winning to average losing trade is very small or the profit factor is

TABLE 4.4

Minimum Profitability
as a Function of Profit
Factor for a Ratio of
Average Winning to
Average Losing Trade
Set Equal to 1

Pf Minimum P (×100)

1.00 50.00%
1.25 55.56%
1.50 60.00%
1.75 63.64%
2.00 66.67%
2.50 71.43%
3.00 75.00%
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FIGURE 4.1 Graph of profitability P versus the parameter RWL/Pf.

large, the minimum profitability gets asymptotically close to 100 percent.
This can be seen from equation 4.18 after dividing the numerator and the
denominator by the profit factor Pf:

P = 1

1 + RWL
Pf

(4.20)

It can be seen from equation 4.20 that as Pf gets very large or RWL gets
very small, the value of the minimum profitability P approaches 1 (∼100%
required success rate), because the ratio RWL/Pf is very small as compared
to the number 1 in both cases.

The ratio RWL/Pf can be considered as a new parameter so that the
profitability can be plotted against it. Figure 4.1 shows a graph of the prof-
itability P as a function of the ratio RWL/Pf. It is clear from the graph that
the demand for higher profitability rises fast as the value of the ratio drops
below 4 and is comparatively flat for all practical purposes for values of
the ratio above 4. This happens, of course, due to the inverse functional
relationship between the two variables.

EFFECT OF COMMISSIONS
ON PROFITABILITY

The general form of the profitability rule given by equation 4.18 consid-
ers trading commissions implicitly. This means that in order to use the
equation any commissions paid must be included in the calculation of the
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ratio of average win to average loss. Subtracting commissions from win-
ning trades and adding commissions to losing trades can achieve this. Next,
we will study the effect of trading commissions on profitability explicitly,
by defining C as the round-trip commission charged per trade. We will thus
assume that commission charges are not included in the calculation of the
ratio of average win to average loss. Equation 4.15 can be modified to in-
clude commissions as follows:

Pf = NWW − NWC

NLL + NLC
(4.21)

Next, we divide both the numerator and denominator of equation 4.21
by the product of the number of losing trades times the average losing trade
(a positive number) to obtain

Pf =
NWW
NLL

− NWC
NLL

1 + C
L

(4.22)

We now define the commission factor Cf as the ratio of the round-trip
commission C to the average losing trade:

Cf = C

L
(4.23)

By using equations 4.5, 4.11, and 4.21, equation 4.23 becomes

Pf =
NW

N − NW
(RWL − Cf)

1 + Cf
(4.24)

It may be seen immediately from equation 4.24 that the commission
factor Cf is subtracted from the ratio of average win to average loss RWL,
and this should have been expected. Next, by using the definition of prof-
itability given by equation 4.7, equation 4.26 becomes

Pf =
P

P − 1 (RWL − Cf)

1 + Cf
(4.25)

Solving equation 4.25 for the profitability P, we obtain the result:

P = Pf

Pf + RWL − Cf
1 + Cf

(4.26)

We can again see that if the commission factor Cf is set to zero, equa-
tion 4.26 reduces to equation 4.18, the profitability rule. Commissions paid
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affects the term related to the ratio of average winning to average losing
trade, by reducing it to a new ratio R′

WL equal to

R′
WL = RWL − Cf

1 + Cf
(4.27)

Now it can be seen from equation 4.26 that as the value of the com-
mission factor Cf increases the required profitability also increases. If Cf is
kept low, then the ratio of average winning to average losing trade is not
affected and the profitability P can be approximated by equation 4.18. The
profitability rule, when adjusted for commissions, reveals a disturbing real-
ity of trading strategies: One way to keep Cf low is to increase the average
losing trade, as can be seen from equation 4.23. But this also requires a
proportional increase in the average winning trade to maintain the value of
the RWL ratio at acceptable levels and to minimize the demand for higher
profitability. But when one attempts to increase the average winning trade,
the effectiveness of the strategy decreases because more trades turn to
losers due to price volatility. The net result is a reduction in the number
of winning trades, effectively causing the actual profitability to decrease.
The commission burden on trading system design and its effects are more
pronounced in intraday trading time frames and, to a lesser extent, in short-
term trading time frames.

In practice, instead of using equation 4.27, an approximation can be
used of the following form:

R′
WL = αRWL (4.28)

where α is a constant that takes values in the range 0 to 1. Low values
of the constant result in higher minimum profitability for a desired profit
factor and expected ratio of average winning to average losing trade. The
approximate form of the profitability rule as a result of using equation 4.28
is then

P = Pf

Pf + αRWL
(4.29)

where P is the minimum profitability required to achieve a profit factor Pf,
given that the ratio of average win to average loss RWL can be estimated
(excluding commissions), and α is a factor that accounts for commission,
slippage, and other random effects that impact trade execution and bottom
line-performance. In the case of intraday trading a value for α in the range
0.5–0.7 is recommended depending on the trading frequency of the partic-
ular strategy used. In short-term trading time frames, values in the range
0.7–0.9 may be used. The situation for longer-term trading is more compli-
cated, and while the choice for the appropriate value of α may depend on
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TABLE 4.5
Effect of Commissions on Minimum Profitability as a
Function of the Ratio of Average Winning to Average
Losing Trade (profit factor = 2)

RWL P (×100) α = 1 P (×100) α = 0.7 % Change

10 16.67% 22.22% 33.3%
5 28.57% 36.36% 27.3%
2 50.00% 58.82% 17.6%
1 66.56% 74.07% 11.3%
0.5 80.00% 85.10% 6.4%
0.25 88.88% 91.95% 3.5%

the trading strategy used, as a general rule, it can be set to 1 for all prac-
tical purposes when the expected profitability of the trading system is 50
percent or more.

Table 4.5 illustrates the effect of commissions on minimum profitabil-
ity for different values of the ratio of average winning to average losing
trade and for a profit factor equal to 2 and two different values of α. It can
be seen that for high values of RWL the percent change in the minimum
profitability, for a constant profit factor, is larger. This can be misleading
because in practice it is much harder to come up with ways to increase
an already-high profitability of a trading strategy than to increase a low
profitability. For instance, increasing the profitability of a trading system
from 80 to 85.10 percent is much more difficult in practice than from 50 to
55 percent.

The constant α in equation 4.29 can be assigned values that take into
account factors that affect trading system performance, such as slippage,
partial fills, and bad executions. Equation 4.29 is very important for under-
standing some of the tradeoffs present in the design of trading systems.
Although mathematically it is a very simple formula, it is very fundamen-
tal and every trader should study it carefully and understand its hidden
implications for the performance of trading systems operating in different
time frames.

PROFITABILITY AND TRADING TIME FRAMES

Short-term and intraday trading systems usually have much lower RWL val-
ues than do trend-following systems. The typical range of the ratio of av-
erage winning to average losing trade for short-term or intraday trading
systems is 0.25 to 2. Trend-following systems demand values much greater
than 2, usually in the range 4–6. The reason for this fundamental difference
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FIGURE 4.2 Sideways markets followed by uptrends in SPY daily prices.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

is that in short-term and intraday trading, the profit target and stop-loss
levels are mainly dictated by price volatility. In the case of trend-following
systems, the objective is by design to minimize losses that occur during
sideways or choppy markets and maximize the profits made during price
trends.

As an example, Figure 4.2 is a daily chart of the SPY exchange-traded
fund and shows periods of sideways-moving prices followed by uptrends.
The objective of a trend-following system in this particular case would be
to minimize losses during sideways moves and maximize profits during
uptrends. This results in higher RWL values since the average win is large
and the average loss is kept as low as possible. In relation to the profitabil-
ity rule, in intraday and short-term trading systems it is highly likely that
future RWL values will closely match the values determined during back
testing. This is because in these trading time frames, the methods used to
generate exit signals depend mainly on price volatility. The result is that
RWL values stay in a range over the longer term due to volatility mean-
reversion. This is especially true when using profit targets and stop-losses
based on a fixed amount or number of points.

Therefore, if the profitability of a trading system is maintained above
the minimum value, as dictated by the profitability rule, the system will
always perform according to expectations. This is because, according
to equation 4.18, if RWL remains within a tight range, the required prof-
itability P to realize a desired profit factor Pf will not vary significantly.
Thus, one may think in an inverse way, and take appropriate steps during
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trading system design to assure compliance with the constraints imposed
by the profitability rule. One of these steps may be the use of fixed amount
or point stops.

The situation with trend-following systems is not as simple as with in-
traday and short-term ones, as was briefly discussed above. In longer-term
trading time frames, future RWL values are highly uncertain and can vary
widely from the values obtained during back testing. This can happen be-
cause the magnitude of future price trends, as compared to past ones, can
vary greatly. At the same time, the performance of position-exiting meth-
ods used depends on future price volatility. Because neither the magnitude
of future trends nor price volatility can be known in advance, as a conse-
quence, the actual values of the parameter RWL may turn out to be much
lower than those obtained from back testing. This implies that the mini-
mum profitability of a trend-following system given a desired profit factor,
as calculated using equation 4.18, will increase unless future trends have
an equal or greater magnitude compared with the past and price volatility
remains the same or is lower. This is an outcome of the stochastic nature
of the profitability rule in the case of trend-following systems due to the
parameter RWL being a random variable.

The profitability rule provides this insight based on its quantitative con-
tent and it exposes some difficulties in designing profitable trend-following
systems. The most important implication of the profitability rule in the case
of trend-following trading systems is that a much higher profitability may
be required than the one determined based on historical RWL values to pro-
tect against future variations in the ratio of average win to average loss.
This imposes additional constraints in the design of trend-following sys-
tems, which must be robust enough to account for adverse future mar-
ket conditions resulting in much lower RWL values. This realization chal-
lenges the common notion that trend-following systems can have much
lower profitability than short-term or intraday systems. Designing a trend-
following trading system that can stay profitable for an extended period of
time is a truly challenging task and the profitability rule sheds light on the
fundamental nature of these difficulties.

Another way of dealing with the constraints imposed on trading sys-
tem design by the profitability rule is by attempting to limit its stochastic
nature as much as possible. Since the profitability of a trading strategy can-
not be fixed in advance but only measured empirically, a trading system
designer should try to minimize the randomness of the RWL parameter. It
appears that the only way this can be done effectively is by implement-
ing strategies that result in a constant ratio of average winning to average
losing trade over extended periods of time. This can be accomplished, for
example, if profit target and stop-loss levels are based on fixed amounts
or points.
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Although in reality losing trades tend to be larger than expected due
to slippage and occasional adverse gaps in prices, these effects are coun-
terbalanced in the longer term by comparable variations in winning trades.
What the profitability rule tells us is that in order to minimize the uncer-
tainty in trading system performance and keep the required minimum prof-
itability as low as possible, one must try to minimize the uncertainty in
the value of the ratio of average winning to average losing trade, RWL. Ac-
cording to this interpretation of the profitability rule and given the fact that
trend following has inherent uncertainty, it appears that short-term and in-
traday trading time frames offer potential for a more robust performance
if certain conditions are met. This contradicts another notion that longer-
term investment strategies have an advantage over short-term strategies.
Given that trend following requires in addition discipline for holding open
positions for an extended period of time, this may be an explanation for
the popularity of short-term and intraday trading.

The practical application of the profitability rule in short-term and
intraday trading dictates using profit target and stop-loss levels based on
the trade entry price. In this case the profitability rule, as expressed by
equation 4.27, can be approximated by

P = Pf

Pf + αT/S
(4.30)

where T is the profit target and S the stop-loss, measured as fixed amounts
or in points. This may even work in the case where T and S are fixed per-
centages of the entry price. Thus, in this way the ratio of average winning
to average losing trade RWL in equation 4.29 is approximated in equation
4.30 by the ratio of profit target to stop-loss, T/S.

Equation 4.30, when solved for T/S, provides a lower-bound estimate
of the ratio of profit target to stop-loss required for a desired profit factor
and expected profitability:

T
S

= Pf

α
· 1 − P

P
(4.31)

As an example, for a profit factor equal to 2, an expected profitability of
60 percent, and α set equal to 0.7, the minimum value of the ratio T/S is,
according to equation 4.30:

T
S

= 2
0.7

· 1 − 0.6
0.6

= 1.9 (4.32)

Therefore, the profit target should be roughly double the stop-loss in
order to obtain the desired profit factor given the expected profitability of
60 percent.
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Equation 4.30 offers an explanation as to why scalpers, who are sub-
jected to occasional large drawdowns, aim for the impossible. If the profit
factor is equal to 1, which denotes a break-even condition, for a typical T/S
ratio realized by these traders equal to 0.4, and α = 1 (an ideal situation),
the minimum profitability required is

Pmin = 1
1 + 0.4

= 0.714 (4.33)

Equation 4.33 indicates that a scalper must achieve a success rate of
71.4 percent, which means slightly better than 7 winners in every 10 trades
on average, just to break even, commissions and slippage not accounted
for. I hope that this result will convince some scalpers to reconsider their
trading style and escape their destiny, which is a redistribution of their
capital in the zero-sum game of trading.

EXAMPLES

The solutions to the following questions demonstrate the use of the prof-
itability rule.

Question 1: A trader of 10-yr note futures realizes a profit of $1,000 in
each winning trade and a loss of $400 in each losing trade. The trader is
profitable 6 times out of 10 on the average over the longer term. (a) What
is the trader’s profit factor? (b) By what factor does this trader exceed the
minimum profitability required for a break-even performance?

Solution:

(a) First we calculate the ratio of average winning to average losing
trade as follows:

RWL = $1,000/$400 = 2.5

Using equation 4.17, we calculate the profit factor Pf:

Pf = (0.6 × 2.5)/(1.0 − 0.6) = 3.75

Thus, the sum of winning trades will be 3.75 times the sum of
losing trades over a sufficiently long period of time.

(b) The minimum profitability is found by applying equation 4.12:

Pmin = 100/(1 + 2.5) = 28.57%
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The trader’s profitability P exceeds Pmin by a factor equal to

100 × (60% − 28.57%)/28.57% = 110%

Question 2: Trader A is as profitable as trader B but trader B has twice
the ratio of average winning to average losing trade of trader A. How do
their profit factors compare?

Solution:

For trader A :PfA = [P/(P − 1)] × RWLA

Similarly for trader B :PfB = [P/(P − 1)] × RWLB

Dividing PfA by PfB we get

PfA/PfB = RWLA/RWLB

Since RWLB = 2 × RWLA we get the expected result:

PfA/PfB = 1/2

Thus, the profit factor of trader A is half that of trader B. If profitabil-
ity stays constant, any increase in the ratio of average winning to average
losing trade results in a comparable increase of the profit factor.

Question 3: A trend follower expects to achieve profitability P of 20
percent and has a stop-loss of $500. How large should his average winner
trade be so that he will end up with a profit factor equal to 2?

Solution: From equation 4.14 we obtain

RWL = [(1 − P)/P] × Pf = [(1 − 0.2)/0.2] × 2.0 = 8.0

But, RWL = avg. winner/avg. loser = avg. winner/$500 = 8.0

Then, avg. winner = $4,000

Thus, the average winner must be at least $4,000 to maintain a profit
factor of 2.0 when the profitability is 20 percent and the average loser
is $500.

The profitability rule derived in this chapter provides a rigorous way
of assessing the limitations and constraints present in the design of trad-
ing systems for use in different trading time frames. It also provides a
means for estimating quite accurately some important trading system per-
formance parameters based on actual measurements. When profitability is
combined with sound risk and money management, which is the subject of
the next chapter, then the task of developing winning systematic trading
methodologies becomes more realistic and highly rewarding.
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Risk and Money
Management

Systematic traders spend considerable time and resources in develop-
ing trading systems. A trading system that generates profitable entry
signals in the time frame considered is necessary for success but is

not sufficient. Necessity and sufficiency toward success are achieved only
when the signals generated by a system with acceptable historical testing
and actual trading records are combined with proper risk and money man-
agement.

It is important to understand that any risk and money management
method used must be an integral part of the trading system design and
part of the historical testing phase. Some technical traders attempt to im-
plement complicated risk and money management techniques that are not
part of the model used to test a trading system. However, the application of
any risk and money management method alters the dynamics of a trading
system and actual trading performance may vary significantly from back-
testing results that do not consider the method.

Often, trading system developers attempt to maximize the equity per-
formance produced by a historical back test by increasing open position
size using realized profits. It is understood that such methods will work
well for trading systems with profitable historical back-test results and an
equity curve that is increasing. During actual trading, however, adding to
position size may be the cause of a disaster, especially where the trading
system does not perform as expected and the equity curve turns south. The
situation is even worse in the case of “fitted” or “optimized” systems. Any
aggressive risk and money management technique applied to such systems
can be hazardous to actual performance rather than improving it.

63
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Furthermore, treatments of the subject of position sizing in books,
magazines, or web sites fall under two major categories: The first category
deals with specific strategies often presented with limited or no testing and
lacking theoretical justification. Nevertheless, some of the strategies are re-
alistic and can be applied to actual trading. The second category involves
complicated strategies that are unrealistic to apply.

Some books on risk and money management present theoretical treat-
ments of the subject and are stuffed with mathematical equations, and the
concepts are beyond the grasp of the average trader. The main problem
that traders face when trying to find their way thought this information
maze is an apparent lack of a direct connection between some of the risk
and money management strategies proposed and the realities of their par-
ticular trading system.

Traders should always remember that a risk and money management
strategy is useful only if a system with a winning bias, or positive expected
gain, is available to start with. Also, systematic trading makes sense only if
the necessary discipline and skills are there to follow the signals of a sys-
tem and execute the appropriate entry/exit orders. When a trading system
with acceptable performance is available and the discipline and required
skills are there, proper risk management and position sizing can make the
difference between a mediocre, or even negative, performance and spec-
tacular returns.

In this chapter, I discuss basic but very effective risk and money man-
agement methods that are known to work and are being used by many
successful traders. I start the discussion with the determination of the min-
imum capital required to trade a system, which is a basic first step in risk
management that many traders tend to skip. Then, I present some very sim-
ple formulas for calculating trading capital requirements and risk percent.
Finally, I approach position sizing through a very effective method and
derive formulas that can be used to implement it.

THE PROBABILITY OF RUIN

An important part of risk and money management—and often the most
overlooked—is the determination of the starting capital required to trade
a system so that the probability of ruin is minimized. Novice traders of-
ten underestimate the importance of starting capital requirements because
they think that it suffices merely to have a profitable trading system in
order to accumulate wealth. There are random short-term effects, how-
ever, that can cause total depletion of trading capital even if the trading
system performs according to expectations over the longer-term. These
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random effects may contribute to clusters of consecutive losing trades and
to a large equity drawdown that cannot be sustained.

In order to understand the hazardous effect consecutive losing trades
can have on trading system performance, consider as an example two
traders, Peter and Paul, who use the same trading system. Peter risks 2
percent of his starting capital amount in each trade while Paul risks 5 per-
cent. We assume that both traders start at the same time and the system
generates 20 consecutive losers. In this case, Paul ends up with no money
in his trading account whereas Peter’s account is reduced by 40 percent.
If the trading system turns profitable after the streak of 20 losing trades
and generates a large number of consecutive winners, then Peter may be
in a position to recover the loss and even make a profit. However, Paul is
unable to trade unless he adds more funds to his account.

Table 5.1 shows a few examples of the number of consecutive losing
trades, denoted as CL, required to completely wipe out an account of any
size as a function of the percentage of the starting capital risked in each
trade. The percent risk is assumed to be a constant for all trades.

A typical reaction of an inexperienced trader who risks 4 percent, for
example, of his account equity on each trade after looking at Table 4.1
might be: “My system will never generate 25 consecutive losers!”

The bad news is that probability theory says otherwise. There is al-
ways a finite probability that any trading system with profitability less than
100 percent will generate just the number of consecutive losers required to
wipe out an account of any size.

In order to better understand the probability of ruin, let us model a
trading system that generates market entry signals as an experiment of
tossing a coin. For this purpose, we will equate heads to losing trades and
tails to winning trades. Normally, the probability in the case of a fair coin
of getting heads or tails is 0.5. We will assume that the trading system is

TABLE 5.1

Number of Consecutive
Losers That Will Ruin a
Starting Capital of Any
Size as a Function of
Risk Percent

Percent Risk CL

1 100
2 50
3 33
4 25
5 20
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more than 50 percent profitable, because there is a bias in the experiment
so that the probability of getting heads is smaller than that of getting tails.
Let us call the probability of heads p and that of tails (1 – p).

The formula to calculate the probability of getting k heads in n coin
tosses, denoted as P(k in n), is known as Bernoulli Trials (Papoulis 1965,
pp. 57–61):

P(k in n) = n!
k!(n − k)!

pk(1 − p)n−k (5.1)

where (!) stands for the factorial operator:

n! = 1 × 2 × 3 × . . . . × n (5.2)

By definition: 0! = 1. As an example, 4! = 1 × 2 × 3 × 4 = 24.
Let us now apply equation 5.1 to calculate the probability of getting 25

consecutive losers in a total of 25 trades, modeled as coin tosses in our
example. Thus, k and n both equal 25. We assume that the trading system
has profitability 70 percent, which means that (1 – p) = 0.7 and p = 0.3.
After plugging all the parameter values into equation 5.1, we obtain

P(25 in 25) = 25!
25!(25 − 25)!

(0.3)25(0.7)0

or

P(25 in 25) = 8.47 × 10−14

The value of the probability calculated above is very low but it is finite.
But all losing trades need not come in a row, as in the above example. Out
of the many possibilities that exist, it suffices getting 10 consecutive losing
trades, followed by two consecutive winning trades and then 10 more con-
secutive losing trades, followed by three consecutive winning trades and
finally 10 more consecutive losing trades.

In the following example, we increase the number of losing trades to
30 while adding 5 winning trades and we also assume that the sizes of
winning and losing trades are equal, for simplicity. Thus, in a total of 35
trades, 5 winners compensate for the loss of 5 losers and the net result is
25 losers. The probability of this scenario happening, according to formula
5.1, is equal to

P(30 in 35) = 35!
30!(35 − 30)!

(0.3)30(0.7)5 ∼= 1.123 × 10−11

The probability of getting 30 losers in a total of 35 trades using a sys-
tem that is 70 percent profitable is three orders of magnitude less (a factor
of 1,000) than in the previous example of 25 consecutive losing trades in a
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row. Although the probability is still very low, if a trader is “lucky” enough
he can hit the jackpot and get ruined before a turnaround in system perfor-
mance occurs. As an example, the odds of getting 6 out of 59 numbers in
New York State Lotto are 1 in 45,057,474. This means that the probability
of any random pick of six numbers to win is equal to 2.22 × 10−8. Although
this is also a very small probability, there are occasionally winners even
with a single lottery ticket.

As became evident from the previous examples, there is always a finite
small probability of ruin even when care is taken to keep risk exposure low.
Thus, trading systems with high profitability and low percent risk per trade
have a very low but still finite probability of ruin. The low probability turns
into a certain event if the system becomes unprofitable at some point. The
number of maximum consecutive losing trades that is calculated during the
back testing of a trading system provides no indication of what may occur
in the future. Therefore, in order to minimize the probability of ruin, the
percentage of the account equity risked in each trade must be minimized.

However, lower risk percent implies lower reward, which is an ex-
pected tradeoff, and the task becomes one of figuring out the optimum risk
for a given market and trading system. Since future market conditions can-
not be known in advance and actual trading system performance cannot be
predicted but only empirically measured, experienced traders limit the per-
cent risk to no more than 1 to 2 percent of their account equity or current
bankroll. The tradeoff is that at those low levels of risk there is a demand
for a large trading account. Novice traders, often misled by ads claiming,
for example, that a $500 account grew to $100,000 in a few months, under-
estimate the implications that proper risk and money management has for
trading account size. Ignorance in the trading business results in disastrous
financial consequences.

THE FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF RISK AND
MONEY MANAGEMENT

One of the primary tasks of every trader who wants to survive the zero-sum
game of trading must be the determination of the starting capital required
for a particular trading system. This requires determining the percentage
of equity to risk on each trade in order to minimize the probability of ruin
in a rigorous and quantitative way. Instead, most novice traders start back-
wards, by opening an account with what they can afford, and then risking
as much as possible, even all of it, in each trade, hoping they will be lucky
and a streak of winners will come their way before a streak of losers does.
We all know the results of such actions and the reality of markets. For most
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people, the reality is that a streak of losers will always come before a streak
of winners does and will be enough to ruin their account.

The account equity, percent risk, and amount risked in each trade are
related by the following equation, which I call the fundamental law of risk

and money management:

M = S
R

(5.3)

where M is the trading account equity, S is the amount risked per trade,
and R is the percent risk.

Trading Capital Requirements

Probably the most important use of equation 5.3 is in determining the start-
ing trading capital M so that a desired risk percent R can be maintained
based on a fixed amount S risked per trade. Table 5.2 shows examples of
starting trading capital values for various values of risk percent and amount
risked. For instance, for a risk percent equal to 0.02, or 2 percent, and for
an amount at risk equal to $2,000 per trade, the starting capital requirement
is $100,000, according to equation 5.3.

As we can see in Table 5.2, the starting trading capital is inversely pro-
portional to percent risk and directly proportional to the amount risked.
Often, the amount risked is not a parameter that can be set independently

TABLE 5.2 Starting Trading Capital Requirements

Risk
Percent (%)

Amount
Risked ($)

Starting
Capital ($)

Number of Consecutive
Losers for a 50% Drop in

Starting Capital

500 50,000
1,000 100,000

1.00 2,000 200,000 50
5,000 500,000

10,000 1,000,000

500 25,000
1,000 50,000

2.00 2,000 100,000 25
5,000 250,000

10,000 500,000

500 10,000
5.00 1,000 20,000 10

2,000 40,000
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of the trading method used. In that case, the values this parameter can as-
sume are ultimately dictated by position size and price volatility. As the
amount risked is decreased for a given position size, the profitability of a
trading system decreases because fewer entry signals can turn to winners.
This occurs because stop-loss levels must be set closer to the entry price
to limit losses. Thus, the starting capital requirement can be estimated only
after a trading system is properly analyzed and the effects of different val-
ues of percent risk on equity performance are studied.

As an example, in the case of a short-term trading system for crude
oil futures, after careful back testing and analysis it was determined that
it can achieve acceptable profitability with an amount risked per trade and
per contract equal to $500. In addition, the percent risk is 2 percent of the
starting capital. Plugging these values into equation 5.3 yields $25,000 for
the value of the starting capital:

M = S
R

= $500
0.02

= $25,000

The above calculation means that when the trader starts using his sys-
tem and places the first trade, the risk percent will not be equal to his de-
sired value of 2 percent of his account equity unless the starting capital is
equal to $25,000. This is because the system risks $500 on each trade. Now,
if the account equity increases to $50,000 due to accumulated profits, the
trader can increase position size by adding another contract and the risk
percent will remain at the 2 percent level.

Trading on Margin

In order to use equation 5.3, one must make the assumption that the
amount risked per trade is known in advance. Some day and short-term
trading systems use a constant value for the amount risked per trade; oth-
ers do not. For example, some short-term bond futures traders risk one full
point ($1,000) per trade and intraday traders of the mini-size S&P 500 con-
tract use a fixed number of ticks, corresponding to a fixed dollar amount.
This approach is common with futures trading, but in the case of equity
trading, some traders prefer to risk a variable amount based on a percent-
age of the entry price. The amount risked per trade is not known in advance
in trading systems that use exit signals generated by indicators.

In addition, equation 5.3 does not take into account margin require-
ments; thus, it may underestimate trading capital requirements. Use of
leverage can impose additional burdens on the starting trading capital re-
quirements and the equation needs to be modified to account for such
cases. In order to tackle this problem, we will consider a more general case
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that takes into account margin requirements. To start with, we note that
the maximum drawdown per contract in the case of futures or forex trad-
ing in conjunction with the margin requirement per contract determines
the minimum starting trading capital per contract that is required in order
to avoid liquidation. In the case of stock trading, the situation is slightly
different.

Futures and Forex Trading

In order to better understand how trading capital requirements are deter-
mined in the case of trading futures or forex on margin, we start with the
following definitions:

Mf is the starting trading capital requirement per contract.

DR is the maximum historical drawdown per contract.

f is a safety factor.

G is the margin deposit per contract.

Based on these definitions, the formula for calculating the starting trading
capital requirement per contract is

Mf = G + f · DR (5.4)

As an example of the application of equation 5.4, consider the case
where the maximum drawdown per contract is equal to $10,000 and the
margin per contract is equal to $2,000. Then, for f set equal to 1, the starting
trading capital requirement per contract is calculated using equation 5.4 to
be $12,000. If the safety factor f is set equal to 1.5, the starting capital value
increases to $18,000.

Since only historical or past values of the drawdown are available, the
safety factor f is included in equation 5.4 to account for a possible future
increase in the drawdown.

After combining equations 5.3 and 5.4, we get the following equation
for the percent risk R:

R = S
G + f · DR

(5.5)

Equation 5.5 is an expression of the percent risk per contract R as a
function of amount risked per trade S, the margin G, and the maximum
drawdown DR. A safety factor f is also included to account for future in-
creases in drawdown.
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As an example of the use of equation 5.5, the following values are
considered:

Amount risked per trade and per contract S = $1,000.

Drawdown per contract DR = $10,000.

Margin per contract G = $2,000.

Safety factor f = 2 (accounts for a possible twofold increase in future
drawdown values).

Plugging in the values from equation 5.5 yields

R = 1,000/(2,000 + 2.0 × 10,000) = 0.04545 or R = 4.54%

The risk per trade R is 4.54 percent in this example. The starting capital
requirement is

M = 2,000 + 2.0 × 10,000 = $22,000

If this level of risk is unacceptable, then either equation 5.3 must be
used to calculate the starting trading capital for the acceptable level of risk
or the amount risked per trade must be lowered. In the present example,
if the acceptable maximum risk per trade is 2 percent, then according to
equation 5.3 the starting trading capital must be equal to $50,000, which is
more than double the $22,000 figure obtained earlier. The larger of the two
values must be used in order to maintain the acceptable level of percent
risk. Lowering the percent risk in this example made a big difference in the
size of the starting trading capital. However, the decrease in the probability
of ruin from an increase in capitalization requirements is often enormous.
In the case of a 4.54 percent risk, it will take about 11 consecutive losing
trades for a 50 percent drop in equity, whereas for a 2 percent risk per
trade, 25 losing trades are required.

Stock Trading

In order to better understand how trading capital requirements are deter-
mined in the case of stock trading, we start with the following definitions:

Me is the initial trading capital.

S is the amount risked per trade.

R is the percent risk.

f is a safety factor.

g is the margin multiplier (leverage) factor.
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Based on these definitions, the formula for the initial trading capital
becomes

Me = gS
R

(5.6)

It may be seen that if the margin multiplier g is set to 1, equation 5.6 reduces
to equation 5.3.

For example, if the amount risked in each trade is $300, the percent
risk is 2 percent, the margin multiplier factor is equal to 2 (amount loaned
is equal to cash value of the account), and f is set equal to 1, then according
to equation 5.6 the initial trading capital is calculated as follows:

Me = (2 × $300)/0.02 = $30,000

Note that the factor g in equation 5.6 causes a proportional decrease
in percent risk R so that that the equivalent percent risk R/g results in the
starting trading capital requirement increasing by a comparable factor.

In addition, in the case of stock trading on margin, the starting trading
cash account must be at least equal to the maximum drawdown DR multi-
plied by a safety factor. After setting Me/g equal to f times DR in equation
5.6 and then solving for the percent risk R we obtain

Me

g
= f · DR ⇒ Me = g · f · DR = g · S

R
⇒ R = S

f · DR
(5.7)

As an example, consider a stock trading system that has a maximum
drawdown of $10,000 and $100 is risked on each trade. The leverage is
4 times the starting trading capital. The safety factor f is set equal to 1.0.
The percent risk R for a starting trading capital Me equal to the maximum
drawdown of $10,000 is

R = (4 × $100)/(1.0 × 10,000) = 0.04 or R = 4.0% (5.8)

With a percent risk of 4 percent it will take about 25 consecutive losers
to exhaust the trading capital. In reality, brokers may liquidate the account
much earlier due to insufficient funds to cover maintenance margin of open
positions.

In equations 5.4 and 5.6, the values of the starting trading capital and
risk percent obtained ultimately depend on the magnitude of the safety
factor f. Increasing f results in increased starting trading capital but also
in reduced performance. Decreasing f results in reduced starting trading
capital but also in increased performance. There is no practical method
of determining the optimal value of the safety factor f. The optimum
value ultimately depends on future drawdown values that are unknown.
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A trading system developer must choose a value for f based on experi-
ence. For new stock trading systems, a value of f in the range 1.5–3 is
recommended. This should act as a guard against an unexpected increase
in drawdown.

POSITION SIZING

In this chapter, the fundamental law of risk and money management has
been introduced and one of its primary applications was discussed, that
of determining the starting capital requirement for trading systems with
specific risk parameters. In this section, we will use the law to determine
position size given the risk tolerances.

As an example of the application of position sizing, consider a swing
trader of U.S. equities. The trading system he uses has a profit target of
$1 and a stop-loss of $0.50 and thus risks a predetermined amount per
trade because this is what works in his case. The amount risked is equal
to 50 cents times the number of shares bought long or sold short, or equiv-
alently, it is equal to the position size times the stop-loss value. The posi-
tion size in this particular case depends on the percentage of the account
equity that the trader is willing to risk in each trade. If, for example, the ac-
count equity is $100,000 and the trader is willing to risk 1 percent of that in
each trade, then the number of shares times the stop-loss must equal 0.01
× $100,000, which amounts to $1,000.

The proper position size is calculated by dividing the amount risked per
trade by the stop-loss value, and in this example the result is $1,000/$0.5,
or 2,000 shares. Thus, the trader can buy or sell, depending on whether the
trading signal is long or short, 2,000 shares with a stop-loss set equal to half
a point. If the stop-loss price is hit, then the loss will equal $0.5 × 2,000,
which amounts to $1,000 and, after commissions and possible slippage,
very close to the 1 percent of the available capital of $100,000 the trader
wishes to risk.

If the stop-loss is expressed as a percentage of the entry price, rather
than in points, the same reasoning applies when calculating the number of
shares—just the details change slightly—as will be shown later when the
mathematical formulas of position sizing are derived.

The above example demonstrated the concept of position sizing based
on the risk percent method. This method is also known as fixed fractional

position sizing. However, some may insist that there are ways to calcu-
late position size using concepts like volatility or optimal bet sizing. The
question that naturally arises from such claims is, What purpose will such
departures from the simple risk percent method serve?
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The objective of the previous example was to calculate position size so
that if a trade turns into a loser, the loss will amount to 1 percent, or what-
ever percentage the trader chooses, of the available equity. The solution
obtained is unique in that respect because the equity and risk tolerances
are known in advance. Any other method produces results that vary the
risk percent in exchange for a promise of increased equity performance in
the longer term. It is this departure from the simple and commonsense ap-
proach to position-size determination offered by the risk percent method
that often creates confusion in the minds of traders, especially when the al-
ternative methods are based on unjustifiable assumptions about the future
performance of trading systems.

In essence, some of the proposed alternatives to the risk percent
method adjust risk by varying the number of shares bought or sold, and
thus the amount risked per trade, using various advanced mathematical
concepts and algorithms. One assumption that is commonly made by such
methods is that the trading system winning bias will be maintained in the
short to medium term. But if this assumption is false and the system expe-
riences an unexpected drawdown while the level of risk is excessive, the
result can be a disaster.

Some retail brokers provide tools for calculating the “optimal” posi-
tion size, or bet size, as part of the functionality of their trading platforms.
The number of shares or contracts bought long or sold short when using
calculators provided by these platforms is much larger than what would
have been obtained using the (fixed) risk percent method employed in
the previous example. Some alternative methods by which optimal po-
sition sizing is determined are Optimal-f , Kelly formula, or fixed ratio

position sizing, to name just a few. They are also designated as Mar-

tingale or anti-Martingale methods after borrowing terminology from
probability theory.

Although traders should always try to explore alternative position siz-
ing strategies that maximize growth, they should never use them if the risk
percent R that results is higher than what they can tolerate, and especially
if the objective of these methods is more that of managing positions than
risk. More importantly, some of these alternative optimal methods require
input of the values of various trading system performance parameters.
Obviously, there is no way to use such methods with newly developed
systems, because there is no justification for equating the historical val-
ues of the parameters with what will be obtained in the future after us-
ing the system in real-time trading. Thus, newly developed systems should
employ the risk percent method. A transition to optimal bet sizing should
be made only after there is sufficient actual data to show that the sys-
tem performance parameters are stable enough to guarantee medium- to
longer-term growth.
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Going into more detail in the derivation and use of optimal position-
sizing formulas is beyond the scope of this book, but a few comments
will be made here regarding the well-known Kelly formula. Professional
gamblers and traders use this formula for position sizing, yet one can
find several conflicting opinions in articles and online forums about its
proper application, even about the proper meaning and use of the result of
the formula.

The Kelly formula is based on the work of John Kelly of Bell Labora-
tories in the 1950s on the subject of telephone transmission signal-to-noise
ratio. A simplified version of the original formula is

Kelly% = P − [(1 − P)/RWL]

where Kelly% is the percentage of capital to risk per trade, and P and RWL

are the profitability and ratio of average win to average loss, respectively,
as defined in Chapter 4. One can easily notice that the right-hand side of the
equation is the expected gain E(g), as given by equation 4.9 of Chapter 4,
divided by the average winning trade:

Kelly% = E(g)

W
= P − [(1 − P)/RWL]

But the expected gain E(g) represents the edge, which is how much
the trading system is expected to win on average, and the average winning
trade is the odds, which is the average amount won each time the trading
system is profitable. Therefore, the optimal bet size according to the Kelly
formula is equal to edge divided by odds. This is also the ratio that maxi-
mizes geometric equity growth of a profitable trading system.

In the previous example involving the equity swing trader, no mention
was made of the performance parameters of the trading system used. It
was just assumed it had a winning bias and the only objective of the simple
risk percent position-sizing method was to minimize the risk of ruin. How-
ever, an application of the Kelly formula to determine position size aims at
maximizing equity growth by maximizing risk and requires the actual val-
ues of performance parameters of the trading system and specifically of the
following two: the success rate (profitability) and the ratio of average win
to average loss. This is a dramatic departure from the risk percent method
because of the information that must be available in advance before one
can determine position size, but also because of the change of objective.

As mentioned earlier, proper position sizing based on the Kelly for-
mula cannot be applied to newly developed trading systems because the
actual values for the two parameters that are used by the formula are not
available in that case. But even in the case of systems that have been
traded for some time, there is no guarantee that these parameters will
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remain constant. This is especially true for trend-following systems, as
discussed in Chapter 4, in which case the average win to average loss
ratio is a random variable because it depends on the magnitude of un-
known future trends and future price volatility. Therefore, application of
advanced position-sizing methods like the Kelly formula requires continu-
ous reevaluation of system performance parameters, and that imposes an
additional burden on a trader in exchange for the promise of better equity
performance.

THE RISK PERCENT METHOD

The risk percent position-sizing method, also known as fixed fractional po-
sition sizing, calculates position size based on the percentage of equity one
is willing to risk. It is a practical method with no theoretical justification
for its use other than the fact that it has worked well for so many traders
in the past and it is highly recommended. Experienced traders always sug-
gest that no more than 1 to 2 percent of the available account equity should
be risked on any trade. In this way, the probability of ruin discussed in the
beginning of this chapter is low enough. The risk percent values recom-
mended have been determined by experience and many traders use them
because they value experience more than theoretical advice. For the risk
percent method to work, the trade exit price must be known in advance.
This method does not apply to trading systems that use exit strategies with
varying, or unknown in advance, exit price levels.

The formula for the risk percent position-sizing method can be ob-
tained by applying equation 5.3, the fundamental law of risk and money
management, as follows:

We define M as the account equity, R as the percent risk, Pi as the entry
price, Po as the exit price, and N as the number of shares or contracts.
Then, equation 5.3 becomes

M = |Po − Pi| · N
R

(5.9)

In equation 5.9, the numerator is the amount risked S, which is equal
to the difference between the entry and exit price times the number of
contracts or shares. The absolute value of the difference between the en-
try price and the exit price is taken to account for both long and short
positions. Where the stop-loss is a fixed number of points, then

Po = Pi ± Si (5.10)
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which means that the exit price is equal to the entry price, plus or mi-
nus the stop-loss Si in points, depending on whether the trade is long
or short.

After combining equations 5.9 and 5.10 we obtain

M = Si · N
R

(5.11)

Taking the absolute value is no longer required since Si is by definition
a positive number. After solving equation 5.11 for the number of shares N,
we get the following:

N = M · R
Si

(5.12)

Thus, we have derived the risk percent position-sizing formula where
the stop-loss is in points. Next, we consider the case of a stop-loss percent
as follows:

Po = Pi ± Sp · Pi (5.13)

In this case, the exit price is equal to the entry price, plus or minus a
fraction Sp of the entry price, depending on whether the trade is long or
short. After combining equations 5.9 and 5.13 we obtain

M = Sp · Po · N
R

(5.14)

and we can now solve for the number of shares N to get the final formula:

N = M · R
Sp · Po

(5.15)

In this case, the position size depends on the entry price Po. The price
to open a position is not always known, because that depends on the order
type. If unknown, an approximate entry price can be used without impact-
ing the calculation greatly. For instance, many trading systems generate
entry signals on the open of the next day and the orders are entered as
MOO (market on open). In that case, the opening price is not known in
advance but the last closing price can be used without a significant impact
on the calculated number of shares N.

The number of shares calculated using the formulas just derived
should always be checked against the maximum number of shares allowed
based on available capital, and the minimum of the two numbers should be
used. In the case of equities, the maximum number of shares allowed is
simply equal to the available capital divided by the entry price. In the case
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of futures and forex, the maximum number of contracts allowed equals the
available capital divided by the margin requirement per contract bought
long or sold short.

MARTINGALE VERSUS ANTI-MARTINGALE
BETTING STRATEGIES

The risk percent position method presented in the previous section is con-
sidered simple, yet it is known to be very effective. It is evident from equa-
tion 5.9 that as the account equity increases due to accumulated trading
profits, the position size N calculated by the risk percent method also
increases proportionally. The reverse happens when the account equity
decreases. Thus, this method, even though it is fundamentally simple, is
nevertheless dynamic in nature. It is also classified as an anti-Martingale
betting strategy, as opposed to a Martingale one.

Martingale betting strategies increase the bet size if the account equity
drops, in an attempt to recover losses and even make a profit, provided
of course there is a strategy with a winning bias. Similarly, the bet size is
decreased when the equity increases, for the purpose of limiting risk ex-
posure and securing realized profits. This type of betting strategy can be
used for position sizing. but many experienced traders do not recommend
it. The reason that Martingale betting systems fail and often lead to disas-
ter is that such methods guarantee in theory an eventual win if, and only
if, the available equity is infinite. In reality, however, accounts have a finite
size, and there are always a number of consecutive losers that, when com-
bined with a Martingale betting method, can result in total ruin, a situation
explained earlier in this chapter.

In contrast, anti-Martingale betting strategies increase the bet size
while net equity increases and decrease it the other way. The risk per-
cent position-sizing method and the Kelly formula can be classified as anti-
Martingale betting systems. This type of betting system promises higher
returns in exchange for a more volatile equity curve as compared to, for
example, the equity curve that is obtained when using the starting trading
account value instead with a fixed number of shares or contracts.

RISK AND MONEY MANAGEMENT PLAN

For beginners in the trading business, it may be prudent not to use ad-
vanced betting strategies, like the Kelly formula mentioned before, but to
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instead concentrate at first on trade execution and developing discipline.
Thus, it may be better to use the starting trading capital value instead
of the current bankroll to calculate position size using a fixed risk per-
cent method. The transition to an anti-Martingale optimal betting strategy
should be made only after there is enough data regarding system perfor-
mance in actual trading.

Novice traders or experienced ones using a newly developed trading
system should always keep in mind that things may not turn out the way
they expect them to, and thus they should be very careful with risk and
money management. The following plan is recommended:

1. Retail traders should calculate the starting trading capital requirement
using the formulas developed in this chapter. This is recommended for
new trading accounts less than $200,000.

2. For the first six months, calculate position size using the risk percent
method with R = 1% and use the starting equity value, in the case of an
equity increase, or the current bankroll, in the case of an equity drop.
This will result in lower position size and reduced overall exposure to
start with.

3. If the system’s actual performance is within expected levels after six
months of trading, and the trader has become comfortable with the
system, the current bankroll can be used for calculating position size
and R can be increased to 2%.

4. Keep a log of all trades and calculate the success rate, average win,
average loss, and other important system performance parameters.
If after the first year the performance parameters match or exceed
their expected values and seem to be stable, then an optimal position
method, such as the Kelly formula, can be used in place of the risk per-
cent method. In case a transition to another position method is decided
on, it is a good idea to always compare the position size and effective
risk percent of the method selected to the position size of the percent
risk method with R = 2%.

5. Remember that everybody in the trading business, including your bro-
ker, the exchanges, and other intermediaries, wants you to trade big
size because they benefit most while you assume all the risk. Do
not fall into the deadliest trap of trading and overexpose your ac-
count to risk, because there is always a drawdown waiting around
the corner. After all, it is the compounding of small profits that makes
one wealthy in the longer-term, not the assumption of extreme levels
of risk.
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EXAMPLES

Question: Find the number of shares in the case of a short-term stock trad-
ing system with a constant $0.80 stop-loss. Equity value is $80,000 and risk
percent is equal to 0.02 (2%).

Solution: Since the stop-loss is in points, equation 5.11 is used as
follows:

N = 80,000 × 0.02
0.80

= 2,000 shares

Question: Find the number of shares for a short-term SPY trading sys-
tem with a 5 percent stop-loss and risk percent equal to 1.5 percent. Equity
value is $125,000 and the entry price is $127.00.

Solution: In this case, equation 5.15 is appropriate. By plugging in the
numbers we get:

N = 125,000 × 0.015
0.05 × 127.00

= 295.28 shares

The result is rounded to 300 shares.
Question: Joe has decided to trade the QQQQ ETF (exchange-traded

fund). His position size will always be 500 shares and the stop-loss always
equal to $1. What is the minimum account equity required so that the risk
percent will be always less than or equal to 2 percent?

Solution: The solution is obtained by applying equation 5.11:

M = $1 × 500
0.02

= $25,000

Thus, the minimum equity is $25,000. An amount less than that will
result in a percent risk in excess of 2 percent. As an example, if the account
equity drops to $10,000, then the corresponding risk percent is found by
solving equation 5.10 for R:

R = $1 × 500
$10,000

= 0.05 or 5%

The risk percent R in this case is equal to 5 percent and it is excessive as
the probability of ruin increases dramatically at this level.

The previous example demonstrates the application of the fundamen-
tal law of risk and money management in determining the starting trading
capital required for a given percent risk when the stop-loss is known in ad-
vance. This is especially useful in futures trading where the minimum bet
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size is one contract and thus the required trading capital per contract can
be determined if the stop-loss amount is known in advance.

In this chapter, I discussed the benefits of prudent risk and money
management and presented simple, yet very effective methods that can
minimize the risk of ruin while maximizing expected returns. The quantita-
tive approach taken here to risk and money management supplements the
quantitative approach to profitability of Chapter 4; together they provide a
rigid foundation for the development of systematic trading methodologies,
which is the subject of the next two chapters.
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P A R T I I I

Systematic Trading

Systematic trading requires, among other things, a trading system that
fulfills certain performance criteria. When a model of a trading system
is available, its historical performance can be evaluated and analyzed.

But how does one come up with a model of a trading system in the first
place?

Most trading system developers rely on experience and understanding
of fundamental and/or technical analysis when searching for a set of rules,
called herein a model of a trading system, which can be used to generate
market entry and exit signals. The outcome of this complex trial-and-error
process depends on the skill level of the developer. Proper analysis of the
performance of a model of a trading system based on indicators, for in-
stance, requires good knowledge of technical analysis, sufficient trading
experience, expertise in software programming, and understanding of sta-
tistical analysis. It is a complex and involved process and can be success-
fully completed by those who possess the required skills and knowledge.

Chapter 6 outlines the process of trading system analysis and exposes
some pitfalls of back testing. Chapter 7 presents an introduction to the con-
cepts of synthesis and automation of the trading system discovery process.
Analysis of trading systems is an essential part of systematic trading. The
automation of analysis as part of the synthesis process of trading systems
sets the stage for the development of advanced systematic trading method-
ologies that can offer a much needed competitive edge.
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C H A P T E R 6

Analysis of
Trading Systems

One of the most popular methods for developing trading systems is
to analyze the historical performance of “trading models” (models),
which are the various building blocks that can be used to generate

entry and exit signals. A trading system can incorporate several trading
models, as well as additional logic and algorithms for dealing with order
generation, placement, and execution. Thus, the term trading system is
more general than the term trading model, because it encompasses many
more functions and possibilities.

However, the trading model that is used in a trading system directly
determines profitability. Consequently, it is used to analyze historical per-
formance. Although order placement and execution methods can have an
impact on profitability, these are usually considered as random effects and
taken into account during analysis by adding a fixed amount to commis-
sions paid, often referred to as slippage.

In this chapter, I first discuss the issue of simplicity versus complexity
of trading systems. I believe this is a good start because many who develop
trading systems wonder whether they should take the route of intuitive
and simple rules or try to develop advanced algorithms and forecasting
systems. Then, I discuss trading models, what they are and what they try
to accomplish, as well as their limitations. The discussion continues with
the presentation of a complete methodology for trading system develop-
ment and back testing, the process I call analysis. The last section of this
chapter deals with the pitfalls of back testing, a process that is synonymous
with trading system development. I believe that the pitfalls as well as the
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limitations discussed throughout this chapter should be well understood
before one spends time and effort in developing trading systems.

SIMPLICITY VERSUS COMPLEXITY

Systematic trading requires a model of a trading system for the purpose
of generating market entry and exit signals. The model is necessary for
analysis purposes and it can be used for automatic generation of signals,
often with slight modifications and/or additions. The structure of the model
can be as simple as a few empirical rules, technical and/or fundamental, or
even a complex mathematical algorithm. However, simplicity or complex-
ity should not be used as a criterion for evaluating the potential of a model
used in systematic trading.

Some have argued against complexity without offering a rigorous defi-
nition of what constitutes a complex trading system, as opposed to a simple
one, and without presenting convincing evidence to support their claims.
For instance, some have argued in the literature that a model must be sim-
ple to perform in actual trading. On the opposite side, others have bragged
about the complexity of their systems and the fact that they cannot be eas-
ily replicated, which is something that in their opinion offers an edge.

From a philosophical viewpoint, simplicity and complexity can be con-
sidered as two different paths. Where these paths meet is known as the
point of the optimum compromise, or balance. The truth of the matter is
that complexity and simplicity have opposite meanings but they are rela-
tional terms because they can be measured only in relation to something
else. Nobody can define with certainty where simplicity ends and complex-
ity starts. It is also true at the same time that the output of a process can
be fairly simple as far as its interpretation goes but the mechanics of the
process may be very complex. For example, prices can go up or down over
the longer-term because there are only two possibilities present. But the
process that determines the final outcome is very complex, as was defined
in Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1, because observed final states are the result of
market participants acting based on their own analysis and diverse objec-
tives. Just by looking at the final outcome, one cannot extrapolate the exact
dynamical structure of the process and determine its level of simplicity or
complexity.

In relation to that, if a trading system is too simple it risks being pre-
dictable by other market participants and may generate too many false sig-
nals. If it is too complicated for the purpose of avoiding false signals, it risks
missing out on profitable opportunities. Therefore, the optimum balance
between simplicity and complexity appears to offer the best prospects for
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sustained profitability. As we shall see in the material that follows, it is the
proper application of the analysis process that leads to profitability, rather
than the degree of simplicity or complexity of the systems involved.

TRADING SYSTEM MODELING

The most important criterion that a model used in systematic trading must
fulfill is its conformance to reality. For instance, a model that is intended
to generate entry signals before massive buying in the stock market occurs
does not conform to reality and cannot be implemented even though it
sounds like it is based on a simple rule. This is because the intentions of
market participants cannot be known in advance. The reality of markets
dictates that the exact timing of price swings can be known only after their
occurrence and not before. Despite that, trading system developers have
attempted to devise indicators, with the intention of predicting the timing
of similar events, that essentially can guarantee profitability. Although such
efforts have not been successful, many still use the indicators and refer to
them as leading. However, there is no such thing as a true leading indicator
of market prices.

Furthermore, any trading system that attempts to exploit the structure
of markets, a part of which is the participants and their actions, is doomed
to fail. The actions of the participants cannot be known in advance, but
only the impact of such actions on price and volume can be estimated in
a probabilistic sense. For instance, any trading system that attempts to ex-
ploit information about insider buying or selling, commitment of traders
in commodities, interest rate changes, or pending intervention by central
banks in forex markets is not realistic in the framework of systematic trad-
ing. Such systems cannot be accurately analyzed or even implemented, al-
though in theory they could be remarkably profitable.

One reason that practice differs dramatically from theory in the case
of trading systems is that there are a lot of randomness and time delay
in the information the models require in order to perform satisfactorily.
For example, although commercials report their net positions in futures,
the exact timing of their actions is unknown. Also, intervening central
banks always surprise forex markets in order to minimize speculation.
Therefore, the first and essential step every trader who desires to be a
longer-term winner must take is to reject all methodologies that try to
exploit the fundamental structure of the market. Systematic traders need
to resort to models that conform to reality and are practical to implement,
such as those that analyze only price and volume. The paradox is that
theoretical models based on market structure dynamics are unrealistic
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to use in trading, and practical models that analyze price and volume are
not theoretically sound. In systematic trading, the choice is made for the
latter type, and the developer has to be aware of the limitations and deal
with them in an attempt to maximize performance within the constraints
imposed by the reality of markets.

As previously mentioned, the most important requirement a system-
atic trading model must fulfill is the capability of generating market entry
and exit signals with a sufficiently high rate of success. The second require-
ment is that the method of generating these market entry and exit signals
must naturally lend itself to a repeatable and stable process that can be
precisely described algorithmically. In other words, it is not enough for a
model merely to be able to generate entry and exit signals. The model must
be such that if the exact same conditions arise in the future the output
will be exactly the same. Therefore, in the context of systematic trading,
a model is defined as a set of rules or a mathematical algorithm that gen-
erates market entry and exit signals. Generation of the exit signals may
not necessarily occur at the same time the corresponding entry signals are
generated, but a method for generating both entries and exits must be an
integral part of the logic of the model.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the relation of the theoretical model of the mar-
ket defined in Chapter 1 to a practical model used in systematic trading.
The practical model uses price and volume as input. The theoretical model
defines the market as the collection of its participants, whose actions are
driven by information received from various sources, and the output is the
price and volume for the instruments traded. On the other hand, practi-
cal models used in systematic trading rely for the most part on technical
analysis methods. The input to the models is historical price/volume series

Information MARKET
(TRADERS)

MODEL

Price

Volume

Ei

Xi

HISTORY DATABASE

FIGURE 6.1 Relation of systematic trading models to actual market.
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FIGURE 6.2 A model used in systematic trading as a market participant.

retrieved from a database, and the output is market entry and correspond-
ing exit signals, Ei and Xi, as shown in Figure 6.2. An important first conclu-
sion from the relation of a practical trading model to the theoretical model
of the market, as depicted in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, is that models used in sys-
tematic trading turn out to be market participants who react to the effects
of the actions of other participants. This can be at times a serious limita-
tion of systematic trading and one that every trader who is relying on such
methods should be aware of.

The structure of systematic trading models raises some important
questions regarding their effectiveness. Models that generate market en-
try and exit signals are not exactly traditional forecasting models that at-
tempt to simulate the behavior of markets. This is because, in addition to
their forecasting function, these models become participants of the mar-
ket, which is the system for which they are used to generate a forecast. As
a counterexample, models used to forecast weather conditions do not af-
fect the weather. In the case of models used in actual trading, the situation
is quite different. The model becomes a participant whose actions in turn
affect price direction and volume.

An important question arises at this point: Will a systematic trading
methodology perform as well in actual trading as it did during back test-
ing? The answer is that it is possible that the actual performance will be
different. Again, the reason is that the model is part of the market during
actual trading, whereas it is not during back testing.

Back testing is a method of analyzing the performance of trading
systems, using historical data as input. Such practice became popular
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because of the argument that “a trading system that performs well during
back testing is a better choice over one that does not.” Yet, I believe
that this argument has at least one hidden assumption and an empirical
shortcoming. The assumption is that history repeats itself and the reaction
of the participants to the same information flow is the same. The empirical
shortcoming is that the trading system is not a market participant during
back testing. One way of dealing with these fundamental issues is to
establish criteria that minimize the variation between historical and actual
trading results. It is important to understand that the variation between
actual and back-testing results cannot be brought down to zero. But since
there is no other way of analyzing the performance of a trading system in
advance other than by back testing it on historical data, this appears to be
a natural compromise.

A naı̈ve way of legitimizing the use of back testing is by making the ad-
ditional assumption that had the trading system been used in actual trad-
ing, it would not have affected price direction. In the context of the market
structure defined in Chapter 1, the implication of this assumption is that
the actions of a trading system in the market do not provoke a reaction by
other participants in such a way as to decrease expected profitability. The
validity of such an assumption turns out to depend also on the trading time
frame considered. For example, in intraday trading time frames, signals
generated by a trading system are likely to provoke immediate reaction
from other participants who have the ability to affect intraday price direc-
tion. However, as the trading time frame increases, the ability of market
participants to affect price direction diminishes fast. The reason is that the
influence of fundamental factors on price behavior prevails in medium-to-
longer-term timeframes. Thus, some trading systems may exhibit the least
variation between historical and actual performance in longer-term trading
and the highest variation in intraday trading. But arguments claiming that
back-testing results are realistic because trading systems can be assumed
not to affect prices are not sound in general.

In practice, then, the variation between back-tested and actual perfor-
mance can be decreased if the system is used in liquid markets. If liquidity
is low, some market participants may be in a better position to move prices
in order to pocket the losses of other participants. This is easier to achieve
in intraday time frames than in longer-term. Thus, systematic trading can
be more effective in liquid markets because it relies on a model that must
maintain a minimum performance and that can be achieved only if random
effects are kept minimum.

Knowing how to properly develop and apply a systematic trading
methodology in speculative zero-sum games and understanding the limita-
tions is fundamental for success. It is important to keep in mind that back
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testing provides no guarantee of future success but only a gross estimate
of the hypothetical historical performance of a trading system.

TRADING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND
BACK TESTING

Back testing is an integral part of trading system development. It also goes
by the names historical testing or historical simulation. The term simu-

lation refers to the process of driving a model with input and observing its
output. The term back testing can be misleading because it is not actually
a process of testing the actual performance of a trading system. Instead,
it provides only a simulation of the performance of a system that is likely
to have been achieved had it been used in actual trading during the past.
But even the use of the term historical simulation is not very appropriate.
Simulation implies a much broader range of tests based on different types
of inputs not restricted to historical data, such as a random input. At the
same time, the use of the term historical testing can also be misleading
since it could imply that the system was actually used to trade in the past.
I suggest using the term hypothetical historical performance testing as
more accurate.

In the early 1980s, when the idea of back testing trading systems had
already matured, both as a concept and in terms of being practical to imple-
ment, historical simulation was an academic subject due to the high pro-
gramming and execution cost involved. The high cost made it prohibitive
for small fund management firms and individuals. In the late 1980s, soft-
ware programs offering such capability to the retail trader were devel-
oped and the term back testing was invented to replace the academic term
historical simulation, probably for marketing purposes. Simulation is a
highly technical subject and sounds too complicated for the purposes of
the average trader; thus the term back testing survived in its place. This his-
torical account of the term is important to mention because many traders
overestimate the potential of back testing. The three terms, often used
interchangeably—back testing, historical testing, and historical simula-

tion—are all acceptable provided it is understood that the results obtained
are purely hypothetical.

Figure 6.3 shows a block diagram of how the process of back testing
is used in trading system development. The model is driven with historical
data input and the output is a set of market entry (Ei) and corresponding
exit (Xi) signals. The output in conjunction with the input is used to cal-
culate a set of performance parameters that are in turn analyzed to decide
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FIGURE 6.3 The process of trading system back testing.

whether the model should be used in a trading system and employed in
actual trading.

Table 6.1 provides a list of some of the most important parameters
calculated during back testing. Recall that in Chapter 4, and in the course
of the derivation of the profitability rule, a few mathematical expressions
relating some of the parameters shown in Table 6.1 were derived, and these
are shown in the set of equations 6.1.

P = NW

N
= N − NL

N

Pf =
∑

W∑
L

W =
∑

W
NW

L =
∑

L
NL

RWL = W

L

P = Pf

Pf + RW L

(6.1)

Back testing is perhaps the most important step in a complete method-
ology for trading system development. The methodology involves imple-
menting a model in a computer language and simulating its historical
performance. It also involves the validation and analysis of the results.
The steps of the complete methodology are illustrated in the block diagram
shown in Figure 6.4.

Step 1: Model search. Searching for models of trading systems using
traditional methodologies is a tedious, trial-and-error-process. There
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TABLE 6.1 A Partial List of Parameters Calculated During Back Testing

Parameter Symbol Value

Profitability P Real: 0–1
Total Trades N Integer: 0–N
Number of winning trades NW Integer: 0–N
Number of losing trades NL Integer: 0–N
Sum of winning trades �W Real
Sum of losing trades �L Real
Profit factor Pf Real
Average winning trade avgW Real
Average losing trade avgL Real
Ratio of avg. win to avg. loss RWL Real
Maximum consecutive losers CL Integer: 0–N
Maximum consecutive winners CW Integer: 0–N
Average bars in winners BW Integer
Average bars in losers BL Integer
Maximum open drawdown DO Real
Maximum equity drawdown DR Real

STEP 1
MODEL SEARCH

STEP 2
IMPLEMENTATION

STEP 3
BACK TESTING

STEP 6
MODIFICATIONS

STEP 5
ANALYSIS

STEP 4
VALIDATION

FIGURE 6.4 Block diagram of a complete methodology for trading system devel-
opment.

are no recipes for success and every trader is alone in this highly de-
manding task. For example, some traders rely on visual inspection of
charts and attempt to identify pattern formations that can be mod-
eled as a set of simple rules. Others adopt the algorithmic route and
attempt to forecast future price direction using indicators or other
mathematical techniques. Thus, the complexity of models can vary
widely. Many trading system developers use prepackaged systems and
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indicators available in software programs used for back testing. How-
ever, it is highly unlikely that a combination, or even a variation, of
known formulas, indicators, or pattern formations can result in a trad-
ing system with profit-making potential. It is often the case that trading
rules based on experience or on the visual inspection of price charts
can offer more potential than indicators or other fancy mathematical
forecasting models.

Searching for a model is a time-consuming step and can be frus-
trating at times. In Chapter 7, a methodology that removes the human
element from this step is presented, based on the concept of synthesis
of trading system.

Step 2: Implementation. After a model of a trading system is avail-
able, the next step is to implement it and back test it. In the context
of the methodology discussed, it is not enough merely to discover a
trading system model that one might be able to use in actual trading. It
is also essential that the model logic is in a form suitable for coding in
a programming language. High-level programming languages designed
for this particular purpose, and offered with popular back-testing soft-
ware packages, significantly reduce the time and effort required for
developing and debugging programming code. Still, some trading sys-
tem developers prefer to write their own code due to the limitations in
the functionality of high-level-language programming.

Step 3: Back testing. Back testing involves driving the model of a
trading system with historical data input and generating market en-
try and exit signals. The entry and exit signals in conjunction with the
input are then used to calculate a set of performance parameters, in-
cluding those listed in Table 6.1. Most software programs with built-
in back-testing functionality also offer advanced graphics capability
for plotting entry and exit points on a chart and displaying the equity
curve. The use of high-level programming languages provides virtually
unlimited flexibility for coding and calculating custom performance pa-
rameters and running advanced analysis to determine the statistical
significance of the results.

All the computational power and implementation flexibility avail-
able nowadays is useless unless one can find a model of a trading
system that will provide the much-needed competitive advantage. As
mentioned previously, back testing is the process of determining and
analyzing the hypothetical historical performance of a trading system;
it does not guarantee future performance. In Chapter 7, the method
of synthesis is introduced, in which back testing continues to play an
important role as part of an automated process for the discovery and
analysis of trading systems.
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Step 4: Validation. It is highly recommended to always validate that
the results obtained from back testing correspond to the intended op-
eration of a trading system. The validation step does not try to address
the limitations and pitfalls of back testing, but attempts to identify pro-
gramming and implementation errors.

Specifically, validation involves the manual inspection of the
back-testing results in order to determine whether the hypothetical
historical operation corresponds to the intended operation. Quite of-
ten, trading system developers skip the validation step because it in-
volves some tedious manual checking of entry and exit points and a
considerable amount of calculations.

A random sample of entry and exit points followed by manual cal-
culations based on the mathematical formulation of the model usually
suffices to determine with high probability whether the implementa-
tion is correct. However, such a method of validation cannot assure
that all entry and exit signals the model should have generated were ac-
tually generated. The typical reaction of back-testing software program
developers is that missed signals do not matter as long as the trader fol-
lows the generated signals based on which the historical performance
was calculated. However, this is a naı̈ve response. Conditions may de-
velop in the future that can trigger entry and exit signals, resulting in
a degradation of performance. An example of missed signals will be
provided in the next section of this chapter.

Step 5: Analysis. The objective of this step is to determine the suit-
ability of a system in actual trading based on hypothetical historical
performance results. Analysis is more of an art than a science, and its
effectiveness depends on many factors, including skill and experience.
Moreover, the results of back testing can be analyzed only in the con-
text of the model’s intended operation. Thus, the decision of whether
to accept or reject a trading system depends on the results obtained
but also on the trader’s objectives.

For instance, if a trading system designed for use in short-term
trading ends up being a longer-term trend-following system, it should
be rejected even though the analysis of the results indicates acceptable
performance. Many trading systems developers analyze results in abso-
lute terms and not in relation to intended operation. This can result in
a conflict between the objectives of the trader and the operation of the
trading system. Therefore, the analysis of results should also include
determining whether the actual operation of the system conforms to
the intended operation in the trading time frame applicable. As an ex-
ample, some trading system developers use ad-hoc methods to force a
system to operate in the trading time frame of interest. This includes,
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among other things, placing a time limit on open positions. Such prac-
tice often results in gradual actual performance degradation due to
random factors that can cause, among other things, future volatility
to vary significantly from that of historical prices used in back testing.

In the case of back-testing results obtained for trend-following sys-
tems, the most important parameter to consider is the profit factor Pf.
A large profit factor indicates that the trend-following system achieves
its objective by minimizing losses during sideways-moving markets
and maximizing profits during trending markets. The profitability P is
of secondary importance in this case, but for reasons already explained
in Chapter 4, high values may be needed to avoid degradation of actual
performance due to future market conditions. On the other hand, in
short-term and intraday trading systems, it is quite hard to obtain a
large profit factor. In these trading time frames, the value of the prof-
itability P in conjunction with the average win to average loss ratio RWL

are the important parameters to consider, although a large profit factor
is always welcome.

Similar considerations apply to the analysis of drawdown levels.
Trend-following systems must be able to sustain larger drawdowns,
but that should not be the case with intraday and short-term trading
systems, where increased values probably indicate an unacceptable
streak of consecutive losers. Since the maximum number of consecu-
tive losers that can occur in the future is a random variable, as already
mentioned in Chapter 5, it is desirable that the number obtained from
back testing is as low as possible.

Rejecting a trading system because of unacceptable back-testing
results is much easier than rejecting a system that seems to be accept-
able, but chances are it will fail in actual trading. As mentioned previ-
ously, analysis of back-testing results is a fairly complex process and
its effectiveness ultimately depends on skill and experience. Eliminat-
ing subjectivity from the analysis process is as important as developing
mechanical systems for the purpose of eliminating emotions from the
trading process. If a trading system is accepted but the analysis was not
performed properly, although emotions are eliminated from the trad-
ing operation, performance is already compromised and the benefits
of systematic trading may not be realized. This is one reason it may be
preferable to make the analysis of back-testing results automatic; this
naturally leads to the concept of synthesis of trading systems, which
will be introduced in Chapter 7.

Step 6: Modifications. After the results of a back test are properly
analyzed, the trading system developer may attempt to improve per-
formance by making appropriate changes to the model. For instance,
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different position exit schemes and money management methods can
be implemented in an attempt to determine the best one for the partic-
ular market and intended operation. It is important to understand that
the model modification step should not be confused with performance
optimization. While the former is a useful practice, the latter is not.

It is very hard to establish rules for determining when a specific
change made to a model transforms it into a completely different
model. The only way this can be deduced is by analyzing back-testing
results. For example, changing the exit logic from a profit target based
on a fixed percentage of the entry price to a trailing stop may re-
sult in an increase in the profit factor while at the same time turning
a short-term trading system into a trend follower. Thus, all changes
made must remain within the domain of intended operation. This is
a rule not always followed by trading system developers, who often
analyze the results in absolute terms and ignore whether any changes
made to the model transform it into a different model not conforming
to initial specifications, including trading time frame considerations,
initial trading capital requirements, and risk/reward parameters. If one
is not careful, such practices may cause trader–system incompatibility,
which can be the source of significant losses.

Optimization and implementation of ad-hoc methods to reduce los-
ing trades must be avoided in this step. An important empirical rule
is that any changes made to a model that reduce the number of los-
ing trades without a proportional increase in the number of winning
should be viewed with great suspicion. The reason for this lies in the
possibility that such improvement may be just a filter of losing trades
based on a limited set of conditions that just happened to be present
in the historical data. When the system is employed in actual trading,
new conditions may emerge not subject to the same filtering used and
performance can degrade to the point of reversing from profitable to
unprofitable. This can happen when the system was tested on market
data spanning the period of a major prolonged trend.

For example, if the developer changes the system logic to filter out
short trades by eliminating signals that occur while the difference be-
tween a fast and a slower simple moving average is positive, the num-
ber of losing trades may be reduced significantly. However, in actual
trading conditions, the trend may reverse to a prolonged downturn
and the system may end up filtering out short trades occurring near
the peak of short-term reversals (those offering the best potential of
profit in a downtrend).

By the way, this appears to be a serious limitation of many systems
designed for trading equities using data from the period of the longest
stock market rally in recent history, from 1993 to early 2000. As a
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matter of fact, traders who used black-box trading systems based on
such naı̈ve design methodology after 2000 ended up losing money.

The best way of avoiding indirect optimization due to special con-
ditions reflected in the historical data is by selecting markets that ex-
hibit several cycles of upturns followed by downturns, such as com-
modities and currencies. This is especially useful for short-term and
longer-term system developing. In the case of intraday systems that do
not use other time frames to filter out trades, the effectiveness of such
methods to reduce the number of losers may be higher.

Model modification is another step in the trading system develop-
ment process that is plagued with subjectivity and errors and will also
be eliminated by the synthesis method presented in Chapter 7.

PITFALLS OF BACK TESTING

Back testing has several inherent limitations, on both a theoretical and
practical level. As discussed earlier in this chapter, one severe theoreti-
cal limitation arises from the fact that when a trading system is back tested
it is not a real market participant, and thus its effect on market prices is
not reflected in the results. The influence of this limitation on actual per-
formance should not be underestimated. A trading system with excellent
back-testing performance can exhibit unacceptable actual performance be-
cause its operation in a specific market contributes to the development of
market conditions not accounted for during back testing. As suggested ear-
lier, systematic trading methodologies are more applicable in liquid mar-
kets, where proper adjustment of position size and risk is still necessary in
order to avoid adverse effects on performance due to the reaction of other
market participants. This applies especially to intraday trading systems,
where actual results can vary significantly from those obtained during back
testing.

Limitations of Software Programs

Even if one discounts the theoretical limitations of back testing, there are
practical limitations in its implementation. Wide variations between ex-
pected and calculated results can arise due to assumptions made by the
program used. This concerns mainly the validation step in the trading sys-
tem development methodology illustrated in Figure 6.4.

For example, a serious limitation is skipping entry signals generated at
the close of a bar on which a position of the same type (long or short) has
already been closed. Similarly, it is skipping entry signals for the open of
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the next bar if an open position of the same type (long or short) was closed
on the last bar. In technical analysis jargon, such limitation causes skip-
ping continuation signals on the same or following bar where an open po-
sition is closed. Regardless of whether continuation signals turn out to be
profitable, skipping them defeats the very purpose of back testing, which
is the calculation of hypothetical historical performance in the most ac-
curate way possible. Furthermore, many trading systems rely heavily on
profitable trades from continuation signals because the primary force be-
hind their signal generation is price momentum. Needless to say, a large
class of trading systems designed to take advantage of continuation signals
would risk rejection in the presence of such limitation in the back-testing
process.

The purpose of the example that follows is twofold: First is to illustrate
the philosophy of back testing to those who are not familiar with it; second
is to show the importance of accurate and complete testing in obtaining
realistic results. Consider a very simple system that generates a long entry
signal when the close of a bar is greater than the close of the previous bar.
The position is established at the open of the next bar and exited at the
close. This is a simple trading system model for illustration purposes only,
and its logic is given here:

Entry logic:

If the Close (current bar) > Close (previous bar) then
Buy on the Open (next bar)

Exit logic:

If Open Position then exit at the Close (this bar)

Next, we perform a manual back test for the simple system just de-
scribed using the price history shown in Figure 6.5. In this example, the
back test is done by visual inspection and we will determine only whether
there is a profit or loss for each trade generated. The price bars shown on
the chart in Figure 6.5 are labeled starting with 0 for the last bar.

Manual back testing:

6: At the close of bar (6): no signal

5: At the close of bar (5): long signal since close (bar 5) > close (bar 6)

4: At the open of bar (4): establish long position

4: At the close of bar (4): exit long position (profit)

4: At the close of bar (4): long signal since close (bar 4) > close (bar 5)
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FIGURE 6.5 Hypothetical historical chart used in back-testing example.

3: At the open of bar (3): establish long position

3: At the close of bar (3): exit long position (profit)

3: At the close of bar (3): long signal since close (bar 3) > close (bar 4)

2: At the open of bar (2): establish long position

2: At the close of bar (2): exit long position (loss)

1: At the close of bar (1): long signal since close (bar 1) > close (bar 2)

0: At the open of bar (0): establish long position

0: At the close of bar (0): exit long position (loss)

Based on the manual back testing using the price history in Figure 6.5
and the logic of the simple trading system, we have determined that two
winners and two losers were generated, and this amounts to a profitability
of 50 percent (100 × 2 winners/4 trades). Of course, whether the system
generated a net profit or loss depends on the ratio of average win to average
loss, but this is not the main concern of this particular test.

Next, we are going to repeat the back test, but we will skip continu-
ation signals that are generated on the same bar where an open position
is closed. This means that the signal generated on the open of bar 3 is
skipped, because at the close of bar 4 a long position was closed. The new
back-testing results are shown here:

Manual back testing with continuation signals omitted:

6: At the close of bar (6): no signal

5: At the close of bar (5): long signal since close (bar 5) > close (bar 6)
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4: At the open of bar (4): establish long position

4: At the close of bar (4): exit long position (profit)

3: At the close of bar (3): long signal since close (bar 3) > close (bar 4)

2: At the open of bar (2): establish long position

2: At the close of bar (2): exit long position (loss)

1: At the close of bar (1): long signal since close (bar 1) > close (bar 2)

0: At the open of bar (0): establish long position

0: At the close of bar (0): exit long position (loss)

In this case, there are two losers, but only one winner. The correspond-
ing profitability is 33.33 percent, and the overall result may be a loss unless
the winning trade can compensate for the two losers. Thus, the profitability
of the system with the continuation signal omitted is lower than when it is
accounted for, although the model logic is exactly the same in both cases.

Essentially, the assumed limitation in the back-testing algorithm that
caused it not to take into account continuation signals resulted in an indi-
rect modification of the trading system logic that may not be immediately
obvious to the system developer. In simple words, the developer thinks she
is testing a specific system, but the results she obtains are for a different
system. The simple example above demonstrated the importance of the
validation step, but also the possibility of obtaining chaotic back-testing
results if the programs used have limitations that affect trading system op-
eration.

Variations Due to Historical Data

The particular type of historical data series used can result in unexpected
variations of the performance parameters calculated during back testing.
In stock trading systems, historical stock data are normally adjusted to
account for splits. In the case of futures, historical data are often adjusted
to take into account contract rollovers. The method of adjustment used
in conjunction with the method of generating entry and exit signals can
cause back-testing results that vary significantly from hypothetical results.
Note that because adjustments are not required in forex historical data, no
variation in back-tested performance from hypothetical performance can
arise regardless of the model logic.

Experienced stock and futures trading system developers understand
that entry and exit signals that reference absolute price levels are not suit-
able as part of the entry or exit logic of a model, for example, a market
order to sell 100 shares of XYZ stock at $100. This is because the stock may
have a split in the future and the historical data series used will be adjusted
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to account for that. As a result, any reference to an absolute price level in
entry or exit signals can result in different signals when using adjusted data
and thus different performance results.

In addition, there can be variations between back-testing results and
hypothetical performance results depending on the entry and exit logic
even when absolute price levels are not used. These differences are clas-
sified here as (1) point variant results and (2) variant results. Case 1 ap-
plies to performance parameters expressed in points (or in an equivalent
amount of currency). The values of these parameters can vary due to splits
or other adjustments made to the data, but the values of several other pa-
rameters, such as the profitability, maximum number of consecutive losers,
average bars in winners, and so on, are not affected. In case 2, the values
of all parameters calculated during back testing vary form hypothetical val-
ues depending on the adjustments made to the data. This is a much more
serious situation to consider and deal with.

To better explain how variations between back-testing results and hy-
pothetical results arise, consider, for example, the price history of a stock
from January 1994 to December 2003 that had a 2-for-1 split on June 30,
1998. This means that in order to have a continuous historical price chart,
all prices before June 30, 1998, must be divided by 2, otherwise the price
gap due to the split will cause distorted back-testing results. If we back test
a trading system first with the actual data and then with the split-adjusted
data, the two back tests will show different point values for most calculated
performance parameters. Specifically, all parameters expressed in points
(or equivalent amount of currency) in the case of the split-adjusted data
will differ from those obtained in the case of the actual (unadjusted) data
by a factor of 2 for the period before the split took place. However, the
values of some parameters, such as those of profitability and of maximum
consecutive losers, are in most cases not affected. This means that a back
test based on the full, split-adjusted price history will produce parameters
with values that do not correspond to the values that would have been ob-
tained (hypothetically) had the system been used to trade the stock. This is
what is meant by a variation between back-testing results and hypothetical
results.

The worst-case scenario is where the results are unrealistic because of
a reference in the model logic to price levels that do not occur in the ad-
justed data but would have occurred in the actual data. In this case, all cal-
culated parameters, including profitability, number of winners and losers,
net profit, drawdown, and so forth, are meaningless numbers. Similar con-
siderations hold in the case of futures contracts since there are regular
rollover dates on which adjustments must be made to the price history. As
mentioned earlier, historical forex data are not subject to adjustments and
the same holds for cash indexes and spot commodity prices.
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TABLE 6.2 Effect of Data Adjustments on Back-Testing Results

Stops
Stock Data
(Split-adjusted)

Futures Data
(Continuous
contracts)

Spot Forex
Data

Percent Point variant Variant Invariant
Variable Point variant Invariant Invariant
Point Variant Invariant Invariant

The effects of adjustments made to stock and futures historical data
on back-testing results are summarized in Table 6.2, assuming that no ref-
erences to absolute price levels are made in the entry or exit part of a
trading system. It is also assumed that all entry signals are generated based
on conditions derived from indicators or chart patterns. For an exit strat-
egy, variable, percent, or point stops based on the entry price are consid-
ered. Variable stops are the result of exit signals using indicators, chart
patterns, or trailing stops, and the exit price is not known when the entry
occurs. Percent stops are calculated based on a percentage of the entry
price after an entry signal is generated. Point stops are increments added
to the entry price. In the last two cases, the exact exit price is known as
soon as the entry price is known.

From Table 6.2 it may be seen that point stops in conjunction with
stock split–adjusted data and percent stops in conjunction with continuous
futures contracts produce variant results. Variant means that the back-
testing results in a given time period vary from hypothetical results. In the
case of stocks, as mentioned earlier, the best-case scenario is when split-
adjusted data are used with percent stops, and the result is variance of all
parameters expressed in points but invariance of parameters expressed as
a ratio or as a simple count. In continuous futures contracts, variant results
are obtained when using percent stops. This is due to the fact that in the
case of futures contracts the adjustments are based on the subtraction or
addition of a constant. In the case of stocks, the adjustments are based on
dividing prices by a constant, and this is the reason point stops produce
variant results.

To summarize, in the case of split-adjusted stock data, use of percent-
age or variable stops is appropriate, but the parameters calculated during
back testing must be carefully analyzed because the values of some pa-
rameters expressed in points maybe over- or understated. For example,
depending on the back-testing method used, net profit may be understated
in the case of split-adjusted data (and overstated in reverse split-adjusted
data); the same will apply for the drawdown. Thus, if a stock had several
splits in its price history and the drawdown value obtained is not adjusted
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properly, the results can be highly misleading. In continuous futures con-
tracts, it makes sense to use point or variable exits. In that case, the values
of the parameters calculated will correspond to the hypothetical trading
system performance for the time period considered in the test. As already
mentioned and also shown in Table 6.2, any back-testing results using spot
forex data are always invariant because no splits or other adjustments are
made to such series.

Unless a trading system developer is extremely careful, back testing
can easily turn into a chaotic process and any results obtained can be mis-
leading. We have considered two factors that can influence the accuracy of
back-testing results:

1. Software limitations

2. Historical data adjustments

The only way for a trading system developer to avoid the pitfalls of
back testing is by validating the results of each test, indicated as step 4
in the complete methodology in Figure 6.4. One cannot know in advance
how hidden software limitations and data adjustments can interfere even
in the case of simple trading systems and alter their logic in an indirect way.
Although software programs with back-testing capability give the impres-
sion that testing and analyzing trading systems is a relatively easy task, real-
ity is different and the whole process can easily turn chaotic. The view that
profitable trading systems can be developed by just writing a few lines of
code using a high-level computer language is naı̈ve and experienced traders
know that is not the case. Learning the proper way of developing prof-
itable trading systems while avoiding the pitfalls is a slow process whose
efficiency and effectiveness increase as a function of time and experience
gained from actual trading and by risking real funds under actual market
conditions.

In this chapter, the process of development of trading systems via the
use of analysis was discussed and the various steps followed were de-
scribed. It was shown that successful analysis relies heavily on ad-hoc ways
of discovering trading system models and on subjective analysis of the re-
sults obtained from back testing. I have serious doubts that the majority
of trading system developments can be successful with analysis and over-
come these serious shortcomings, which are the deeper cause of frequent
system failures and loss of capital. As an alternative to analysis, I came up
with the process of synthesis of trading systems in the early 1990s, which
is described in more detail in the next chapter.
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Synthesis of
Trading Systems

The most important element of a systematic trading methodology is a
profitable trading system. It is not merely enough to have a high-speed
Internet connection, a platform with direct order execution, fancy

charts, real-time news, and analysis tools. Systematic trading requires a
consistent method of generating entry and exit signals that can be imple-
mented in a computer language, back-tested, and then, preferably, inte-
grated with real-time data and direct execution platforms. Traders who
appreciate the advantages systematic trading has to offer over conven-
tional methodologies spend considerable time and effort developing trad-
ing systems. This involves, among other things, searching for new ideas,
coding the logic of candidate trading systems, and analyzing back-testing
results. All this translates into a time-consuming trial-and-error process. In
order to test a new idea, a model must be implemented and back tested
and the performance results must be analyzed carefully. In many cases,
it turns out that the trading system has no chance of producing consis-
tent returns in the future because the values of some key performance
parameters are not acceptable. Then, one must start from scratch with
a new idea until a system that produces satisfactory performance results
is obtained.

A high percentage of new traders who desire to adopt a systematic ap-
proach find the trial-and-error methodology of system development frus-
trating. Sooner or later, after a number of unsuccessful attempts to come
up with a profitable system, they give up to adopt other trading styles. Thus,
the main cause of frustration is the traditional methodology of system
development followed, which is fundamentally a trial-and-error process.

105
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In addition, this methodology requires a source of new ideas in order to
keep the trial-and-error process going with the hope of a final convergence
to an acceptable system. But even in the presence of a source of new ideas,
besides being time consuming, the process of testing and analysis has sev-
eral pitfalls, as already discussed in Chapter 6.

The realities of traditional modeling, testing, and analysis used for the
purpose of developing systematic trading systems can be overcome and
dealt with only by a small percentage of traders who possess the skills and
expertise required for accomplishing their objectives. The rest are discour-
aged from the start because they lack the skills and experience. Parting
with a few thousand dollars to purchase user-friendly software packages
for trading system development does not make things any easier. Knowl-
edge of software programming is still a prerequisite for developing sys-
tems, even when using those user-friendly programs. Abstract ideas must
be translated into a mathematical model and then into some custom high-
level computer code. Thus, the requirements point to an unrealistic task
for the majority of traders.

FROM ANALYSIS TO SYNTHESIS

One way of dealing with the harsh realities of the traditional process of
developing trading systems is the concept of synthesis. The term synthesis

is defined as a systematic process by means of which trading systems that
fulfill user-defined performance criteria and risk/reward parameters can be
discovered in a fully automated fashion.

In order to understand how such a concept might work in principle,
let us first review the traditional trading system development methodol-
ogy shown in Figure 7.1. According to this widely followed methodology,
a model of a trading system must be identified in advance by some means.
The identification process can be based on empirical rules, chart analysis,
technical analysis indicators, traditional chart pattern formations, candle-
stick pattern formations, and so forth.

After the model is identified, it must be coded in a computer language
so that its historical performance can be tested. This is known as the
implementation step. Many developers use a high-level programming lan-
guage for this step, which is available as part of a commercial software
program specifically designed for this purpose, but others prefer to write
custom code.

The back-testing step involves driving the model with historical data
input to affect generation of market entry and exit signals followed by the
calculation of a set of performance parameters based on the price levels at
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FIGURE 7.1 Traditional methodology of trading system development.

which the signals occurred. A partial list of some important performance
parameters was given in Chapter 6, Table 6.1.

As soon as the back-test results are obtained, a manual validation of-
ten follows in order to verify that the trading system operates according to
specifications. If the results are successfully validated, then a performance
analysis is carried out to determine whether the trading system should be
used in actual trading. Besides the obvious requirement that the trading
system must be profitable along the time history considered in the analy-
sis, what constitutes an acceptable performance depends on several fac-
tors and requirements that must be taken into account. For instance, if
the intended operation of the system is in short-term time frames but from
the back-test results it appears that it is acting like a trend-following sys-
tem, then its logic must be modified to conform to the requirements set
in advance. Similarly, if a system was designed for day trading use but it
generates only a few trades per week, then it is probably not suitable for
this task. If the trading system performance is not acceptable and modi-
fications to the model logic must be made, the process is repeated. It is
clear that this methodology of trading system development is inherently
a trial-and-error process based on model identification, back testing, anal-
ysis, and modifications.
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FIGURE 7.2 Methodology of synthesis of trading systems.

The methodology of synthesis of trading systems is outlined in Fig-
ure 7.2. The heart of this trading system development process is an
identification algorithm. The input to the identification algorithm is the
general description of the models to look for and the output is the logic
of candidate models in a form that can be used to analyze historical perfor-
mance. The determined logic is also used as the input to the back-testing
and analysis steps along with the user-defined performance criteria. The
back-testing step involves the calculation of a set of performance parame-
ters of the identified models and the analysis step determines whether the
performance criteria defined by the user are satisfied. If the performance
of a candidate model is acceptable, then its logic is saved for later use in
actual trading. If the performance fails to satisfy the user-defined criteria,
it is rejected and the process continues with the next identified model, and
it terminates when there are no more models to test.

In the next section, the steps involved in the synthesis process are de-
scribed in more detail.

THE PROCESS OF SYNTHESIS

In this section, we will take a closer look at each step of the process of
synthesis of trading systems outlined in Figure 7.2.

Trading System General Description

The first step in the process of synthesis is to define the general description
of the models to be identified. The need for general descriptions is dictated
by the fact that no process can search for abstract models whose general
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properties and structure are not defined in advanced. Defining the general
properties and structure of the model of a trading system does not neces-
sarily mean defining its specific logic. For instance, a general description
of a trading system model could be defined as follows:

ENTRY {[RSI (x) Op1 y] Op2 [MA (a) Op3 MA (b)]}
EXIT {MA (a) Op4 MA (b)]

where Op1, Op3, and Op4 can take values from the set of algebraic opera-
tions {“>,” “<”} and Op2 can take values from the set of logical operations
{“AND,” “OR”}. Thus, in this particular example of a general description
of a model of a trading system, the relative strength index (RSI) indicator
and the simple moving average (MA) crossover are used to generate en-
try and exit signals. This means that the general structure of the models
found by the synthesis process is well defined in advance but their spe-
cific logic is unknown. For instance, we do not know whether the process
will decide in favor of “AND” or “OR” after combining the RSI and the MA.
More importantly, we cannot know in advance what will be the values of
the parameters x, y, a, and b. The algorithm theoretically could check all
the combinations and determine the best model or models satisfying the
general description defined in advance. This is the essence of the synthesis
process and its main advantage over analysis.

Based on the general model description of the simple example above,
the synthesis process may determine that the following logic satisfies the
performance criteria specified by the user:

Long entry signal if: RSI(14) < 30 AND [MA(5) > MA(30)]

Long exit signal if: MA(5) < MA(30)

In the above model, Op1 and Op4 are set equal to “<,” Op3 is set equal
to “>,” and Op2 is set equal to “AND.” The algorithm chooses the values
of the variables so that the system performance fulfills the criteria speci-
fied by the system developer in the best way possible. Although in some
cases the determination of parameter values may imply a sort of optimiza-
tion of performance using historical data, there are cases of systems where
there is no need to optimize variables because there are none present—for
instance, plain-vanilla price pattern formations. Therefore, optimization is
not an inherent function of the synthesis process.

Model Identification Algorithm

The determination of specific model logic from general model descriptions
is the task of the model identification algorithm. The input to the model
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identification algorithm is the general description of trading systems and
historical data. The output of the algorithm is the model logic of trading
systems. The historical data are used to back test candidate trading sys-
tems. Those that do not generate enough entry signals in the price history
considered are rejected immediately. This speeds up the process by avoid-
ing analysis of performance of trading systems that do not fulfill the crite-
rion on the minimum number of trades.

It is evident that as the trading system’s general descriptions become
more complex, the complexity of the identification algorithm increases,
too. Therefore, the key to successful synthesis is a balance between what
is defined in advance as the general description and what must be identi-
fied to determine precise models. Designing a synthesis process for trad-
ing system discovery is both an art and a science. A general identification
algorithm is a theoretical possibility, but practically impossible to imple-
ment. Algorithms with reduced complexity, customized for a specific class
of trading systems, have the potential of providing excellent results at rea-
sonable execution speeds.

Back Testing and Analysis

Models of trading systems identified by the algorithm in the previous step
are back tested on historical data. A set of historical performance param-
eters is calculated for each trading system. It is important to decide in
advance which parameters must be used in a filter for selecting or re-
jecting systems. Also, the set of parameters used in the selection pro-
cess must be based on realistic criteria. For instance, profitability, profit
factor, number of historical trades, and maximum consecutive losers are
parameters that are useful in selecting trading systems based on histor-
ical performance, whereas parameters such the average bars in winners
or losers are of secondary importance. As the number of the parame-
ters that must be compared to user-defined criteria increases, the com-
plexity of the synthesis process also increases. Under such conditions,
identification of trading systems that satisfy user-defined criteria may be
impossible or demand unrealistic computing resources. Thus, the per-
formance criteria must be carefully selected to be relevant for the gen-
eral class of trading systems targeted by the synthesis process in the
trading time frames considered.

The analysis step is essential for filtering out trading systems based on
a comparison of calculated performance parameters to user-defined val-
ues. Those trading systems with historical performance that matches or ex-
ceeds expectations are stored in a database. The process terminates when
there are no more systems to test.
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TABLE 7.1 Analysis versus Synthesis

Operation Analysis Synthesis

Search for models Manual Automatic
Model structure General Specific
Validation required? Yes No
Model improvement? Yes No
Performance analysis Manual Automatic

ANALYSIS VERSUS SYNTHESIS

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of analysis versus synthesis of trading
systems.

As seen in Table 7.1, the main advantage of synthesis over analysis
is gained at the expense of the generality of the model structure. For the
synthesis process to be possible, computationally tractable, and efficient,
the general description of trading systems must be specified in advance.
The gains from automating trading system discovery come at the expense
of the flexibility general analysis can offer. For most traders, this flexibil-
ity is merely theoretical and can actually turn into a disadvantage if the
necessary experience and skills are not there and the pitfalls of back test-
ing are not understood. It appears that synthesis is a much more powerful
methodology than analysis in the context of systematic trading. It is only
when analysis becomes an integral step of an automated process of trading
system identification that subjectivity and emotions are fully removed from
the trading process. Automating the signal generation and order placement
is not enough to claim a level of systematic trading free of subjectivity and
emotions, if the trading systems used to generate the signals were identi-
fied via a subjective and emotional process in the first place.

EXAMPLES OF TRADING SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

A good way to demonstrate the process of synthesis of trading systems
is by the use of some examples. In this section, I present four examples
where synthesis is used in the case of trading systems that consist of mod-
els based on price patterns. The first example uses synthesis not only to
discover trading models based on price patterns but at the same time to
investigate the risk/reward levels possible in a specific market. The sec-
ond example deals with the synthesis of trading models based on price
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patterns that use a delay in placing a trade. This example demonstrates
the efficiency of the synthesis process in dealing with more advanced trad-
ing strategies. The third example investigates the robustness of the trad-
ing models identified through an application of the synthesis process to a
specific market. Finally, the fourth example shows the flexibility that syn-
thesis offers in dealing with the dynamics of different time frames and in
particular how short-term trading systems can be used to simulate trend
following.

Example 1: Determination of Attainable
Profitability Levels

This example takes advantage of the power of the synthesis process for
the purpose of determining profitability levels that can be achieved in
two very popular markets, the FTSE and DAX futures. In the context of
the profitability rule that was discussed in Chapter 4, this is equivalent to
whether low profitability systems with a high RWL ratio or high profitability
systems with a low RWL ratio, or maybe both, are possible to identify in
those markets.

The analysis concentrates on short-term trading systems based on
price patterns of the following general structure:

Long entry signal:

If {long pattern logic} then

Buy tomorrow on the open with

Profit target price at Entry Price × (1 + T/100)

Stop-loss price at Entry Price × (1 – S/100)

Short entry signal:

If {short pattern logic} then

Sell tomorrow on the open with

Profit target price at Entry Price × (1 – T/100)

Stop-loss price at Entry Price × (1 + S/100)

where T and S are the profit target and stop-loss values, respectively, ex-
pressed as percentages.

The general structure of short-term trading systems based on price pat-
terns considered in this example is complete in the sense that it includes a
precise method of generating entry and exit signals. The entry signal gener-
ation is based on the conditions that define the price patterns and indicated
as “long pattern logic” and “short pattern logic” in the general structure
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above. The exit signals are generated along with the entry signals and the
position exit levels are calculated based on the entry price.

The following performance criteria will be used in the synthesis
process:

Minimum number of historical trades N > 27

Maximum consecutive losers CL < 5

Profit factor Pf = 2

According to equation 4.18, which was discussed in Chapter 4, the two
parameters that can be varied when the profit factor Pf is a constant are
the profitability P and the ratio of average winning to average losing trade
RWL. The percent profitability is calculated as the ratio of winning trades
to total trades times 100, and RWL is estimated according to equation 4.30
by the ratio T/S, where T is the profit target and S the stop-loss, while α

is set equal to 1. This is in effect an approximation; the actual RWL values
will be calculated during back testing and they may vary from estimated
values. However, the estimate is used in conjunction with equation 4.18
only for the purpose of calculating the minimum profitability P. Since the
profit factor is equal to 2, there is already a safety factor in place to avoid
getting systems with negative equity performance in case actual RWL values
turn out to be much lower than the estimated values.

The first step in the study involves determining whether the histori-
cal profitability of the identified trading systems based on price patterns is
equal to or greater than the minimum profitability given by equation 4.18,
for a variety of profit target and stop-loss pairs. The second step involves
the applications of the performance criteria for the purpose of trading sys-
tem selection. The number of trading systems that satisfy the criteria for
each profitability level will provide an answer to the problem.

It is important to realize that in the course of determining what is pos-
sible to achieve in terms of profitability levels of trading systems in the
particular markets considered, an added benefit of the synthesis process is
the identification of the models of specific trading systems based on price
patterns.

In order to proceed, one must use a method of discovering price pat-
terns that satisfy the performance criteria. As soon as a candidate pattern
is identified, the profit target/stop-loss values will be used in the back test
to determine historical profitability P, number of historical trades N, and
maximum number of consecutive losers CL.

For the purposes of this study, APS Automatic Pattern Search was
used. APS is a software program that automatically discovers price
patterns that fulfill user-defined performance criteria and risk/reward
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objectives. The regular search option of the program was used (instead of
the extended search option, which produces many more patterns but takes
much longer to complete). Continuous, backward-adjusted, historical data
from 01/04/1994 to 10/19/2004 were used in the case of FTSE index futures.

The minimum profitability, denoted as min P%, was calculated using
equation 4.18, where the ratio T/S, as already mentioned, was used in place
of RWL. The profit factor Pf was set equal to 2. The ratio T/S was varied from
0.5 to 1.5 in increments of 0.25, as may be seen from Table 7.2. A search for
price patterns was performed by APS using a set of three pairs of profit
target/stop-loss values for each value of the T/S ratio.

The results of the search are summarized in Table 7.2 and indicate that
more price patterns were found in the case of lower T/S values than in the
case of higher values. For instance, for a T/S ratio equal to 0.50, a profit
target of 2 percent, and a stop-loss of 4 percent, APS found 11 patterns that
satisfied the performance criteria—4 short and 7 long. At the other extreme
of the range, for a T/S ratio equal to 1.5, only two patterns were found for
T = 3% and S = 2%. Thus, we may conclude that this is an indication that
the number of available patterns decreases as the value of the T/S ratio
increases. More importantly, it can be seen that for higher T/S values, there
is a clear shortage of price patterns that satisfy the performance criteria.

TABLE 7.2 Number of Price Patterns Found for Various Values of Target/Stop
Ratio for FTSE Index Futures

T/S T% S% Min P% NP NL NS

2.00 4.00 11 4 7
0.50 3.00 6.00 80 9 7 2

4.00 8.00 1 1 0
1.50 2.00 3 1 2

0.75 3.00 4.00 73 5 3 2
4.50 6.00 0 0 0
2.00 2.00 3 1 2

1.00 3.00 3.00 66 2 2 0
5.00 5.00 2 2 0
2.50 2.00 3 2 1

1.25 3.75 3.00 62 1 1 0
6.25 5.00 1 1 0
2.25 1.50 0 0 0

1.50 3.00 2.00 57 2 1 1
4.50 3 1 1 0

NP: number of price patterns, NL: number of long price patterns, NS: number of
short price patterns, T: profit target, S: stop-loss, min P%: minimum required
profitability.
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TABLE 7.3 Number of Price Patterns Found for Various Values of Target/Stop
Ratio for DAX Index Futures

T/S T% S% Min P% NP NL NS

0.50 2.00 4.00 80 5 3 2
3.00 6.00 4 2 2

1.00 3.00 3.00 66 4 0 4
5.00 5.00 3 0 3

1.50 4.50 3.00 57 1 0 1
7.25 5.00 1 0 1

NP: number of price patterns, NL: number of long price patterns, NS: number of
short price patterns, T: profit target, S: stop-loss, min P%: minimum required
profitability.

The same conclusion was confirmed by the results obtained in the
case of DAX futures and summarized in Table 7.3. In this case, continu-
ous, backward-adjusted, historical data from 11/05/1997 to 10/19/2004 were
used. The ratio T/S was set to vary from 0.5 to 1.5 in increments of 0.5.
In this case also, the number of price patterns decreased as the ratio in-
creased. We can thus conclude that higher profitability price patterns with
low RWL values are possible in the two markets considered, whereas lower
profitability ones with high RWL values are more difficult to find.

Therefore, the historical price behavior of the two future markets con-
sidered in this example is such that tighter stops in relation to profit targets
result in a shortage of profitable trading strategies based on price patterns,
although strategies with such characteristics are highly desirable. It ap-
pears that these markets demand the assumption of higher risk per trade
as compared to reward and, as a consequence, demand higher profitability
(success rate).

There are possible explanations for this behavior that are outside the
scope of this book. Fortunately, the study indicates the presence of histori-
cally profitable trading strategies based on price patterns; otherwise, these
markets would be impossible to trade short-term for a profit using such
methodology.

In order to get an idea of the model logic of the price patterns used in
the trading systems identified by APS, we will look at a specific example.
We will also compare the estimated values of the profitability P, ratio of
average winning to average losing trade RWL, and profit factor Pf to the
values calculated during back testing.

Figure 7.3 shows the results generated by APS Automatic Pattern
Search using the parameters listed in the first row of Table 7.2. Eleven
price patterns were identified—4 long and 7 short. Each line in the results
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FIGURE 7.3 Pattern search results for FTSE index futures.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.

corresponds to a price pattern and shows the performance parameters of
the particular search. PL is the profitability of long patterns and PS the
profitability of short patterns. The trade entry is indicated as the open of
tomorrow, the number of maximum consecutive losers is displayed under
column CL, and the profit target and stop-loss parameters are shown in the
corresponding columns. The Index and Index Date columns are used by
APS to classify the patterns and the last date in the historical data file is
also shown in the results.

The code required for back testing the first price pattern in Figure 7.3
in Metastock was generated by APS and it is shown in Figure 7.4.
The price pattern logic that corresponds to this formula code is shown in
Figure 7.5 as part of a trading system that has the general structure consid-
ered in this study. The back-test results are shown in Figure 7.6.

From the back-test results shown in Figure 7.6 it may be seen that
the historical profitability of this price pattern is 82 percent. This figure
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FIGURE 7.4 Metastock formula code for the first pattern in Figure 7.3.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

FIGURE 7.5 Pattern logic for the first pattern in Figure 7.3.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

exceeds the minimum required profitability of 80 percent, which was cal-
culated using the profitability rule (equation 4.30 with α = 0). The profit
factor Pf is equal to 2.2, greater than the required value of 2. Finally, the
ratio of average winning to average losing trade RWL is 0.48, and this value
is fairly close to the estimated value of 0.50 using the ratio of profit target
to stop-loss T/S. Thus, the Metastock back-test results confirm the perfor-
mance results obtained by the synthesis process of APS but more impor-
tantly the validity of some of the assumptions made in the study, such as
using the ratio T/S in place of RWL.

In this example of synthesis we considered trading systems that belong
to a general class of short-term trading systems based on price patterns.
Metastock formula code, Tradestation Easylanguage code, and Wealth-
Lab script for selected FTSE and DAX price patterns, which were gener-
ated for the purpose of this study, are provided in the appendix of this
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FIGURE 7.6 Back-test results for the first pattern in Figure 7.3.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

book for those readers who do not have a copy of APS Automatic Pattern
Search software.

Example 2: Determination of the Optimum Trade
Input Delay

The profitability (success rate) of specific short-term price pattern for-
mations can be increased considerably in many cases if the entry signal
is delayed by a number of bars after the formation of the pattern. When
used properly, a delay can act as a filter of adverse price corrections that
take place immediately after a pattern is formed. The gain from using a
delayed entry signal is a better entry price and that can result in some
losing trades turning into winning ones. Thus, if the appropriate value of
the delay is known in advance, a higher profitability may be possible over
the medium to longer-term. However, although the idea of using a delayed
entry appears to be an excellent remedy against short-term adverse price
corrections, it also places an additional burden on the trading system de-
velopment process. Before starting, a few questions must be answered:

1. When to use a delay and when not to

2. How to determine the appropriate value of the delay

3. How to identify profitable trading systems that use delayed entry sig-
nals effectively when the value of the delay is not known in advance
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The answer to the first question in the case of price patterns can be
given in the context of technical analysis. A delay should not be used in
the case of price patterns formed during a price momentum buildup in
a certain direction and that occur, for instance, near major resistance
or support levels, or contribute to breakouts. In these cases, prices tend
to continue moving in the direction indicated by the price pattern entry
signal often without significant corrections in the short-term. However, in
situations where there is decreasing uptrend or downtrend momentum and
prices are not near any major support or resistance levels, some significant
corrections may take place following the price pattern formation.

The reason for price corrections is fairly simple. Price patterns are
caused by the actions of market participants and those early traders who
cause the price patterns to form in the first place (by buying at lower levels
or selling at higher levels) pocket profits immediately after the patterns are
formed. Those early traders, depending on price direction, essentially sat-
isfy the demand or absorb the supply that is generated by late traders who
use the price pattern formations as signals to enter the market. The end
result is corrections in prices, which in turn cause volatility to increase.
Traders with tight stops often become the first victims of such corrections
and wonder why, although they had a correct signal about short-term price
direction, they still ended up losing. That is where a delay can play an im-
portant role by filtering out corrections in prices immediately following a
price pattern formation.

The answer to the second question seems straightforward but in re-
ality it turns out to be tricky. If a price pattern shows acceptable histori-
cal performance, one can determine fairly easily the optimum value of the
delay using parameter optimization. But what about situations where in
the absence of a delay a price pattern does not show acceptable perfor-
mance, and it does only after the introduction of a delay? How does one
identify price patterns suitable for using with a delay given zillions of un-
profitable pattern formations? This is one more reason the automation of
the price pattern discovery process is highly desired and that points to the
synthesis process discussed earlier in this chapter.

The answer to the third question is related to that of the second in the
sense that it is quite difficult to identify profitable price pattern formations
visually when the value of the delay is not known. This is because just by
looking at 10 bars on a chart, for instance, and without knowing the proper
value of the delay to use, one cannot know which part of the formation is
the pattern and which is the delay. Thus, one is normally forced to restrict
the search to profitable patterns without delay that stay profitable after a
delay is introduced. As we will see in the following, this reduces the num-
ber of candidate price patterns significantly unless a suitable automation
of the process is available.
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A Brief Introduction to Price Patterns

A Price Pattern Is a Formation of Price Bars on a Chart

The three price bars labeled 0, 1, and 2 form the price pattern shown in case
A of Figure 7.7. The most recent bar in the price pattern formation is de-
noted as bar 0 and referred to as “today.” Bar 1 is referred to as “yesterday”
and bar 2 is referred to as “2 days ago,” and so on.

From case A of Figure 7.7 it may be seen that the close of the last bar,
or today’s close, is higher than the high of bar 2, the high of 2 days ago. This
relationship can be expressed mathematically as follows:

Close of today > High of 2 days ago

Using the same reasoning as above, it is also the case that

Close of 2 days ago > Open of today

The complete description of the price pattern shown in case A of
Figure 7.7 can be obtained by following the same reasoning; the full set

Pattern Pattern

0

1

2

Case A. No delay Case B.  Delay

Delay

3

1

5

4

2

0

FIGURE 7.7 Case A: A 3-bar price pattern. Case B: The price pattern of case A
with a 3-bar delay added.
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of rules that completely define the price pattern formation beyond any
ambiguity is given here:

High of today > Close of today AND

High of 2 days ago > Close of 2 days ago AND

Open of today > Low of today AND

Close of today > High of 2 days ago AND

High of yesterday > Open of yesterday AND

Low of today > High of yesterday AND

Open of 2 days ago > Low of 2 days ago AND

Close of yesterday > Low of yesterday AND

Open of yesterday > Open of 2 days ago AND

Close of 2 days ago > Open of Today AND

Low of 2 days ago > Close of yesterday

This set of 11 inequalities uniquely describes the price pattern forma-
tion shown in case A of Figure 7.7. These inequalities (also referred to as
the price pattern logic) can be combined with appropriate money man-
agement and trade entry point into a complete system for trading a specific
market M in a given time frame. As an example, if the trade entry point is on
the open of the day following the price pattern formation, the profit-target
is T, and the stop-loss is S, both expressed as a percentage of the entry
price, the trading system model structure for long/short positions can take
the following form:

{Time frame: daily, Market: M}
If {long pattern logic} then

Buy tomorrow on the open with

Profit target price at Entry Price × (1 + T/100)

Stop-loss price at Entry Price × (1 – S/100)

If {short pattern logic} then

Sell tomorrow on the open with

Profit target price at Entry Price × (1 – T/100)

Stop-loss price at Entry Price × (1 + S/100)

where “long pattern logic” and “short pattern logic” are inequalities con-
nected by the Boolean operator AND, as with the set of 11 inequalities that
define the pattern in case A of Figure 7.7. Using the same methodology,
the logic of any price pattern formation can be incorporated into a
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complete trading system model and used to back test its performance or
generate signals in actual trading.

Delay Patterns

The number of price bars that follow the last bar in a price pattern forma-
tion and determine when a signal is generated is the value of the “delay.”
Note that the bars contributing to the value of the delay do not affect the
price pattern formation but merely specify how long to wait before gener-
ating a signal, long or short. The logic of the price pattern with the delay
added is referred to as the delay pattern and can be obtained simply by
adding the delay value to shift backwards each price bar in the formation.
Thus, in case B of Figure 7.7, bars 3, 4, and 5 now form the price pattern
and bars 2, 1, and 0 represent the delay. The signal is generated at the open
of the bar following bar 0. The logic of the delay price pattern is then given
as follows:

High of 3 days ago > Close of 3 days ago AND

High of 5 days ago > Close of 5 days ago AND

Open of 3 days ago > Low of 3 days ago AND

Close of 3 days ago > High of 5 days ago AND

High of 4 days ago > Open of 4 days ago AND

Low of 3 days ago > High of 4 days ago AND

Open of 5 days ago > Low of 5 days ago AND

Close of 4 days ago > Low of 4 days ago AND

Open of 4 days ago > Open of 5 days ago AND

Close of 5 days ago > Open of 3 days ago AND

Low of 5 days ago > Close of 4 days ago

Alternatively, one can retain the original bar numbering in the price
pattern formation, as in case A of Figure 7.7, and use an input delay count
to guarantee the proper generation of the signal. The appropriate formu-
lation of the logic of the delay pattern depends on the available functions
and capabilities of the back testing or the implemented real-time trading
program. For instance, in Metastock one can retain the original logic of the
price pattern and specify the delay in the option settings of the Tester func-
tion. In Tradestation or Wealth-Lab, it is better to shift the bars to account
for the delay.

The application of a delay can turn some losing trades into winners.
But the opposite can happen as well, and some winning trades can turn
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into losers. Thus, any application of delayed entry signals must be done
only after careful analysis and back testing.

APS Automatic Pattern Search was used to search for delay patterns
in FTSE index futures data. APS is a software program that automati-
cally discovers price patterns that fulfill user-defined performance crite-
ria and risk/reward parameters. The regular search option of the program
was used in the search (instead of the extended search option, which pro-
duces many more patterns but takes much longer to complete). Continu-
ous, backward-adjusted, historical price data from 01/04/1994 to 10/19/2004
were used for FTSE index futures and the results for patterns without de-
lay are shown in Figure 7.8. A total of 11 price patterns were identified by
APS that satisfied the performance parameters shown in Table 7.4. Each
line in the results, shown in Figure 7.8, represents a price pattern and its
corresponding performance parameters.

Out of the 11 price patterns without delay shown in Figure 7.8, 4 are
long patterns and the remaining 7 are short. Figure 7.9 shows the results of

FIGURE 7.8 Search results for price patterns with no delay in FTSE index futures.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.
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TABLE 7.4 Parameters Used in the Search for Patterns with and without
Delay

Trade Input Open of Next Day

Profit target 2% of entry price
Stop-loss 4% of entry price
Minimum profitability 80% (min Profit factor = 2)
Minimum number of trades 28
Maximum consecutive losers 5

FIGURE 7.9 Search results for price patterns with delay in FTSE index futures.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.

the same search with the delay option activated and delay values allowed
in the range of 1 to 3 bars. A total of 32 patterns were found in this case,
almost three times as many as compared to the search without a delay.

The results of Figure 7.9 should not be at all surprising. The introduc-
tion of the delay increased the number of price patterns that fulfill the per-
formance parameters in Table 7.4 as expected, by allowing more patterns
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FIGURE 7.10 Metastock formula code for the highlighted pattern in Figure 7.9.
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

to turn profitable. APS determined the optimum value of the delay in the
range specified. Notice that a few patterns, like the first one in the list in
both Figures 7.8 and 7.9, have zero delay because the program determined
that the introduction of a delay resulted in performance degradation.

As another example, let us look at the Metastock formula code for the
third pattern in the list in Figure 7.9, a short price pattern with a delay
equal to 1. The code generated by APS for this pattern is shown in Figure
7.10, along with information about the proper delay to apply in the Metas-
tock Tester options. Figure 7.11 shows the back-test results generated by
Metastock for the price pattern with the delay applied, and Figure 7.12
shows the back-test results for the same price pattern but with the delay
set to zero.

It may be seen that the price pattern historical performance is im-
proved when the delay is set to 1 as opposed to when it is set to 0. In
addition to a lower profitability, the number of maximum consecutive
losers increases to 3 from 1 in the case where there is no delay. The draw-
down is also larger because some losing trades in the case with zero delay
turned into winners, as was expected. More importantly, the introduction
of the delay increased the profitability of the price pattern above the mini-
mum required by the search.

The results of this study indicate that, contrary to common sense,
reacting swiftly to price pattern formations may not always be the opti-
mum short-term trading strategy. In many situations, delaying placing the
trade can result in higher profitability. Of course, such methodology can be
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FIGURE 7.11 Back-testing results for the pattern code in Figure 7.10.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

FIGURE 7.12 Back-testing results for the pattern code in Figure 7.10 with delay
set to 0.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.
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extended to other types of trading systems besides those based on price
patterns, but a careful analysis must precede any application.

The logic for the first 10 FTSE index futures patterns listed in
Figure 7.9 is provided in the appendix of this book. Metastock formula
code, Tradestation Easylanguage, and Wealth-Lab script for each of the
first 10 patterns are shown for those readers who do not have a copy of
APS Automatic Pattern Search.

Example 3: Robustness of Price Patterns

This example provides an answer to the most frequently asked ques-
tion about the robustness of price patterns—specifically, the question of
whether price patterns that fulfill a set of performance parameters based
on historical back-testing results can maintain similar performance in the
future. This also relates to forward testing of trading systems for the pur-
pose of determining their performance on out-of-sample data.

In an article published by this author (Harris, Sept. 2002) on the con-
cept of the automatic discovery of price patterns, APS Automatic Pat-
tern Search was used to discover price patterns for the NASDAQ-100
index tracking stock (with symbol QQQ then, which was changed later to
QQQQ). The results obtained that time by APS and published in the article
are shown in Figure 7.13.

Historical QQQ data from 07/11/1990 to 05/07/2002 were used in that
search. A total of eight long price patterns were identified by APS Auto-
matic Pattern Search that fulfilled the criteria in Table 7.5. Each line in the
results of Figure 7.13 corresponds to a price pattern and its performance
parameters as calculated by APS.

The next step in this study is to determine how the price patterns
shown in Figure 7.13 performed since the time of their discovery by APS
and the publication of the results. This can be achieved by back testing
each pattern in the time period from 05/07/2002 to 09/28/2007. The back-
testing function of APS was used for this purpose and the results for each
pattern shown in Figure 7.13 are shown in Table 7.6.

It is clear from the results in Table 7.6 that all eight patterns remained
profitable during the forward test period considered. This means that a
trading system based on those eight price patterns for QQQ, which were
developed in 2002 using a synthesis process, would have remained prof-
itable in the following five years. Thus, the test results demonstrated the
robustness of the specific QQQ price patterns.

Note that it is not necessary to analyze the results of the test for sta-
tistical significance. Obviously, the number of trades of each price pattern
in the forward test is not enough to guarantee statistical significance of
each individual price pattern. But when the sum of the trades of each price
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FIGURE 7.13 Search results for QQQ price patterns.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.

TABLE 7.5 Parameters Used in the Search for QQQ Price Patterns

Trade Input Open of Next Day

Delay 0
Profit target 7% of entry price
Stop-loss 7% of entry price
Minimum profitability 66%
Minimum number of trades 30
Maximum consecutive losers Less than 4

pattern in the combined testing periods is considered, it turns out that the
results are statistically significant.

Next, APS Automatic Pattern Search was used to search for price pat-
terns that fulfill the criteria shown in Table 7.5 in the combined time pe-
riod (back test plus forward test) starting on 07/11/1990 and ending on
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TABLE 7.6 Back-Test Results for the Price Patterns in Figure 7.13 in the
Period 05/07/2002 to 09/28/2007

Index Index Date P (%) Trades CL

4 20020507 69.23 13 2
7 20011105 75.00 8 1

11 20020118 60.00 10 2
12 20011112 66.67 12 2

5 20020412 59.94 17 2
6 20020123 64.71 17 3
5 20020214 72.22 18 2
4 20020305 53.85 13 2

P is the profitability; CL is the maximum number of consecutive losers.

09/28/2007. A total of 15 patterns were found, as shown in Figure 7.14. Some
of the price patterns in this case are identical to those shown in the search
results in Figure 7.13, and some new price patterns have emerged while a
few of the original ones do not appear in the results because they no longer
fulfill the performance criteria. Thus, although the range of the historical
data used in the search was increased significantly, the number of price
patterns that meet or exceed the performance criteria almost doubled. This
is an important result because it shows that in this particular market, the
passage of time affects neither the performance of price patterns nor the
availability of profitable formations.

The code for selected QQQQ patterns listed in Figure 7.14 is provided
in the appendix. Metastock formula code, Tradestation Easylanguage, and
Wealth-Lab script for each of the patterns in the list is included for those
readers who do not have a copy of APS Automatic Pattern Search and so
cannot generate the search results and the code.

Example 4: Trend Following with Price Patterns

It is very difficult to identify a trend early in its formation. Most trends can
be identified only after a significant portion of them have already formed.
In addition, most popular indicators used for identifying price trends have
significant time lag and are affected by volatility to the extent that their
use in developing robust trend-following trading systems has been highly
questioned. To make things more difficult, there is no proven method for
exiting a position while on a trend. It is often the case that positions are
closed either too early or too late. Early exits result in missing a significant
portion of the trend and late exits contribute to significant drawdowns.
Both are highly undesirable situations. However, it appears very difficult to
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FIGURE 7.14 Search results for QQQQ price patterns.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.

find a way to get an optimum balance between swift reaction and patience
in trend trading.

In Chapter 3, in the subsection “Trading in Multiple Time Frames,”
a method was discussed for combining short-term and longer-term trad-
ing time frames. The method is based on using multiple price pattern
formations to effectively achieve trend following. Here a specific ex-
ample is presented that illustrates in more detail this very powerful
methodology.

APS Automatic Pattern Search was used to search for price patterns
in the price history of the stock of Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) spanning the
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period January 1990 to February 14, 2003 that fulfill the following perfor-
mance criteria:

Profitability (% success rate) > 66%

Number of trades > 30

Consecutive losers < 4

Trade input: open of next day

Profit target/stop-loss = 7% of entry price

An APS search found five price patterns that met the above perfor-
mance criteria, as shown in Figure 7.15. These patterns were in turn com-
bined to develop a trading system. Each price pattern in Figure 7.15 served
as a subsystem in the combined trading system. Figure 7.16 shows the
back-testing results for the combined trading system for the price history

FIGURE 7.15 Search results for MSFT price patterns.*
Source: APS Automatic Pattern Search.

*Trade on designates whether the trade entry executed on the open or close. � PL
is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In this case PS =
100 – PL. � PS is the percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions.
In this case PL = 100 – PS. � Trades is the number of trades. � CL is the number of
maximum consecutive losers. � Type is either long or short. � Target shows the profit
target value used in the search. � Stop shows the stop-loss value used in the search.
� C indicates the type of profit target and stop-loss; “%” stands for percentages of
entry price.
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FIGURE 7.16 Back-testing results of a system using the patterns in Figure 7.15.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

considered in the search. This system has profitability 65 percent, an aver-
age win to average loss ratio of 0.73, and a profit factor equal to 1.34. The
number of maximum consecutive losers is equal to three.

Figure 7.17 is a chart of a short-term trend in MSFT prices from July
2002 to August 2002. During that period, the trading system based on price
patterns generated three profitable long signals and managed to capture a
good portion of the price move. Specifically, the net profit for those three
trades was $10.26, while the buy-and-hold gain for the duration of the move
was near $12.

Based on these findings, the short-term price patterns captured 86 per-
cent of the trend and did probably much better than any traditional method
for trend following. For example, it is easy to check that a 5–30 simple
moving average crossover trading system, which generates a long signal
when the 5-bar simple moving average crosses above the 30-bar simple
moving average, would result in one losing trade during the time period
considered.

Another example of trend following of the same trading system devel-
oped for MSFT is shown in Figure 7.18. In this case, the short-term price
trend spanned the period from June 1999 to mid-July 1999. The trading
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FIGURE 7.17 Short-term trend in MSFT prices from July 2002 to August 2002.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

system based on short-term price patterns developed using a synthesis
process generated three consecutive winning trades in that period for a
net profit of $18.23 as compared to a possible maximum profit of $25 that
could be theoretically achieved. That amounts to a capture of 73 percent
of the short-term trend.

In must be emphasized that the trend-following ability of trading sys-
tems based on price patterns is not an inherent property but comes as an
added benefit of their capability of generating multiple consecutive signals
along the duration of the trend. Thus, it is an indirect but very effective way
of capturing short-term, or even long-term, price moves. Figure 7.19 shows
the signal generation of a trading system based on price patterns devel-
oped using a synthesis process for the SPY (spiders) exchange-traded fund
over a longer-term trend during years 1994 to 1998. During that period, the
system generated 18 trades and captured almost 95 percent of the buy-and-
hold profit even though it was in the market only 70 percent of the time,
as can be seen from the back-testing results shown in Figure 7.20. Similar
systems can be developed through a synthesis process for a variety of mar-
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FIGURE 7.18 Short-term trend in MSFT prices from June 1999 to mid-July 1999.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.

kets that can generate enough profitable signals to exceed the buy-and-hold
profit during longer-term trends.

AT THE END OF THE DAY . . .

The markets are not mechanical generators of price and volume series
where the sole task of a trader is to make the right forecast at the right
time. Behind every transaction in the market there are human motives and
emotions, even if transactions are electronic and trading systems are auto-
matic. The purpose of Chapter 1 was to try to describe markets from the
point of view of trading and investing. When one looks at the market as a
collection of participants whose actions are driven by various sources of
information, including the actions of other participants, then one can real-
ize the limitations of back-testing and trading system analysis discussed in
Chapter 6.
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FIGURE 7.20 Back-testing results of the system that generated the signals in
Figure 7.19.
Source: Metastock charts courtesy of Equis International, a Reuters company.
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Besides adopting the proper description of the market, it is also im-
portant to understand that the aim of systematic trading is wealth redis-
tribution. Trading does not produce new wealth because it is a zero-sum
game, as was discussed in Chapter 2. This implies that those planning to
develop trading systems must make sure they exploit some kind of an edge,
otherwise they will end up losing money. The edge may rest either on the
method of analyzing trading systems and selecting the best ones to use, as
was discussed in Chapter 6, or on a method of synthesis of trading systems,
discussed in Chapter 7, or on a combination of these methods.

But the most important requirement for trading success is a quanti-
tative approach to profitability and risk and money management, the top-
ics of Chapters 4 and 5. A trader or system developer must understand
the various tradeoffs imposed on the performance of trading systems and
their impact on various time frames. In addition, unless proper risk and
money management is applied, even the best of trading systems can turn
into losers. Longer-term success depends on a fine balance between pre-
serving capital and risking capital to harvest returns. This should be the
ultimate objective of any trading method, and I hope I have provided some
thoughts, techniques, and examples in this book that can contribute toward
the achievement of this very difficult goal.
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Codes for
Selected Price

Patterns

This appendix lists the code for selected patterns from the examples in
Chapter 7 that can be used with Metastock, TradeStation, or Wealth-
Lab. The code is provided for educational purposes only and for study-

ing the historical performance of the patterns. In addition, patterns can be
combined in various ways to study more complicated trading systems in-
volving advanced strategies, such as the trend-following method discussed
in Example 4 of Chapter 7.

ABBREVIATIONS

Below is the list of abbreviations used in the headers of the price pattern
code generated by APS Automatic Pattern Search.

PL: The percent profitability of patterns suitable for long positions. In
this case PS = 100 – PL.

PS: The percent profitability of patterns suitable for short positions. In
this case PL = 100 – PS.

Trades: The number of trades in the price history.

CL: The number of maximum consecutive losers.

TARGET: The profit target value.

STOP: The stop-loss value.

137
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“%”: Indicates profit target and stop-loss calculated as a percentage of
the entry price.

DELAY: The entry signal delay value in bars.

Note: Index and Index date are used internally by APS Automatic
Pattern Search for pattern classification purposes only.

HEADER DETAILS

Each pattern code includes a header. Here is an example that explains the
meaning of the various parameters in the header:

{File: DAX.txt Index:11 Index Date:20050121 PL: 68.42% PS:
31.58% Trades:38 CL:3}
{LONG, %0, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}

Explanation: This is a long price pattern discovered in file DAX.txt
with profitability 68.42%, 38 trades, and 3 maximum consecutive losers.
The profit target is 3% of the entry price and the stop-loss 3% of the
entry price. Positions are placed on the open of the bar following the
pattern formation completion. The delay value is 1.

You can type the code of the price patterns in Metastock, TradeSta-
tion, or Wealth-Lab. If TradeStation is used, the value of the input variables
(profit target and stop-loss) must be specified. The same applies in the case
of Metastock where, in addition, the value of the delay must be also speci-
fied in the tester options.

QQQQ Patterns

1. Metastock Formula Code Metastock code for selected QQQQ
patterns. Metastock® is a registered trademark of Equis International, a
Reuters company.

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:1 Index Date:20050218 PL:67.57% PS:
32.43% Trades:37 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,-1) > Ref (o,-1)) AND (Ref (o,-1) > Ref (h,0)) AND
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (o,0)) AND (Ref (o,0) > Ref (c,-1)) AND
(Ref (c,-1) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (c,0)) AND
(Ref (c,0) > Ref (l,0))
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{File:QQQQ.txt Index:11 Index Date:20041012 PL:71.43% PS:
28.57% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (l,-3) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041101 PL:70.97% PS:
29.03% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,0) > Ref (c,-2)) AND (Ref (c,-2) > Ref (c,-1)) AND
(Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,-3)) AND (Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-4)) AND
(Ref (c,-4) > Ref (c,-5))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041001 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,0) > Ref (c,-1)) AND (Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,-2)) AND
(Ref (c,-2) > Ref (c,-5)) AND (Ref (c,-5) > Ref (c,-3)) AND
(Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-4))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:5 Index Date:20050207 PL:69.09% PS:
30.91% Trades:55 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,0)) AND (Ref (c,0) > Ref (c,-3)) AND
(Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-2))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:6 Index Date:20050120 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,-2) > Ref (c,-3)) AND (Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-1)) AND
(Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,-4)) AND (Ref (c,-4) > Ref (c,0))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:2 Index Date:20050218 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (c,-2)) AND
(Ref (c,-2) > Ref (l,-2)) AND (Ref (l,-2) > Ref (h,0)) AND
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (c,-1)) AND (Ref (c,-1) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (c,0)) AND (Ref (c,0) > Ref (l,0))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20040430 PL:68.52% PS:
31.48% Trades:54 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,-3) > Ref (h,-2)) AND (Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-3)) AND
(Ref (l,-3) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (l,-2)) AND
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,0))
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{File:QQQQ.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041111 PL:68.09% PS:
31.91% Trades:47 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-3)) AND (Ref (l,-3) > Ref (l,-2)) AND
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-4))

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20041203 PL:67.27% PS:
32.73% Trades:55 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (l,0)) AND
(Ref (l,0) > Ref (h,-2)) AND (Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (h,-3)) AND (Ref (h,-3) > Ref (l,-2)) AND
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,-3))

2. EasyLanguage Code EasyLanguage® code for selected QQQQ pat-
terns. EasyLanguage® is a registered trademark of TradeStation Technolo-
gies, Inc.

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:1 Index Date:20050218 PL:67.57% PS:
32.43% Trades:37 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[1] > o[1] AND o[1] > h[0] AND h[0] > o[0] AND o[0] >

c[1] AND c[1] > l[1] AND l[1] > c[0] AND c[0] > l[0] then
begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:11 Index Date:20041012 PL:71.43% PS:
28.57% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
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if l[3] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[1] AND l[1] > l[2] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041101 PL:70.97% PS:
29.03% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[0] > c[2] AND c[2] > c[1] AND c[1] > c[3] AND c[3] >

c[4] AND c[4] > c[5] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041001 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[0] > c[1] AND c[1] > c[2] AND c[2] > c[5] AND c[5] >

c[3] AND c[3] > c[4] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
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profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:5 Index Date:20050207 PL:69.09% PS:
30.91% Trades:55 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[1] > c[0] AND c[0] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[2] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:6 Index Date:20050120 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[2] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[1] AND c[1] > c[4] AND c[4] >

c[0] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
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sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:2 Index Date:20050218 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[2] > h[1] AND h[1] > c[2] AND c[2] > l[2] AND l[2] >

h[0] AND h[0] > c[1] AND c[1] > l[1] AND l[1] > c[0] AND
c[0] > l[0] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20040430 PL:68.52% PS:
31.48% Trades:54 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[3] > h[2] AND h[2] > l[3] AND l[3] > h[1] AND h[1] >

l[2] AND l[2] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[1] AND l[1] > l[0] then
begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
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sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041111 PL:68.09% PS:
31.91% Trades:47 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[0] > l[3] AND l[3] > l[2] AND l[2] > l[1] AND l[1] >

l[4] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20041203 PL:67.27% PS:
32.73% Trades:55 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
{The value of the input variables must be specified in

Tradestation}
input: ptarget (7), stopl (7);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[0] > h[1] AND h[1] > l[0] AND l[0] > h[2] AND h[2] >

l[1] AND l[1] > h[3] AND h[3] > l[2] AND l[2] > l[3]
then begin

Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
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sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

3. Wealth-Lab Script Wealth-lab code for selected QQQQ patterns.
Wealth-Lab is a trademark of WL Systems, Inc.

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:1 Index Date:20050218 PL:67.57% PS:
32.43% Trades:37 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-1) > PriceOpen (Bar-1)) AND (PriceOpen
(Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-0) >

PriceOpen (Bar-0)) AND (PriceOpen (Bar-0) > PriceClose
(Bar-1)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND
(PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-0)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:11 Index Date:20041012 PL:71.43% PS:
28.57% Trades:35 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceLow (Bar-3) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh
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(Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) >

PriceLow (Bar-2)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041101 PL:70.97% PS:
29.03% Trades:31 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-0) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-3) >

PriceClose (Bar-4)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-4) > PriceClose
(Bar-5)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:7 Index Date:20041001 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-0) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-5)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-5) >

PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-3) > PriceClose
(Bar-4)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end;
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else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:5 Index Date:20050207 PL:69.09% PS:
30.91% Trades:55 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-0) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-3) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:6 Index Date:20050120 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-3) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-4)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-4) >

PriceClose (Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end;
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:2 Index Date:20050218 PL:68.57% PS:
31.43% Trades:35 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
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SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-2) > PriceHigh (Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-2) >

PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-2) > PriceHigh
(Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-0)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-0) >

PriceLow (Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end;
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20040430 PL:68.52% PS:
31.48% Trades:54 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) >

PriceHigh (Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-1) > PriceLow
(Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-2) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND
(PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end;
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041111 PL:68.09% PS:
31.91% Trades:47 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
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InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-2) >

PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-4))
then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:QQQQ.txt Index:4 Index Date:20041203 PL:67.27% PS:
32.73% Trades:55 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 7, STOP: 7, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (7);
InstallStopLoss (7);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceHigh (Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-0) >

PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-2) > PriceLow
(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-3)) AND
(PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

SPY Patterns

1. Metastock Formula Code Metastock code for selected SPY pat-
terns. Metastock® is a registered trademark of Equis International, a
Reuters company.

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070807 PL:74.19% PS:
25.81% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 1}
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(Ref(h,0) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(h,-2)) AND
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-2)) AND (Ref(l,-2) > Ref(l,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070703 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 1}
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2))

{File:SPY.txt Index:10 Index Date:20061101 PL:77.42% PS:
22.58% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,-4) > Ref(c,-5)) AND (Ref(c,-5) > Ref(c,-3)) AND
(Ref(c,-3) > Ref(c,-2)) AND (Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,-1)) AND
(Ref(c,-1) > Ref(c,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:8 Index Date:20070511 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(c,-3)) AND
(Ref(c,-3) > Ref(c,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:9 Index Date:20070808 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,0) > Ref(c,-1)) AND (Ref(c,-1) > Ref(c,-4)) AND
(Ref(c,-4) > Ref(c,-2)) AND (Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,-3))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070724 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2)) AND
(Ref(l,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070327 PL:67.65% PS:
32.35% Trades:34 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-2)) AND (Ref(l,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND
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(Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND (Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070703 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND (Ref(l,0) > Ref(h,-1)) AND
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-1)) AND
(Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070621 PL:77.78% PS:
22.22% Trades:36 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-2)) AND
(Ref(l,-2) > Ref(h,0)) AND (Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND
(Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070424 PL:83.33% PS:
16.67% Trades:36 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-2))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070807 PL:74.19% PS:
25.81% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(h,-2)) AND
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-2)) AND (Ref(l,-2) > Ref(l,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070703 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2))

{File:SPY.txt Index:10 Index Date:20061101 PL:77.42% PS:
22.58% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,-4) > Ref(c,-5)) AND (Ref(c,-5) > Ref(c,-3)) AND
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(Ref(c,-3) > Ref(c,-2)) AND (Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,-1)) AND
(Ref(c,-1) > Ref(c,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:8 Index Date:20070511 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(c,-3)) AND
(Ref(c,-3) > Ref(c,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:9 Index Date:20070808 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(c,0) > Ref(c,-1)) AND (Ref(c,-1) > Ref(c,-4)) AND
(Ref(c,-4) > Ref(c,-2)) AND (Ref(c,-2) > Ref(c,-3))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070724 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2)) AND
(Ref(l,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND (Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070327 PL:67.65% PS:
32.35% Trades:34 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,-1)) AND (Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-2)) AND (Ref(l,-2) > Ref(c,0)) AND
(Ref(c,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND (Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-1))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070703 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,0)) AND (Ref(l,0) > Ref(h,-1)) AND
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-1)) AND
(Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,-2))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070621 PL:77.78% PS:
22.22% Trades:36 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(l,-2)) AND
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(Ref(l,-2) > Ref(h,0)) AND (Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND
(Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,0))

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070424 PL:83.33% PS:
16.67% Trades:36 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
1}
(Ref(h,-1) > Ref(h,-2)) AND (Ref(h,-2) > Ref(h,0)) AND
(Ref(h,0) > Ref(l,-1)) AND (Ref(l,-1) > Ref(l,0)) AND
(Ref(l,0) > Ref(l,-2))

2. EasyLanguage Code EasyLanguage® code for selected SPY pat-
terns. EasyLanguage® is a registered trademark of TradeStation Technolo-
gies, Inc.

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070807 PL:74.19% PS:
25.81% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[0] > c[0] AND c[0] > h[2] AND h[2] > h[1] AND h[1] >

l[0] AND l[0] > l[2] AND l[2] > l[1] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070703 PL:67.74% PS:32.26%
Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[0] > c[0] AND c[0] > l[0] AND l[0] > h[1] AND h[1] >
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h[2] AND h[2] > l[1] AND l[1] > l[2] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:10 Index Date:20061101 PL:77.42% PS:
22.58% Trades:31 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if c[4] > c[5] AND c[5] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[2] AND c[2] >

c[1] AND c[1] > c[0] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:8 Index Date:20070511 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if c[2] > c[0] AND c[0] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[1] then begin
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Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:9 Index Date:20070808 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN,
DELAY : 0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if c[0] > c[1] AND c[1] > c[4] AND c[4] > c[2] AND c[2] >

c[3] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070724 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[2] > h[1] AND h[1] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[1] AND l[1] >

l[2] AND l[2] > c[0] AND c[0] > l[0] then begin
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Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070327 PL:67.65% PS:
32.35% Trades:34 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[2] > h[1] AND h[1] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[2] AND l[2] >

c[0] AND c[0] > l[0] AND l[0] > l[1] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070703 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[0] > l[0] AND l[0] > h[1] AND h[1] > h[2] AND h[2] >

l[1] AND l[1] > l[2] then begin
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Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070621 PL:77.78% PS:
22.22% Trades:36 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[1] > h[2] AND h[2] > l[2] AND l[2] > h[0] AND h[0] >

l[1] AND l[1] > l[0] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070424 PL:83.33% PS:
16.67% Trades:36 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY :
0}
input: ptarget(7), stopl(7);
variables: profitprice(0), stopprice(0);
if h[1] > h[2] AND h[2] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[1] AND l[1] >

l[0] AND l[0] > l[2] then begin
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Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

3. Wealth-Lab Script Wealth-lab code for selected SPY patterns.
Wealth-Lab is a trademark of WL Systems, Inc.

// File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070807 PL:74.19%
PS:25.81% Trades:31 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-0) > PriceClose(Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-0) > PriceHigh(Bar-2)) AND
(PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceHigh(Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-1)
> PriceLow(Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-0) > PriceLow(Bar-2))
AND (PriceLow(Bar-2) > PriceLow(Bar-1)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070703 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
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InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-0) > PriceClose(Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-0) > PriceLow(Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-0)
> PriceHigh(Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-1) >

PriceHigh(Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceLow(Bar-1))
AND (PriceLow(Bar-1) > PriceLow(Bar-2)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:10 Index Date:20061101 PL:77.42% PS:
22.58% Trades:31 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose(Bar-4) > PriceClose(Bar-5)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-5) > PriceClose(Bar-3)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-3) > PriceClose(Bar-2)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-2) > PriceClose(Bar-1)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-1) > PriceClose(Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:8 Index Date:20070511 PL:67.74% PS:
32.26% Trades:31 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
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begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose(Bar-2) > PriceClose(Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-0) > PriceClose(Bar-3)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-3) > PriceClose(Bar-1)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:9 Index Date:20070808 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose(Bar-0) > PriceClose(Bar-1)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-1) > PriceClose(Bar-4)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-4) > PriceClose(Bar-2)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-2) > PriceClose(Bar-3)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070724 PL:78.79% PS:
21.21% Trades:33 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceHigh(Bar-1)) AND
(PriceHigh(Bar-1) > PriceHigh(Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-0)
> PriceLow(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-1) > PriceLow(Bar-2))
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AND (PriceLow(Bar-2) > PriceClose(Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose(Bar-0) > PriceLow(Bar-0)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:2 Index Date:20070327 PL:67.65% PS:
32.35% Trades:34 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceHigh(Bar-1)) AND
(PriceHigh(Bar-1) > PriceHigh(Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-0)
> PriceLow(Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-2) >

PriceClose(Bar-0)) AND (PriceClose(Bar-0) >

PriceLow(Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-0) >

PriceLow(Bar-1)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070703 PL:70.59% PS:
29.41% Trades:34 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-0) > PriceLow(Bar-0)) AND
(PriceLow(Bar-0) > PriceHigh(Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-1)
> PriceHigh(Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-2) >

PriceLow(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-1) >
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PriceLow(Bar-2)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070621 PL:77.78% PS:
22.22% Trades:36 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-1) > PriceHigh(Bar-2)) AND
(PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceLow(Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-2)
> PriceHigh(Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-0) >

PriceLow(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-1) > PriceLow(Bar-0))
then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

// File:SPY.txt Index:1 Index Date:20070424 PL:83.33% PS:
16.67% Trades:36 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET : 7, STOP : 7, ENTRY PRICE : OPEN, DELAY
: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode(#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget(7);
InstallStopLoss(7);
for Bar := 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh(Bar-1) > PriceHigh(Bar-2)) AND
(PriceHigh(Bar-2) > PriceHigh(Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh(Bar-0)
> PriceLow(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow(Bar-1) > PriceLow(Bar-0))
AND (PriceLow(Bar-0) > PriceLow(Bar-2)) then
BuyAtMarket(Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
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else
ApplyAutoStops(Bar);
end;

DAX Patterns

1. Metastock Formula Code Metastock code for selected DAX pat-
terns. Metastock® is a registered trademark of Equis International, a
Reuters company.

{File: DAX.txt Index: 11 Index Date: 20050121 PL: 68.42% PS:
31.58% Trades: 38 CL: 3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELA: 1}
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-3)) AND
(Ref (l,-3) > Ref (l,-1))

{File: DAX.txt Index: 10 Index Date: 20050331 PL: 32.26% PS:
67.74% Trades:31 CL: 2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (h,-2)) AND
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (c,0)) AND (Ref (c,0) > Ref (l,0)) AND
(Ref (l,0) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2))

{File: DAX.txt Index: 6 Index Date: 20050223 PL: 15.63% PS:
84.38% Trades: 32 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,-4) > Ref (c,-2)) AND (Ref (c,-2) > Ref (c,-3)) AND
(Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-1)) AND (Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,0))

{File: DAX.txt Index: 4 Index Date: 20050202 PL: 80.00% PS:
20.00% Trades: 30 CL:1}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (l,0)) AND
(Ref (l,0) > Ref (h,-2)) AND (Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (h,-3)) AND (Ref (h,-3) > Ref (l,-2)) AND
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,-3))

2. EasyLanguage Code EasyLanguage® code for selected DAX pat-
terns. EasyLanguage® is a registered trademark of TradeStation Technolo-
gies, Inc.

{File: DAX.txt Index: 11 Index Date: 20050121 PL: 68.42% PS:
31.58% Trades: 38 CL: 3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
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input: ptarget (3), stopl (3);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if l[2] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[3] AND l[3] > l[1] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File: DAX.txt Index: 10 Index Date: 20050331 PL: 32.26% PS:
67.74% Trades: 31 CL: 2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (3), stopl (3);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[0] > h[1] AND h[1] > h[2] AND h[2] > c[0] AND c[0] >

l[0] AND l[0] > l[1] AND l[1] > l[2] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:DAX.txt Index:6 Index Date:20050223 PL:15.63% PS:
84.38% Trades:32 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[4] > c[2] AND c[2] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[1] AND c[1] >

c[0] then begin
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Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:DAX.txt Index:4 Index Date:20050202 PL:80.00% PS:
20.00% Trades:30 CL:1}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[0] > h[1] AND h[1] > l[0] AND l[0] > h[2] AND h[2] >

l[1] AND l[1] > h[3] AND h[3] > l[2] AND l[2] > l[3] then
begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

3. Wealth-Lab Script Wealth-Lab code for selected DAX patterns.
Wealth-Lab is a trademark of WL Systems, Inc.

// File:DAX.txt Index:11 Index Date:20050121 PL:68.42% PS:
31.58% Trades:38 CL:3
// LONG, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
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InstallProfitTarget (3);
InstallStopLoss (3);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceLow (Bar-2) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) >

PriceLow (Bar-1)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:DAX.txt Index:10 Index Date:20050331 PL:32.26% PS:
67.74% Trades:31 CL:2
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 3, STOP: 3, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (3);
InstallStopLoss (3);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceHigh (Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-2) >

PriceClose (Bar-0)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-0) > PriceLow
(Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND
(PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:DAX.txt Index:6 Index Date:20050223 PL:15.63% PS:
84.38% Trades:32 CL:1
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-4) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) AND
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(PriceClose (Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-3) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-1) >

PriceClose (Bar-0)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:DAX.txt Index:4 Index Date:20050202 PL:80.00% PS:
20.00% Trades:30 CL:1
// LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-0) > PriceHigh (Bar-1)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-0)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-0) >

PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-2) > PriceLow
(Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-3)) AND
(PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

FTSE Patterns

1. Metastock Formula Code Metastock code for selected FTSE
patterns. Metastock® is a registered trademark of Equis International, a
Reuters company.

{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040712 PL:15.71% PS:
84.29% Trades:70 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (h,-1) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-2)) AND
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,0)) AND
(Ref (l,0) > Ref (l,-2))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041015 PL:81.97% PS:
18.03% Trades:61 CL:2}
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{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (l,-4) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-3)) AND
(Ref (l,-3) > Ref (l,-2)) AND (Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,-1))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:10 Index Date:20040730 PL:19.64% PS:
80.36% Trades:56 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (c,0)) AND
(Ref (c,0) > Ref (l,0)) AND (Ref (l,0) > Ref (h,-2)) AND
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20040922 PL:18.18% PS:
81.82% Trades:55 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
(Ref (c,-1) > Ref (c,0)) AND (Ref (c,0) > Ref (c,-3)) AND
(Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-2))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20041019 PL:15.38% PS:
84.62% Trades:52 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
(Ref (c,0) > Ref (c,-3)) AND (Ref (c,-3) > Ref (c,-2)) AND
(Ref (c,-2) > Ref (c,-1))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040917 PL:19.61% PS:
80.39% Trades:51 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-4)) AND (Ref (l,-4) > Ref (l,-1)) AND
(Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2)) AND (Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,-3))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20041007 PL:83.67% PS:
16.33% Trades:49 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 4}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-1)) AND (Ref (h,-1) > Ref (h,-2)) AND
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,0)) AND
(Ref (l,0) > Ref (l,-2))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040930 PL:81.40% PS:
18.60% Trades:43 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 4}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-4)) AND
(Ref (l,-4) > Ref (l,-3)) AND (Ref (l,-3) > Ref (l,-2))

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040728 PL:16.28% PS:
83.72% Trades:43 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
(Ref (h,0) > Ref (l,-3)) AND (Ref (l,-3) > Ref (l,-4)) AND
(Ref (l,-4) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2))
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{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040804 PL:80.95% PS:
19.05% Trades:42 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 4}
(Ref (h,-1) > Ref (h,0)) AND (Ref (h,0) > Ref (h,-2)) AND
(Ref (h,-2) > Ref (l,-1)) AND (Ref (l,-1) > Ref (l,-2)) AND
(Ref (l,-2) > Ref (l,0))

2. EasyLanguage Code EasyLanguage® code for selected FTSE pat-
terns. EasyLanguage® is a registered trademark of TradeStation Technolo-
gies, Inc.

{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040712 PL:15.71% PS:
84.29% Trades:70 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[1] > h[0] AND h[0] > h[2] AND h[2] > l[1] AND l[1] >

l[0] AND l[0] > l[2] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041015 PL:81.97% PS:
18.03% Trades:61 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if l[4] > h[0] AND h[0] > l[3] AND l[3] > l[2] AND l[2] >

l[1] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
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end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:10 Index Date:20040730 PL:19.64% PS:
80.36% Trades:56 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[1] > h[2] AND h[2] > c[1] AND c[1] > l[1] AND l[1] >

h[3] AND h[3] > l[2] AND l[2] > l[3] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20040922 PL:18.18% PS:
81.82% Trades:55 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[1] > c[0] AND c[0] > c[3] AND c[3] > c[2] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
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stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20041019 PL:15.38% PS:
84.62% Trades:52 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if c[2] > c[5] AND c[5] > c[4] AND c[4] > c[3] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040917 PL:19.61% PS:
80.39% Trades:51 CL:2}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[2] > l[6] AND l[6] > l[3] AND l[3] > l[4] AND l[4] >

l[5] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
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{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20041007 PL:83.67% PS:
16.33% Trades:49 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[3] > h[4] AND h[4] > h[5] AND h[5] > l[4] AND l[4] >

l[3] AND l[3] > l[5] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040930 PL:81.40% PS:
18.60% Trades:43 CL:3}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[3] > l[4] AND l[4] > l[7] AND l[7] > l[6] AND l[6] >

l[5] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040728 PL:16.28% PS:
83.72% Trades:43 CL:1}
{SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2}
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input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[2] > l[5] AND l[5] > l[6] AND l[6] > l[3] AND l[3] >

l[4] then begin
Sell Short Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1-ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1+stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= -1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 - ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 + stopl/100);
buy to cover next bar at profitprice limit;
buy to cover next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

{File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040804 PL:80.95% PS:
19.05% Trades:42 CL:2}
{LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3}
input: ptarget (2), stopl (4);
variables: profitprice (0), stopprice (0);
if h[4] > h[3] AND h[3] > h[5] AND h[5] > l[4] AND l[4] >

l[5] AND l[5] > l[3] then begin
Buy Next Bar at open;
if Marketposition = 0 then begin
profitprice = O of tomorrow * (1+ptarget/100);
stopprice = O of tomorrow * (1-stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;
end;
if marketposition= 1 then begin
profitprice= entryprice * (1 + ptarget/100);
stopprice= entryprice * (1 - stopl/100);
sell next bar at profitprice limit;
sell next bar at stopprice stop;
end;

3. Wealth-Lab Script Wealth-Lab code for selected FTSE patterns.
Wealth-Lab is a trademark of WL Systems, Inc.

// File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040712 PL:15.71% PS:
84.29% Trades:70 CL:2
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// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-0) > PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-2) >

PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceLow (Bar-0))
AND (PriceLow (Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20041015 PL:81.97% PS:
18.03% Trades:61 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceLow (Bar-4) > PriceHigh (Bar-0)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-0) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) >

PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-1))
then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:10 Index Date:20040730 PL:19.64% PS:
80.36% Trades:56 CL:1
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 1
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
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begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-1) > PriceHigh (Bar-2)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-1)) AND (PriceClose (Bar-1) >

PriceLow (Bar-1)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-1) > PriceHigh
(Bar-3)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-2)) AND
(PriceLow (Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20040922 PL:18.18% PS:
81.82% Trades:55 CL:2
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 0
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-1) > PriceClose (Bar-0)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-0) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-3) > PriceClose (Bar-2)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:5 Index Date:20041019 PL:15.38% PS:
84.62% Trades:52 CL:1
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceClose (Bar-2) > PriceClose (Bar-5)) AND
(PriceClose (Bar-5) > PriceClose (Bar-4)) AND (PriceClose
(Bar-4) > PriceClose (Bar-3)) then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
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end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040917 PL:19.61% PS:
80.39% Trades:51 CL:2
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-6)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-6) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) >

PriceLow (Bar-4)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-4) > PriceLow (Bar-5))
then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20041007 PL:83.67% PS:
16.33% Trades:49 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceHigh (Bar-4)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-4) > PriceHigh (Bar-5)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-5) >

PriceLow (Bar-4)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-4) > PriceLow (Bar-3))
AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-5)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040930 PL:81.40% PS:
18.60% Trades:43 CL:3
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// LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-4)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-4) > PriceLow (Bar-7)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-7) >

PriceLow (Bar-6)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-6) > PriceLow (Bar-5))
then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:12 Index Date:20040728 PL:16.28% PS:
83.72% Trades:43 CL:1
// SHORT, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 2
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-2) > PriceLow (Bar-5)) AND (PriceLow
(Bar-5) > PriceLow (Bar-6)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-6) >

PriceLow (Bar-3)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-3) > PriceLow (Bar-4))
then
ShortAtMarket (Bar + 1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;

// File:FTSE.txt Index:3 Index Date:20040804 PL:80.95% PS:
19.05% Trades:42 CL:2
// LONG, %, TARGET: 2, STOP: 4, ENTRY PRICE: OPEN, DELAY: 3
var Bar: integer;
SetAutoStopMode (#AsPercent);
InstallProfitTarget (2);
InstallStopLoss (4);
for Bar:= 12 to BarCount - 1 do
begin
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if not LastPositionActive then begin
if (PriceHigh (Bar-4) > PriceHigh (Bar-3)) AND (PriceHigh
(Bar-3) > PriceHigh (Bar-5)) AND (PriceHigh (Bar-5) >

PriceLow (Bar-4)) AND (PriceLow (Bar-4) > PriceLow (Bar-5))
AND (PriceLow (Bar-5) > PriceLow (Bar-3)) then
BuyAtMarket (Bar+1, ‘Open’);
end
else
ApplyAutoStops (Bar);
end;
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About the CD-ROM

INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides you with information on the contents of the CD
that accompanies this book. For the latest and greatest information, please
refer to the ReadMe file located at the root of the CD.

System Requirements
� A computer with a processor running at 120 Mhz or faster
� At least 32 MB of total RAM installed on your computer; for best per-

formance, we recommend at least 64 MB
� A CD-ROM drive

USING THE CD WITH WINDOWS

To install the items from the CD to your hard drive, follow these steps:

1. Insert the CD into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.

2. The CD-ROM interface will appear. The interface provides a simple
point-and-click way to explore the contents of the CD.

If the opening screen of the CD-ROM does not appear automati-
cally, follow these steps to access the CD:

3. Click the Start button on the left end of the taskbar and then choose
Run from the menu that pops up.

4. In the dialog box that appears, type d:\start.exe. (If your CD-ROM
drive is not drive d, fill in the appropriate letter in place of d.) This
brings up the CD Interface described in the preceding set of steps.
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WHAT’S ON THE CD

The following sections provide a summary of the software and other mate-
rials you’ll find on the CD.

Content

Any material from the book, including forms, slides, and lesson plans if
available, are in the folder named “Content.”

Codes:

File: codes for selected price patterns.pdf

This CD contains the codes for selected price patterns, which are listed in
the Appendix section of the book. As these codes are in a pdf file, opening
the file requires Adobe Reader.

Readers of the book who would like to test the code can copy and paste
it from this pdf file into Metastock, Tradestation, or Wealth-lab instead of
manually reproducing it.

Software:

File: apsdv49.exe

The file apsdv49.exe is for installing the demo version of APS Auto-
matic Pattern Search v4.9, the program used to generate the codes for
the price patterns in the Appendix of the book. Readers can use the
program to study how the values of various parameters affect synthesis
of trading systems based on price patterns, the method of system de-
velopment discussed in Chapter 7 of the book. Also, the following two
support files are included for the demo users and can be opened with
NotePad.:

Software support files:

Demo Installation Instructions.txt: This file contains instructions
about installing the demo version of Automatic Pattern Search on your
computer and lists the hardware/software requirements and Windows
Vista Compatibility issues.

Tips for a quick start.txt: This file contains tips for using Automatic
Pattern Search, like setting up a search or a scan of workspaces. More
information can be found in the program manual that is included in the
program installation in the form of a help file.
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Data files:

Sample historical data files are included that can be used by APS Au-
tomatic Pattern Search demo version to determine how the choice of
the value of parameters, such as profitability and number of historical
trades, affect price pattern synthesis, the method of system development
described in Chapter 7.

Applications

The following applications are on the CD:

Adobe Reader. Adobe Reader is a freeware application for viewing
files in the Adobe Portable Document format.

Trial, demo, or evaluation versions are usually limited either by time
or functionality (such as being unable to save projects). Some trial versions
are very sensitive to system date changes. If you alter your computer’s date,
the programs will “time out” and no longer be functional.

CUSTOMER CARE

If you have trouble with the CD-ROM, please call the Wiley Product Techni-
cal Support phone number at (800) 762-2974. Outside the United States, call
1(317) 572-3994. You can also contact Wiley Product Technical Support at
http://support.wiley.com. John Wiley & Sons will provide technical sup-
port only for installation and other general quality control items. For tech-
nical support on the applications themselves, consult the program’s vendor
or author.

To place additional orders or to request information about other Wiley
products, please call (877) 762-2974.

CUSTOMER NOTE: IF THIS BOOK IS ACCOMPANIED BY SOFT-

WARE, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE OPENING THE

PACKAGE.

This software contains files to help you utilize the models described in the
accompanying book. By opening the package, you are agreeing to be bound
by the following agreement:

This software product is protected by copyright and all rights are re-
served by the author, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., or their licensors. You are
licensed to use this software on a single computer. Copying the software
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to another medium or format for use on a single computer does not violate
the U.S. Copyright Law. Copying the software for any other purpose is a
violation of the U.S. Copyright Law.

This software product is sold as is without warranty of any kind, ei-
ther express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranty
of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Neither Wiley nor
its dealers or distributors assumes any liability for any alleged or actual
damages arising from the use of or the inability to use this software. (Some
states do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so the exclusion
may not apply to you.)
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Algorithm, for model identification, 109–110
Algorithmic trading, 30
Alternative trading systems (ATSs), 30
Analysis, of trading systems, 83, 85–104

back testing and system development, 91–98
back testing’s pitfalls, 98–104
modeling of trading systems, 87–91
simplicity versus complexity in, 86–87
suitability and, 95–96

Anti-Martindale betting strategy, 74, 78, 79
APS Automatic Pattern Search:

abbreviations of, 137–138
attainable profitability levels example,

113–118
delayed entry signals and, 123–127
price pattern formations and, 129–135
robustness of price patterns example,

127–129
ATS (alternative trading systems), 30

Back testing:
history of term, 91
methodology for system development and,

91–98
pitfalls, 98–104
process of synthesis and, 110–111
software program limitations, 98–101
variation due to historical data, 101–104,

106–107
Bear markets:

equity markets and, 10
forex markets and, 12
futures and, 9

Bernoulli Trials, 66
Bid–ask spreads, 31–32
Bubble market period, 21–22

Capital requirements, risk management and, 7,
10, 68–73

equities trading, 71–73
futures and forex trading, 70–71

to start trading, 68–69
trading on margin, 69–70

Central banks, forex trading and, 13–14
Charting, see Technical analysis
Collateralized mortgage obligations, 6
Commissions:

effect on profitability, 53–56
forex markets and, 12
intraday trading and, 30–31
short-term trading and, 35

Commodity futures, see Futures markets
Complexity versus simplicity, in trading

systems, 86–87
Consecutive losing trades, 64–67
Continuation signals, back testing and, 99–101
Counterparty credit risk, futures markets and,

7
Currencies trend, 13, 14

Daily price limits, futures markets and, 8
Dark liquidity pools, 30
DAX futures, attainable profitability levels

example, 112–118
DAX patterns:

EasyLanguage® code, 163–165
Metastock® formula code, 163
Wealth-Lab script, 165–167

Delayed entry signal, determination example,
118–127

EasyLanguage® code:
attainable profitability levels example,

117–118
DAX patterns, 163–165
delayed entry signals and, 122–127
FTSE patterns, 169–173
QQQQ patterns, 140–145
robustness of price patterns example,

127–129
SPY patterns, 153–158

Efficient market hypothesis, 26
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Equity markets:
basics of, 6–7, 10–12
bear markets and, 9
capital requirements and, 71–73
24-hour nature of, 15
zero-sum game and, 11–12, 20

EUR/USD pair, 13, 14
Exchange traded funds, 10. See also QQQQ

patterns; SPY patterns

Fixed fractional position sizing, 73–74, 76–78
Fixed income securities, 6
Forex markets:

basics of, 6–7, 12–14
bear markets and, 9
capital requirements and, 70–71
daily limits and, 8
24-hour nature of, 15
zero-sum game and, 12, 13–14, 19–20

Forward testing, 127
FTSE futures:

attainable profitability levels example,
112–118

delayed entry signals and, 123–127
FTSE patterns:

EasyLanguage® code, 169–173
Metastock® formula code, 167–169
Wealth-Lab script, 173–178

Fundamental analysis, 25–27
used with technical analysis, 29

Fundamental law of risk management, 68
Fundamental law of trading strategies, 50–53
Futures markets:

basics of, 6–10
capital requirements and, 70–71
24-hour nature of, 15
zero-sum game and, 10, 19–20

Historical data, back testing limitations and,
101–104, 106–107

Hybrid trading methodologies, 29

Implementation, of trading system model, 94,
106

Insiders, zero-sum game and, 22
Intel Corp., 11, 39–40
Interest rate swaps, 6
Intraday trading, 30–33

back testing versus actual performance, 90
fundamental analysis and, 27
increase in volume of, 32
intraday/short-term trading, 38–40
profitability, 30–32
profitability and time frames, 56–58, 59
profit factor, 50

psychology of, 33
scalping in, 32
trading system models and, 96

Kelly formula, position sizing and, 46, 74–76, 78

Leading indicators, 87
Leverage:

equity markets and, 10
forex markets and, 12
futures markets and, 7–8

Liquidity:
equity markets and, 10
forex markets and, 12

Locked limits, on futures, 8–9
Longer-term trading, 35–38

fundamental analysis and, 27
price pattern formations and, 129–135
price patterns example, 129–134
profitability, 36
profitability and time frames, 56–58
psychology of, 38
short-term/longer-term trading, 39, 41–42
trading system models and, 96
trends and, 36–38

Losses, probability of ruin, 64–68
Lumber futures, 8–9

Margin requirements, 69–70
equity markets and, 10
futures markets and, 7

Markets, basics of, 3–16
decisions and trading in specific, 15–16
equity markets, 6–7, 10–12
forex markets, 6–7, 12–14
futures markets, 6–10
operational structure of, 3–6

Martindale betting strategy, 74, 78
Metastock® formula code:

attainable profitability levels example,
116–118

DAX patterns, 163
delayed entry signals and, 122–127
FTSE patterns, 167–169
price pattern formations and, 132–135
QQQQ patterns, 138–140
robustness of price patterns example,

127–129
SPY patterns, 149–153

Methods of trading, 25–29
combining of, 29
fundamental analysis, 25–27
technical analysis, 25–26, 27–29

Microsoft Corp., in price pattern example,
129–135
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Model identification algorithm, 109–110
Model search, during system development,

92–94
Modifications, to trading system model, 96–98,

107
Money management, see Risk and money

management
Mortgage obligations, collateralized, 6

NASDAQ QQQ, price pattern robustness
example, 127–129. See also QQQQ patterns

Online order entry:
intraday trading and, 32
markets and, 6–7
technical analysis and, 28

Optimal-f, 74
Optimized systems, 63
Optimum compromise point, in trading

systems, 86
Optimum trade input delay, example of

determination of, 118–127
Over the counter (OTC) market, 10

Participants in market, proper perspective and,
4–6

Point of optimum compromise, in trading
systems, 86

Position sizing, risk management and, 64,
73–76

Price concession, 36
Price movements, basis of, 5
Price patterns:

attainable profitability levels example,
113–118

delayed entry signal and, 118–127
introduction to, 120–122
robustness example, 127–129
short-term trading and, 35

Probability of ruin, 64–67
Probability theory, risk management and,

64–68
Profitability, see also Profitability rule

determining attainable levels example,
112–118

intraday trading and, 30–32
longer-term trading and, 36
short-term trading and, 33–34

Profitability rule, 44, 45–61
effect of commissions on, 53–56
examples, 60–61
fundamental law of trading strategies and,

50–53
importance of quantitative derivations,

45–46

mathematical derivation of, 46–50
time frames of trading and, 56–60
trading system models and, 96

Profit target, 112, 121

QQQQ patterns, 10
EasyLanguage® code, 140–145
Metastock® formula code, 138–140
Wealth-Lab script, 145–149

Random events, equity markets and, 11
Ratio of average winning to average losing

trade, see Profitability rule
Reality, importance of model’s conformance

to, 87–88
Retail disadvantage:

forex markets and, 13
zero-sum game and, 22–23

Risk and money management, 43, 63–81
beginning plan for, 78–79
capital requirements and, 68–73
examples, 80–81
fundamental law of, 68
futures markets and, 8
Kelly formula in, 75
Martindale and anti-Martindale betting

strategies and, 74, 78, 79
position sizing and, 64, 73–76
probability theory and risk of ruin, 64–68
risk percent position-sizing method, 73–74,

76–78
zero-sum game and, 18–19

Risk percent position-sizing method, 73–74,
76–78

Scalpers:
intraday trading and, 31–32
profit rule and, 60

Short-term trading, 33–35
fundamental analysis and, 27
intraday/short-term trading, 38–40
price pattern formations and, 129–135
profitability, 33–34
profitability and time frames, 56–58, 59
profit factor, 50
psychology of, 34
short-term/longer-term trading, 39, 41–42
technical analysis and, 34–35
trading system models and, 96

Simplicity versus complexity, in trading
systems, 86–87

Simulation, see Back testing
Slippage, 85
Split-adjusted stock data, back testing

limitations and, 101–104
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SPY patterns, 10
EasyLanguage® code, 153–158
Metastock® formula code, 149–153
Wealth-Lab script, 158–163

Stocks:
basics of, 6–7, 10–12
bear markets and, 9
capital requirements and, 71–73
24-hour nature of market, 15
zero-sum game and, 11–12, 20

Stop-loss, 76–77, 112, 121
Success rate, see Profitability rule
Synthesis, of trading systems, 83, 94, 105–136

attainable profitability levels example,
112–118

move from analysis to, 106–108, 111
optimum trade input delay example, 118–127
price pattern robustness example, 127–129
price pattern trend following example,

129–135
process of synthesis, 108–111
trial and error methodology and, 105–106

Systematic trading, see Trading systems,
analysis of; Trading systems, synthesis and
automation of

Technical analysis, 25–26, 27–29
intraday trading and, 32
longer-term trading and, 36–38
short-term trading and, 34–35
used with fundamental analysis, 29

Time and sales reports, forex markets, 12
Time frames of trading, 29–42

back testing versus actual performance,
90–91

intraday/short-term trading, 38–40
intraday trading, 30–33
longer-term trading, 35–38
profitability, 56–60
short-term/longer-term trading, 39, 41–42
short-term trading, 33–35
trading system models and, 96, 97

Tradestation EasyLanguage® code:
attainable profitability levels example,

117–118
DAX patterns, 163–165
delayed entry signals and, 122–127
FTSE patterns, 169–173
QQQQ patterns, 140–145
robustness of price patterns example,

127–129
SPY patterns, 153–158

Trading strategies, fundamental law of, 50–53
Trading system model, 83, 85

defined, 88
theoretical versus practical, 88–89

Trading systems, analysis of, 83, 85–104
back testing and system development,

91–98
back testing’s pitfalls, 98–104
modeling of trading systems, 87–91
simplicity versus complexity in, 86–87
suitability and, 95–96

Trading systems, synthesis and automation of,
83, 94, 105–136

attainable profitability levels example,
112–118

move from analysis to, 106–108, 111
optimum trade input delay example, 118–127
price pattern robustness example, 127–129
price pattern trend following example,

129–135
process of synthesis, 108–111
trial and error methodology and, 105–106

Trend trading/following, 35–38
fundamental analysis and, 27
price pattern formations and, 129–135
price patterns example, 129–134
profitability and, 36
psychology of, 38
short-term/longer-term trading, 39, 41–42
time frames and profitability, 56–58
trading system models and, 96
trends and, 36–38

24-hour electronic trading markets, 15

Validation, of trading system model results, 95,
107

software program limitations and, 98–101,
104

Volatility, technical analysis and, 28

Wealth creation period, 20–21
choosing market based on, 22

Wealth-Lab script:
attainable profitability levels example,

117–118
DAX patterns, 165–167
delayed entry signals and, 122–127
FTSE patterns, 173–178
QQQQ patterns, 145–149
robustness of price patterns example,

127–129
SPY patterns, 158–163

Zero-sum game, 15–16, 17–23, 136
equity markets and, 11–12, 20
forex markets and, 12, 13–14, 19–20
futures markets and, 10, 19–20
losses and profits and, 17–19
realities of, 22–23
wealth creation exception to, 20–21


